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Abstract

Degradation processes in AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility transistors were investig-
ated by optical methods. Temperatures within device channels, as well as electric fields
are important for on-state degradation. Raman and photoluminescence (PL) thermo-
graphy were used to investigate these temperatures and the thermal conductivity of GaN
channels in both conventional GaN-on-SiC structures and novel AlGaN/GaN/AlGaN-
on-Si double heterostructure field effect transistors (DHFETs). The thin (150 nm) GaN
channel layer in the DHFET had a lower thermal conductivity, at ~ 60 Wm−1 K−1 than
typical epilayers, which at ~ 2 µm thick have more than twice this value. This reduced
thermal conductivity has implications for the design of devices employing thin GaN
layers, especially when combined with the thick strain relief layers common on Si sub-
strates, as the resulting high temperatures will affect their reliability by on- state thermal
degradation processes. The depth resolution of Raman thermography on devices with
typical GaN buffers usually limits results to one temperature, averaged through the buf-
fer thickness. A method was developed to improve the depth resolution using a spatial
filter and azimuthal polarisation; when combined with offset focal planes it was possible
to obtain temperatures of the top and bottom of the GaN epilayer separately.

Off-state degradation processes are more closely related to electric fields than self-heat-
ing; the generation of leakage current paths from the gate to the channel is particu-
larly important. This leakage-path generation and associated localised electrolumines-
cence (EL) emission was studied using EL imaging and spectroscopy combined with deep
UV PL spectroscopy. The PL from the AlGaN barrier was reduced in regions associated
with localised EL, indicating the formation of non-radiative recombination centres in
the form of defects in the AlGaN. These non-radiative recombination centres were found
to be generated over a larger area than the location of the gate leakage currents – these
currents only start to flow when sufficient defects form to constitute a path.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The drive for more compact, powerful and efficient electronic systems, whether for com-

munications, remote sensing (for example radar), or power supply systems has led to

many advances in electronic devices, including some of the first applications of semi-

conductors. Radio communications and remote sensing operate (by definition) at radio

frequency (RF), which is broadly defined as ranging from kHz to GHz. Most modern

radio applications tend towards the higher end of this range, from MHz up to the THz

boundary. Power supply switching frequencies tend to be lower, no more than a few

MHz; while they still fall within the RF frequency range a distinction between applica-

tions is also implied in the terminology. The earliest descriptions of the transistor, from

1948, discuss its use in RF amplification.1 Over the decades since then, all transistor

operating parameters have improved markedly, driven by improvements in materials

and manufacturing techniques, as well as new device designs.2 Despite this progress, or

perhaps even because of it, the demand for ever better transistor performance has not

reduced. This is particularly true at high frequencies – GHz and above – but even at

the lower frequencies used in switching power conversion, a transistor which can control

more current, at a higher voltage, and with lower losses, can lead to tangible benefits

for the system designer and user. Depending on the application, the current leading

materials systems for RF amplification or switching power conversion may be gallium

arsenide, silicon or silicon carbide, all of which leave room for an improved technology.

The compound semiconductors gallium nitride (GaN), aluminium nitride (AlN), and

indium nitride (InN), along with the ternary compounds AlGaN and InGaN are collect-

ively known as the III-nitrides. Their bandgaps range from 6.2 eV for AlN to 0.7 eV for

InN. This makes the III-nitrides versatile for opto-electronic systems, as first demon-

strated by Nakamura in 1991,3 where they have proved their worth in applications as

diverse as blue laser diodes and white light emitting diodes (LEDs), both of which are
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Chapter 1. Introduction

now ubiquitous in consumer applications. They are also of interest for solar cells, where

their direct bandgaps are favourable. In the visible and near infrared spectral ranges

InN and InGaN are used. GaN, AlGaN, and AlN are known as wide-bandgap materials,

with bandgaps at ultraviolet wavelengths – it is structures based on these that are of rel-

evance to the work described in this thesis. While the optical applications of III-nitride

electronics devices are widely known, here it is their use in transistors that is of interest,

specifically in the form of high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) – field effect tran-

sistors which enhance their operating parameters compared to those of bulk materials

by confining current to a two-dimensional channel at the interface of two semiconduct-

ors with different bandgaps. These were originally developed in 1979,4 using GaAs and

AlGaAs; only in 1993 was a GaN-based HEMT developed5 although GaN crystals had

already been grown and their electrical properties studied in 1969.6 The wide bandgaps

of GaN and AlGaN enable high voltage and high temperature operation. With respect to

more established transistor designs, the confinement of the electrons in the channel of a

HEMT, by maximising the electron mobility, reduces the on-resistance (Ron) and there-

fore the power lost when the channel is conducting. Fast switching times between on-

and off-states reduce the power losses due to switching. Reducing the power loss in the

device itself and allowing high current densities at high voltages mean that GaN based

transistors aim to address the requirements for more power, in a smaller space, with less

requirement for cooling, in applications as diverse as electric cars, power conversion and

radar. As they are radiation-hard compared to competing technologies, GaN HEMTs are

of particular interest for space-based applications, such as satellite communications. The

design of GaN-based HEMTs may currently be optimised to give 40 Wmm−1 of output

power,7 1.9 kV breakdown voltage,8 or a maximum oscillator frequency of 400 GHz for

experimental devices. Commercial specifications are rather more cautious, but devices

are available for RF amplification which can provide 100 W at 3.5 GHz and 50 V.9 Hy-

brid power-switching devices using AlGaN/GaN HEMTs combined with Si field effect

transistors (FETs) are sold to switch 600 V at 17 A.10 AlGaN/GaN HEMTs therefore

look set to continue the successes of III-nitride technology into new fields.

Although GaN-based transistors have reached the market, before widespread adoption

there are still hurdles to be overcome. Two major challenges are cost and reliability, which

are interlinked – the most reliable technology is rarely the most affordable, or indeed

the most efficient or compact. In fact the cost-benefit position of AlGaN/GaN electronic

devices depends on being able to achieve the maximum performance that the technology
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offers, for a lifetime of years or decades. The increase in lifetime over the twenty years

since the first AlGaN/GaN transistors has been remarkable – devices reported in 2009

last 105 times longer than early prototypes: many decades under operating conditions

instead of a few hours.11 This is in addition to steady increases in the maximum device

current, operating voltage and usable channel temperature. However to obtain the max-

imum lifetime often means derating the operating parameters. Of particular relevance

to these challenges for GaN-based devices is the typical need for manufacture by het-

eroepitaxy on a substrate of a different material, as growing GaN thick enough to be

self-supporting is problematic. When making such bulk GaN wafers a substrate is still

required for the GaN growth, but the substrate is removed before device fabrication.

The selection of substrate for device growth is critical for both cost and reliability –

GaN transistors would possibly be widespread already if the most cost-effective devices

grown on Si could be made as good as the best devices grown on SiC. Even if this

were achieved, the demand for improved performance would not stop. A third challenge

relevant to the adoption of AlGaN/GaN power-switching HEMTs is that HEMTs are

still commonly normally-on devices, which are unsuitable for some power supply designs.

The Si FET in the GaN-Si hybrid construction (cascode12 topography) mentioned above

is used to overcome this, with some loss of efficiency. The ongoing development of a true

normally-off HEMT on a Si substrate led to the device studied in Chapter 4.

To make further progress in improving this technology – which has already proved its

worth – requires a deeper understanding of the mechanisms which limit device perform-

ance and especially device lifetime. There are two main drivers of degradation in AlGaN/

GaN HEMTs: thermal ageing and electric field effects. They are not independent, but

it is possible to consider some degradation mechanisms in terms of predominantly one

or the other. If the thermal properties of a device are less than optimal, high temper-

atures in operation cause damage, prematurely ageing the device. To reduce this effect

on device lifetime, the maximum current density may be restricted to keep the peak

temperature within limits, reducing some of the benefits of using a GaN-based device in

the first place. The effect of electric-field-related failure mechanisms is to limit the max-

imum voltage that the device can withstand if it is to survive for a reasonable lifetime.

Once again, this reduces the benefits of GaN over competing technologies.

This thesis sets out to investigate a selection of these degradation mechanisms, and the

thermal properties that play a part in them, in a range of devices grown on a variety
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of substrates, and aimed at a variety of applications. The optical methods developed

in this work, along with many similar techniques, are particularly well-suited to work

on wide-bandgap semiconductors, which are transparent to visible light. By working

with visible light, it is possible to monitor a device as it operates, on length scales

comparable to the wavelength of the light used, while having no effect on the device under

test. These length scales are highly compatible with the geometry of typical AlGaN/

GaN HEMTs, in which features range from less than one micron to several microns

in length, and up to hundreds of microns in width. With Raman thermography, for

example, it is possible to study submicron variations in temperature, as a device is

operated under harsh conditions. Alternatively, light may be emitted from a device

in operation – electroluminescence – the spatial distribution and spectrum of which

can give an insight into electric fields and current paths within the device. Specifically

for this work, electroluminescence and photoluminescence spectroscopy combined with

electroluminescence imaging and electrical logging are used to study off-state stress,

which is field driven due to the lack of current for self heating. The thermal properties

of GaN epilayers and their connection to the substrate are investigated using Raman

thermography combined with device thermal simulations. This is carried out for both

conventional epilayer structures, for which a method is developed to obtain more detailed

temperature information through the depth of the GaN layer, and for a novel device

structure which allows a spectroscopic technique to extract the temperature at a range

of depths.

The theory behind both AlGaN/GaN HEMTs and the analytical techniques used in this

thesis is set out in Chapter 2. Optical and related systems providing these analytical

techniques have been commercially available for many years. Some principles and prac-

ticalities of their operation are described in Chapter 3. Applying these well-established

measurement techniques to novel device structures not only presents new challenges, but

also opens up new possibilities for understanding the operating parameters of devices.

This is the subject of Chapter 4, in which layers of different compositions of AlGaN,

present in the device for strain relief and improved electron confinement, are used to pro-

duce a three-dimensional temperature map of a sample. Well-established techniques may

be combined in new ways. Alternatively optimising existing techniques to new samples

– in this case AlGaN/GaN HEMTs with substrates transparent to visible light – can

provide a source of data not previously available. This will be shown in Chapters 5 and 6.

Chapter 5 demonstrates the benefits of improving the axial spatial resolution as a means
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of extracting more localised temperature data from an operating device. This allows the

peak temperature reached in a device to be more accurately measured; the peak temper-

ature is particularly important for on-state device degradation. In Chapter 6, off-state

degradation is investigated by electroluminescence and photoluminescence imaging and

spectroscopy, combined with electrical logging. The generation of current leakage paths

in the device is linked to localised light emission from the channel, and damage to the

AlGaN barrier.

By using the optical methods discussed above, this thesis sets out to shed some light

on the question of what limits the lifetime and performance of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs.

Specifically within this overall aim, it sets out to address two broad and related questions:

“What can optimised Raman spectroscopy tell us about thermal phenomena in devices?”

and “How can we understand more about off-state degradation processes using optical and

spectroscopic techniques?” Chapters 4 and 5 address the first question, while Chapter 6

addresses the second.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical background

2.1 Materials and device structures

This section sets out the background to the material systems and devices discussed in

this thesis. After an overview of the relevant history, the nitride family of semiconductors

is introduced, before the electronic devices considered here are discussed.

2.1.1 Historical background

The history of GaN, at least of such a crystal quality that its electrical properties could

be probed, dates back nearly 50 years, when a vapour-phase epitaxy process using am-

monia was developed.6 Early work on the use of GaN was mainly concerned with the

development of a blue light emitting diode (LED) as an alternative to SiC,13 which

has an indirect bandgap,a a problem that was only solved over twenty years later by

Nakamura.3 GaN has a direct bandgap, making it a favourable material for photonic

devices. The bandgap of GaN is around 3.4 eV, wider than most other commonly avail-

able semiconductors, which equates to a wavelength in the near ultraviolet, useful for

pumping phosphors in solid state lighting, for which InGaN is also used.

At a similar time to the early optical work on GaN, work on AlGaAs/GaAs field

effect transistors (FETs) led to the development of the high electron mobility tran-

sistor (HEMT). GaAs-based HEMTs are now widely used for radio frequency (RF) power

amplification. The AlGaN/GaN HEMT followed soon after the GaN LED, in 1993;5

early progress in power output was rapid, and the potential advantages of GaN-based

HEMTs were soon clear.14 In particular, the AlGaN/GaN system enables higher current

densities, higher voltages and higher frequencies than AlGaAs/GaAs HEMTs, all while
aWhich reduces the efficiency of optical devices.
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operating at higher temperatures. This leads to significant performance gains in a wide

range of RF applications in military, space and commercial fields, as well as the poten-

tial for high-efficiency power conversion electronics, with reduced cooling requirements

compared to current (often silicon-based) technology. Despite the early developments,

and ongoing improvements including the recent first deployment of a GaN amplifier on

a satellite,15 much development is still required if AlGaN/GaN HEMTs are to realise

their full potential. Obtaining maximum reliability for devices operating in the most de-

manding applications is still a challenge, necessitating ongoing research into degradation

mechanisms. For many applications, normally-off operation is desirable, and to date the

majority of GaN HEMTs are normally-on, requiring a negative gate voltage to switch

them off. This both increases circuit complexity (as a negative power supply may not

otherwise be required and alternative circuit topographies increase component count)

and leads to additional system failure modes of concern in high-power applications. A

significant effort is therefore being invested in developing normally off, or enhancement

mode, HEMTs, by (or funded by) major companies such as Toyota16 and Google17 for

power conversion applications as varied as electric cars and data-centre power supplies.

The advantages of GaN as a transistor material start to become apparent when its

material properties are compared to those of rival technologies. Table 2.1 compares some

fundamental properties of leading semiconductor materials of interest to high-frequency/

high-power applications.

Table 2.1: High-frequency-related material parameters. Based on a table in reference 18, some data
from reference 19.

Eg
a ni

b εr
c µn

d vsat
e Ebr

f TC g JM h

eV cm−3 cmV−1 s−1 ×107cm s−1 MVcm−1 Wm−1 K−1

Si 1.1 1.5×1010 11.8 1350 1.0 0.3 150 1
GaAs 1.42 1.5×105 13.1 8500 1.0 0.6 43 2.7
SiC (4H) 3.26 8.2×10−9 10 700 2.0 3.0 450 i 20
GaN 3.4 1.9×10−10 9.0 2000 j 2.5 3.3 130 27.5
Diamond 5.4 1.6×10−27 5.5 1900 2.7 5.6 2000 50

a Bandgap.
b Intrinsic carrier density at room temperature.
c Relative permittivity.
d Electron mobility.
e Saturation velocity.
f Breakdown field.
g Thermal conductivity at room temperature. The
thermal conductivity reduces with temperature
at typical operating temperatures,20 for GaN

TC ∝ T−1.4 is often used, though values vary.
h Johnson figure of merit, which compares the
power-frequency performance of materials,
normalised to the value for Si. JM = Ebrvsat/2π.

i In-plane; parallel to the c-axis the thermal
conductivity is 330 Wm−1 K−1.

j Within the 2DEG; the bulk value is
1200 cmV−1 s−1.
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2.1. Materials and device structures

2.1.2 Crystal properties of GaN and related materials

In general GaN is grown by metal-organic chemical vapour deposition or molecular beam

epitaxy. Metal-organic chemical vapour deposition is preferred for commercial devices

while molecular beam epitaxy is particularly useful in research. In metal-organic chemical

vapour deposition a reaction between trimethylgallium (Ga(CH3)3) and ammonia (NH3)

vapours takes place on the surface of a sample, which is held at an elevated temperature.

Molecular beam epitaxy systems work at slightly lower, though still elevated, substrate

temperatures. In these systems, beams of the constituent atoms are directed at the

substrate, and the epilayer is slowly built up, one monolayer of material at a time in a

well-controlled system. Although GaN, AlN and AlGaN crystallise in both the wurtzite

and zincblende structures, for the majority of semiconductor devices constructed from

this family of materials, including all those discussed here, only the wurtzite structure,

shown in Figure 2.1(a) is of relevance. Growth is generally along the c-axis of the wurtzite

crystal, normal to the surface of the substrate, with the gallium face away from the

substrate and used for device growth (this is the case for all the devices discussed in this

thesis), though devices have also been fabricated on the nitrogen face21 (“N-polar”) as

well as on the non-polar a- and m-planes and semi-polar planes.22

(a)

a

Ga

N

c

uc

(b)

[0001]

[0010]

[0100]

[1000]

c plane (0001)

a plane (1120)
_

mplane (1100)
_

Figure 2.1: (a) The wurtzite crystal structure of GaN, showing its hexagonal nature, with the
unit cell and (0001) plane highlighted. (b) The major planes in wurtzite GaN.

Figure 2.1(b) shows the orientation of the major planes used in today’s GaN research.

The most common plane for device growth is the c plane (0001). Wurtzite GaN belongs to

the space group C4
6v (P63mc),23 with lattice parameters a = 3.189 and c = 5.185 at room

temperature. The wurtzite structure consists of two interpenetrating hexagonal close

packed lattices, one for each atomic species. The internal parameter u in Figure 2.1(a) is
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Chapter 2. Theoretical background

defined as the ratio of the Ga–N bond length to the c lattice parameter (unit cell height).

Ideally u = 3/8, in GaN it has been found experimentally to be 0.377. The (0001) face,

highlighted in red in Figures 2.1(a) and 2.1(b), and the (0001̄) face, highlighted in light

blue in Figure 2.1(a), are not geometrically equivalent and are referred to as the Ga face

and N face respectively. This important fact gives rise to the polarity of GaN crystals.

When considering the behaviour of electrons or phonons in a crystal, such as for Raman

spectroscopy, it is useful to work in reciprocal space, or k-space, defined in terms of

the reciprocal of the lattice spacing. The wave-vector k of a phonon is represented by a

point in reciprocal space. The point where the reciprocal lattice vector k = 0 is defined

as the Γ point, the centre of the first Brillouin zone. In a wurtzite crystal the Brillouin

zone takes the form of a hexagonal prism, and is depicted in Figure 2.2. In GaN, the

conduction band minimum and valence band maximum are located at the Γ point, as

shown in Figure 2.3. This is important because it means that GaN has a direct band

gap, i.e. for an electron in the conduction band to annihilate with a hole in the valence

band requires no phonon interaction for momentum conservation.
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Figure 2.2: The first Brillouin zone in a wurtzite crystal, showing the points of high symmetry.
Based on a figure in Reference 24.

The relationship between the reciprocal lattice vector and the energy, E(k) is the band

structure, which can be calculated using a variety of methods. An effective early approach

was the pseudopotential method used by Bloom et al.25 Later work has tended to use the

linear combination of atomic orbitals26 or the local density approximation,27 an example

of which can be seen in Figure 2.3.

Generally speaking, semiconductor devices rely on a difference between semiconductor

materials for their operating principles. In many cases, for example p-n junctions, the

only difference between these materials is the doping (intentional addition of specific

10



2.1. The HEMT

Figure 2.3: The band structure of GaN, calculated using the local density approximation by
Lambrecht et al., who note the need for an upward correction of the conduction band energy by
a constant 0.98 eV. Figure from Reference 27.

impurities) of an otherwise identical semiconductor element or compound. In many III-

nitride semiconductor devices, a heterostructure is used, i.e. the materials are different

in their composition, not merely differently doped. By growing a ternary alloy consisting

of aluminium (or indium) in addition to gallium and nitrogen, a range of bandgaps can

be obtained. This range, for the III-nitride family of materials, is shown in Figure 2.4.

It can be seen from this figure that not only is the bandgap affected by the changing

composition, but so are some of the other material properties, for example the lattice

constant. This fact becomes important when the epitaxial growth of heterostructures is

considered, as growing an epilayer of one aluminium fraction on a layer with a different

fraction will cause strain in both layers, compressive in one and tensile in the other, as

the lattice constant will not change abruptly at the interface.

2.1.3 The high electron mobility transistor (HEMT)

The applications of RF systems are many and varied, with a long history driving import-

ant developments in electronics starting with vacuum tubes and the earliest transistors.

Of course, many of the major developments in RF technology have been driven by mil-

itary demands for communication and information, leading to major advances in first

radio then radar and on to satellite data communications. In fact there is an ever

growing demand for improvements in bandwidth and power in RF applications. To go
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Figure 2.4: The lattice constants and bandgaps of the III-nitrides lie along the black curves –
of most interest here is AlxGa1−xN (solid curve). For ternary compounds the lattice constants
are calculated using Vegard’s law;28,29 to calculate the bandgap an additional bowing parameter
must be taken into account; these are taken from References 30, 31, and 32. GaN, AlN and some
of the AlxGa1−xN compositions of particular interest later in this work are highlighted, as are
the important substrates SiC and Si. The laser wavelengths used for the experiments discussed
later in this thesis are shown; and the relationship between eV, absolute wavenumbers (cm−1)
and wavelength may be seen from the vertical axes.

beyond the capabilities of the silicon transistor required new materials with properties

such as higher breakdown fields and higher electron mobilities, a need initially met by

GaAs, but even that technology is being left behind by the latest performance require-

ments, especially for high voltage and high current density operation. GaN is not the

only candidate material for the latest devices: SiC transistors are commercially available,

and diamond as a semiconductor is the focus of much research; however GaN has the

advantage of higher electron mobility and breakdown field over SiC; diamond, though

promising33 and in some ways superior to GaN (Table 2.1) is far from the market. In

addition to the RF applications, the drive for increased energy efficiency combined with

new power generation systems and new applications for power conversion has led to an

interest in high-performance semiconductors for use in switching power supplies. The

main role that new semiconductor materials can play in these applications is to enable

improved FETs, as these transistors perform switching and amplification tasks in both

power supply electronics and RF systems.

A HEMT is a heterostructure field effect transistor (HFET), which is based on confining

the current inside the transistor to a thin channel at the interface of two materials,

forming a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG). The structure of a HEMT is illustrated

in Figure 2.5(a). It consists of a substrate (which will be discussed in more detail in
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2.1. The HEMT

Section 2.1.4) on which is grown a nucleation layer, usually AlN, then the buffer. In

most HEMTs the buffer is GaN, although a device using a series of AlGaN layers to

form the buffer will be discussed in Chapter 4. Typical buffer thicknesses are no more

than a few microns. On top of the buffer a much thinner barrier of AlGaN (up to

a few tens of nanometres) is grown. Ohmic source and drain contacts allow electrical

connection to be made to the 2DEG, resulting in a channel for electrons to flow from

source to drain. A gate contact forming a Schottky junction is added on top of the buffer.

The band bending illustrated in Figure 2.5(b) results in an appreciable population of

electrons in the conduction band at ambient temperatures, and creates the 2DEG where

the conduction band dips below the Fermi level EF at the top of the buffer. A voltage

applied to the gate contact modulates the band bending at the interface under the gate,

which enables the conduction in the channel under the gate to be controlled, for example

to turn off the transistor.
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Figure 2.5: (a) The structure of a typical HEMT, consisting of a substrate on which epilayers
are grown to form the nucleation layer (NL), buffer, and barrier, before contacts are deposited.
The 2DEG forms at the interface between buffer and barrier, while the majority of the heat
dissipation in the device, important for reliability and for much of this work, takes place near
the gate contact.34 (b) Diagram of band bending and polarisation fields at the barrier-buffer, i.e.
AlGaN-GaN interface, which help to form the 2DEG.

The wurtzite crystal structure gives rise to a spontaneous polarisation charge PS within

the crystal along the [0001] direction.35,36 In addition, wurtzite crystals are piezoelectric,

leading to a further polarisation charge PP if the crystal is strained, as is the case when

one material is grown on another material with a different lattice constant such as

AlGaN on GaN (Figure 2.4). The total polarisation present is therefore the sum of these

two polarisations, i.e. P = PS + PP as depicted in Figure 2.5(b). The piezoelectric
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polarisation is related to the strain ε by36

PPi =
∑
j

eijεj (2.1)

where eij are the components of the polarisation tensor, and Voigt notation is used.

To calculate the polarisation which contributes to the 2DEG, it is sufficient to consider

only polarisations along the [0001] axis shown in Figure 2.5(b), allowing the spontaneous

polarisation to be simplified to PS = PSẑ. The piezoelectric polarisation may then be

expressed as

PP3 = e33ε3 + e31(ε1 + ε2) (2.2)

Then if a0 and c0 are the relaxed values of the lattice parameters a and c, ε3 = (c−c0)/c0

is the strain along the c axis and assuming the in-plane strain to be isotropic, ε1 = ε2 =
(a−a0)/a0 . Shear strain is ignored.

The buffer in a typical AlGaN/GaN HEMT is thick enough that strain due to heteroep-

itaxy may be neglected at the buffer-barrier interface; as the barrier is much thinner

it will be strained due to the lattice mismatch with the buffer. The piezoelectric polar-

isation in the buffer may therefore be neglected, but must be considered in the barrier.

This is illustrated in Figure 2.5(b) by the presence of the piezoelectric polarisation PS

only in the barrier. This leads to a step-change in the polarisation field and therefore a

net positive charge at the AlGaN side of the AlGaN/GaN interface.37 The accumulation

of electrons, which come from donor-like states at the surface of the AlGaN,38 that this

causes on the other side of the interface, in the GaN, leads to the formation of the 2DEG.

As III-nitrides are piezoelectric, the converse piezoelectric effect is relevant to devices,

as it leads to a strain in response to an applied voltage. The electric fields near the gate

foot can reach ~106 Vcm−1, especially in the off state. An example of the electric field

and the strain it causes may be seen in Figure 2.6. In many devices one or more field

plates are used to cap the maximum field experienced at the gate foot, as without them

the field could exceed the breakdown field of the materials used.

In the GaN system, typical HEMTs are normally-on (depletion mode), i.e. the Fermi

level is above the bottom of the conduction band in the 2DEG under the gate when the

gate is unbiased, as illustrated in Figure 2.5(b). A negative gate bias causes the channel

to pinch off, i.e. stops the flow of current. This effect is depicted in Figure 2.7, where
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2.1. The HEMT

Figure 2.6: (a) The vertical electric field in a simulated HEMT at VDS = 3 V in off- (upper)
and on- (lower) states. (b) The vertical strain caused by the high field and converse piezoelectric
effect in the same device in the off state (VDS = 3 V, VGS = −6 V). Figures from Reference 39.

the drain current ID for a given drain-source voltage VDS may be seen to reduce as an

increasing negative bias is applied to the gate. Also in Figure 2.7 it may be seen that in

the linear region the drain current is approximately linear with the drain-source voltage.

In the saturation region self-heating limits the current by reducing the electron mobility.

As the power dissipated as heat in the device is given by P = VDSID, it is desirable

to operate as close to the axes of Figure 2.7 as possible. A non-zero drain-source on-

resistance (Ron) will always lead to a voltage drop when there is current flowing, shown

by the position of the typical operating on state. Many reliability experiments need to

dissipate more power in the device to mimic the self-heating present in HEMTs delivering

significant amounts of power to a load. This is usually achieved by operating the device

directly across a power supply, leading to operation in the saturation region, as shown in

Figure 2.7. In a hard-switched system (for example a power supply) switching transients

(dashed lines in Figure 2.7) account for significant losses. As any transistor switches it

will pass through a region in which the voltage drop across it and the current flowing

through it are high compared to when it is fully on or off. The time spent in this

condition, and the magnitude of any overshoot, are clearly targets for reduction if power

losses and self-heating are to be reduced.

Enhancement mode, “e-mode,” or normally-off, devices are the focus of much develop-

ment. In e-mode devices a small positive gate voltage is required for current to flow in the

channel as without this voltage the Fermi level under the gate is below the conduction

band. This may be achieved by a number of methods, such as fluorine implantation,42 a

p-doped GaN gate,43 or a recessed gate.44 Similar to a recessed gate is the use of a very

thin AlGaN barrier, which must be combined with control of the (donor-like) surface

states. A device of this type is studied in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.7: Current-voltage (I-V) curves measured on a typical depletion mode high electron
mobility transistor. As the negative gate bias increases, the current flowing from source to drain
decreases. Some typical operating points are shown: a pinched off state at VDS = 12 V and
VGS = −5 V; an on state (VGS = 0 V) in which the voltage drop across the HEMT is reduced
as it is switching power into a load; and a high-power-dissipation on state in which VDS is
maintained at 12 V and VGS = 0 V, used to study self-heating in the device and referred to as
“on” in this thesis and much other work on device reliability. Example switching trajectories for
the transition between off and the typical operating on state are illustrated by dashed lines. As
the device is turned on (i.e. as VGS increases towards 0 V, shown by the red dashed line), the
drain current increases and may overshoot,40 before the drain voltage drops.41 As the device is
turned off (black dashed line), the drain voltage increases, again overshooting, before the current
decreases.

2.1.4 Substrates for high electron mobility transistors

As was shown in Figure 2.5(a), AlGaN/GaN HEMTs are grown on a substrate, usually

of another material, as GaN is not easily grown in bulk, although devices have been

grown on GaN substrates.22 The growth of bulk GaN is the subject of much research,

and is based on either (i) growing a thick GaN layer on a substrate which is removed

after the GaN has been grown or (ii) ammonothermal (a slow process compared to

more common growth techniques) or hydride vapour-phase epitaxial growth on a seed

crystal. The choice of substrate for device growth is important for two main reasons:

(i) a considerable amount of heat may be generated in the channel of a HEMT and

must be removed through the substrate (therefore the substrate thermal conductivity

is critical to device performance); (ii) device performance depends strongly on crystal

quality, for example the threading dislocation density,45,46 which in turn depends on the
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2.1. The HEMT

growth conditions and substrate. Both crystal quality and heat transfer properties have

implications for the reliability and performance of devices.

Sapphire (Al2O3) was used for much of the early work on (Al,In)GaN semiconductors;

sapphire is inexpensive, insulating and convenient for LED development, being transpar-

ent to visible light. Indeed sapphire is still the most common substrate for GaN-based

LEDs, with SiC used for some high-efficiency LEDs and Si proposed for lower cost, ac-

cording to a recent market review.47 However sapphire has a significant lattice mismatch

(13.8%) and thermal expansion mismatch with GaN,48 as well as poor thermal conduct-

ivity, material properties which are not conducive to obtaining the performance of which

GaN-based HEMTs are capable. More recently, and more significantly for this work, the

preference for substrates for AlGaN/GaN HEMTs is for silicon carbide or silicon – the

devices studied in this work were all grown on silicon or silicon carbide.

Diamond used as a substrate (or intermediate heat-spreading layer) has been the focus

of recent efforts due to its extremely high thermal conductivity. This usually involves

growing GaN on another substrate which is removed before the GaN is bonded to the

diamond. Diamond substrates are promising but improvements are still needed to realise

their full potential.49 This is partly due to the need to bond the device to the diamond,

or in other designs the need to grow diamond under less-than-optimal conditions to

avoid damage to the device.

Silicon is an attractive substrate for GaN devices for many reasons. Integration with

silicon-based processes, such as complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS), is

desirable for obtaining maximum functionality at the level of the packaged component.

One example of this is integrating GaN-based HFETs with CMOS logic circuits in a

single package, however the need to avoid overheating the Si logic circuit with heat from

the GaN device makes thermal design a challenge. If the cost of developing manufacturing

facilities for III-nitrides is to be kept within reasonable limits, the existing investment in

fabrication facilities for Si suggests a requirement to use it as a substrate. Silicon wafers

are also cheaper than SiC and available in larger sizes (leading to economies of scale for

manufacturing). The thermal conductivity of silicon, while poor compared to SiC, is only

slightly lower than that of GaN, and much higher than that of sapphire, making thermal

management a significant but not impossible part of device design. Silicon as a substrate

material is not without its drawbacks, however. The lattice mismatch with GaN is quite

significant at 16%, comparable to sapphire, as is the thermal expansion mismatch. This
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is addressed at least to some extent by strain relief layers, as will be shown in Chapter 4,

these however may have an adverse effect on the thermal conductivity of the epilayer

stack.

Silicon carbide is currently the substrate of choice for the highest power applications,

as its thermal conductivity is much higher than that of Si. The crystal quality of GaN

grown on SiC by metal-organic chemical vapour deposition has become very high,14 but

as with heteroepitaxy in general is critically dependent on the growth of an optimised

nucleation layer between the substrate and the buffer.50

Regardless of the choice of substrate the epitaxy is not trivial. The purpose of the AlN

nucleation layer is to improve the epitaxy of the buffer, including by taking up some of

the lattice mismatch between substrate and buffer. Thermal effects in heterostructures

affect the rate at which heat can be transported to the substrate and hence to the

heatsink. A boundary between two dissimilar materials, even perfect materials, presents

a resistance to heat flow,51–53 known as a thermal boundary resistance (TBR). In a real

device, especially in the presence of a lattice mismatch, the crystal quality of the epilayer

is not perfect, leading to further thermal resistances such as due to phonon scattering.54

This effect is stronger when the double interface SiC–AlN–GaN is considered, and the

crystal quality of both the AlN and the GaN nearest the substrate is reduced compared to

pure crystals.55 The whole resistance across the interface may be conveniently described

as an effective thermal boundary resistance,56 while the GaN thermal conductivity may

be treated as constant with depth.57 This simplification is tested in Chapter 5.

2.1.5 Phonon modes in GaN and related materials

Lattice vibrations, or phonons, are important in semiconductors for a number of reasons.

Phonons are responsible for the majority of heat transport in non-metallic crystals,58

meaning that the thermal conductivity of semiconductors depends strongly on the scat-

tering processes affecting phonons, such as at dislocations, impurities and material in-

terfaces. The electrical performance is strongly affected by electron-phonon scattering,

which limits the electron mobility.59

The phonons in a crystal may be studied by various means, among which one of the

most convenient is Raman scattering. First order phonon Raman scattering takes place

at the Γ point of the reciprocal lattice, and is the type of Raman scattering used in
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2.2. Raman spectroscopy and thermography

this thesis. In a wurtzite crystal, group theory predicts eight phonon modes at the

Γ point, six of which (A1+E1+2B1+2E2) are optical, and two (A1+E1) acoustic and

therefore not accessible in Raman scattering.60 Not all of the optical modes are Raman-

active however – the two B1 modes are silent, i.e. they are visible in neither Raman

nor infrared measurements. The E1 and E2 phonons are degenerate, and the A1 and

E1 optical phonons shift in frequency depending on whether the mode is longitudinal

(LO) or transverse (TO).61 Second order Raman scattering may be used to investigate

the phonon frequencies at other points in the reciprocal lattice.23 The lattice vibrations

making up the Raman-active modes in wurtzite crystals are shown in Figure 2.8(a),

while the phonon dispersion curve (i.e. the relationship between the lattice points and

the phonon frequency) for GaN is shown in Figure 2.8(b).

(a)
A1

[0001]

E1 E2 (high) E2 (low)

(b)

Figure 2.8: (a) The Raman-active phonon modes in wurtzite crystals such as GaN.62 (b) The
phonon wavevector-energy dispersion curves for GaN, taken from Reference 23.

2.2 Raman spectroscopy and thermography

In this section Raman scattering in general, and particularly in its application to the

thermography of semiconductors, is introduced. Although Raman scattering has a his-

tory dating back to the 1920s,63 it is only since the development of lasers that it has had

a useful analytical role. The aim of Raman thermography is to measure the temper-

ature of a sample by means of measuring the change in frequency with temperature of

the sample’s characteristic spectral lines. Figure 2.9 illustrates this process and hints at

some of the challenges involved. The x-axis in Figure 2.9 is denominated in wavenumbers

(units of frequency widely used in spectroscopy, where 1 cm−1= 2.998× 1010 Hz). Ra-

man band positions are usually expressed as an offset or shift from the laser frequency
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Figure 2.9: Two spectra from an AlGaN/GaN HEMT on a SiC substrate at VDS = 30 V: Pinched
off (VGS = −7.8 V, red curve) and on (VGS = 0 V, ID = 43 mA, black curve). Two clear phonon
lines from the GaN buffer and one from the substrate are visible, along with weaker substrate-
related features.

(a 488 nm Ar-ion laser in the case of Figure 2.9 and much of the work described in

this thesis). Wavenumber shift is used because it is characteristic of the phonon, i.e.

independent of the laser frequency. In Raman thermography it is necessary to precisely

locate the peak frequencies, as the shift with temperature (illustrated for the GaN A1

line in Figure 2.9) is rather small.

When a photon of light encounters a material it may be scattered. The vast majority

of scattered photons are scattered elastically – Rayleigh scattering – that is with no

change in energy. Other scattering processes are inelastic, involving an exchange of en-

ergy with the material, and are generally less likely; these include Raman scattering and

photoluminescence. Rayleigh scattering, Raman scattering and fluorescence (or photolu-

minescence) are illustrated in Figure 2.10. On the left of Figure 2.10, Rayleigh scattering

is depicted, in which the re-emitted photon has the same energy as the absorbed photon.

In Raman scattering, the incident photon may be regarded as exciting a virtual state

in the material, which then decays leaving a change in vibrational energy. When the

scattered photon has a lower energy than the incident photon this is known as “Stokes”

scattering – a term acquired from fluorescence; an emitted photon at higher energy

is described as “anti-Stokes”. Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks occur symmetrically about

the laser line, at ωStokes = ωLaser − ω and ωanti-Stokes = ωLaser + ω, where ωStokes and
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Figure 2.10: Some major photon-scattering processes. Left to right: Rayleigh (elastic) scattering,
Raman (inelastic) scattering, and photoluminescence (absorption, relaxation and re-emission).
Vibrational energy levels are indicated as v. Based on figures from References 63 and 64.

ωanti-Stokes are the frequencies of the Raman-shifted light, ωLaser is the laser frequency

and ω is the frequency of the vibrational transition, as illustrated in Figure 2.11. The

relative intensity of the Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks is determined by the occupancy of

a raised vibrational energy levels (v > 0 in Figure 2.10) in the sample, and therefore the

sample temperature.

For many combinations of material and laser wavelength photoluminescence is a much

more likely process, and is shown to the right of Figure 2.10. In photoluminescence,

a photon is absorbed causing an electronic excitation, which decays via one or more

relaxation processes before emitting a photoluminescence photon.

The Raman effect is particularly weak (only 1 in 106 to 108 incident photons is Raman-

scattered) so an intense monochromatic light source is needed to obtain useful informa-

tion. Historically, important results were obtained by using mercury arc lamps, but they

have been completely replaced by lasers in modern Raman spectroscopy. In addition,

before the widespread availability of charge-coupled devices (CCDs), obtaining Raman

spectra was a time-consuming business carried out in complete darkness as the scattered

light was collected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT), photographic film, or a photodiode

array. More recently the development of high-throughput spectrometers, using sophistic-

ated holographic or dielectric thin-film filters to reject the unwanted Rayleigh scattered

light, while not appreciably attenuating nearby frequencies, has allowed Raman spectro-

scopy to reach into new areas. Formerly this task required multiple diffraction gratings
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Figure 2.11: Illustrative Raman spectrum of Si at room temperature, showing the laser line at
0 cm−1, and the Si peaks at ±520 cm−1.

(which are still used for measuring Raman bands within a few wavenumbers of the

exciting line), the use of sampling geometries which minimised the amount of laser light

reaching the spectrometer, or commonly both.

While Raman spectroscopy can be used for material identification, and has been applied

to fields as diverse as historical forensics65 and checking the contents of tablets for phar-

maceutical applications,66 in the present work it is known which materials are present

and where, the task instead is to probe the temperature (and possibly strain) within the

sample.

2.2.1 Porto notation

It is sometimes necessary in Raman spectroscopy to consider the polarisation and propaga-

tion of incident and scattered light with respect to a suitable reference frame (such as the

crystal axes). A convenient way of describing these directions was proposed by Porto,

and is named after him.67,68 The geometry of an experiment is described by

i(jk)l (2.3)

where j and k are the polarisation directions of the incident and scattered light respect-

ively, and i and l are the propagation directions, again of the incident and scattered

light respectively.

As an example, a Raman microscope system (such as those used in this work) generally

uses the backscatter geometry, in which i and l are antiparallel. If the direction of the
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2.2. Raman spectroscopy and thermography

incident light is taken to be the z axis, the backscattered light is deemed to propagate

along the z̄ axis. If a linearly polarised laser is used, as is common, the polarisation

specified by j in Equation 2.3 may be assigned to the x direction. An analyser fitted to

the spectrometer causing it to be sensitive to linear polarisation parallel to the incident

light will also be in the x direction; a perpendicular analyser would be in the y direction,

these values being assigned to k. When no analyser is used, and the spectrometer is

sensitive to all incoming polarisations, k may be denoted by a dash (−). Thus the Porto

notation used in the majority of this work is described by z(x−)z̄, however for some

experiments in this work the laser polarisation was modified, which will be discussed in

Section 2.3.5 and Chapter 5.

When working with crystalline materials, the spectrometer axes are generally aligned

to the crystal axes of the sample, for example when studying epilayers grown along the

c crystal axis, the z experimental axis may be set parallel to the c crystal axis, which

is the case for the typical c-plane HEMTs studied here. For typical measurements in

this thesis, given the crystal structures of most of the materials used in AlGaN/GaN

HEMTs, it is not necessary to align the polarisation to the axes of the crystal, instead

the device structure is typically aligned to the spectrometer input.

2.2.2 Classical theory of Raman scattering in crystalline materials

A classical description of Raman scattering first requires an explanation of the scattering

of light by matter, in the form of Rayleigh scattering.64,69 The classical description of

light scattering assumes that matter consists of dipoles bound by unspecified, but not

electrostatic, forces. An electromagnetic wave, of a frequency that does not match a

natural frequency of the dipoles within the medium, encountering such a material causes

the dipole separation to oscillate, and the dipole radiates at the oscillation frequency.

Both Rayleigh and Raman scattering may be described by considering a polarisability

α, which connects a periodic applied electric field E = a cos (ωLasert) such as in a laser

beam, to a resulting dipole µ by

µ = αE = αA cos (ωLasert) (2.4)
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It is important to note that the polarisability α itself depends on frequency, and is related

to the electric susceptibility χ and the permittivity of free space ε0 by the Clausius-

Mossotti relation
ε0χ

ε0(χ+ 3)
M

d
= NAα

3ε0
(2.5)

where M is the molar mass of the material and d is its density, and NA is Avogadro’s

number. Rayleigh scattering has an intensity proportional to the mean square of the

dipole moment µ (i.e. an amplitude proportional to µ and therefore the polarisability α).

If the dipole is itself vibrating (for example due to thermal excitation) with amplitude

B, the polarisability will be affected, becoming

α′ = α [1 +B cos (ωt)] (2.6)

where ω is the angular vibrational frequency.

The electric susceptibility χ is a symmetric second rank tensor (though it reduces to a

scalar in an isotropic medium) therefore the polarisability α is also a tensor in the general

case. In crystalline materials, such as those used in the semiconductor devices discussed

in this thesis, instead of the molecular dipole vibration used in the simple classical

Raman theory, the incident light interacts with phonons – lattice vibration quanta –

of frequency ω which are created (for Stokes shift) or destroyed (for anti-Stokes shift).

When considering Raman scattering inside a crystalline material, Equation 2.4 may be

rewritten in terms of a vector electromagnetic field E(r, t) = E(k, ωLaser) cos(k · r −

ωLasert) which varies with time t and space r giving70

µ(k, ωLaser) cos(k · r − ωLasert) = χ(k, ωLaser,Q)E(k, ωLaser) (2.7)

where k is the wavevector of the incident field and Q is the lattice displacement, which

is related to the phonon wavevector q by

Q(r, t) = Q(q, ω) cos(q · r − ωt) (2.8)

The adiabatic approximation is made, which assumes that the electronic frequencies

which determine χ are much greater than ω, and χ is therefore taken to be a function

of Q. As (normally) these vibrations are small with respect to the lattice constants, it

is appropriate to expand χ as a Taylor series in Q, where χ0 is the susceptibility in the
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absence of vibrations

χ(kLaser, ωLaser,Q) = χ0(kLaser, ωLaser) +
(
∂χ

∂Q

)
0
Q(r, t) (2.9)

The lattice wave Q(r, t) introduced in Equation 2.8 causes the oscillating susceptibility

in the second term.

Equations 2.9 and 2.7 may then be combined to give

µ(r, t,Q) = µ0(r, t) + µind(r, t,Q)

= χ0(kLaser, ωLaser)ELaser(kLaser, ωLaser cos(kLaser · r − ωLasert)

+
(
∂χ

∂Q

)
0
Q(r, t)ELaser(kLaser, ωLaser) cos(kLaser · r − ωLasert) (2.10)

where the first term, µ0, is a polarisation oscillating in phase with the incident radiation

and the second term, µind is a polarisation wave induced by a phonon. This induced

polarisation may be rewritten as

µind(r, t,Q) =
(
∂χ

∂Q

)
0
Q(q, ω) cos(q·r−ωt)×ELaser(kLaser, ωLaser) cos(kLaser·r−ωLasert)

(2.11)

Applying the trigonometric relation cos θ cosϕ = 1/2 [cos(θ − ϕ) + cos(θ + ϕ)] to Equa-

tion 2.11 gives

µind(r, t,Q) = 1
2

(
∂χ

∂Q

)
0
Q(q, ω)ELaser(kLaser, ωLaser)× (2.12)

(cos [(kLaser + q) · r − (ωLaser + ω)t] + cos [(kLaser − q) · r − (ωLaser − ω)t])

demonstrating that µind consists of Stokes-shifted and anti-Stokes-shifted parts, with

frequencies symmetrically shifted about the incident frequency. These two beat frequen-

cies at ωLaser + ω (anti-Stokes) and ωLaser − ω (Stokes) appear, albeit weakly, in the

spectrum of scattered light as Raman scattering, in addition to the Rayleigh scattering

at the incident frequency ωLaser, which is due to the polarisation µ0.

For a scattered photon to gain energy in anti-Stokes scattering implies that there is

a vibrational excitation present from which energy may be acquired by the photon.

The occupancy of excited states is temperature dependent, with an occupancy n(ω) =

[e(~ω/kBT ) − 1]−1 for a vibrational frequency ω and temperature T , where kB and ~ are,

as usual, Boltzmann’s constant and the reduced Planck constant respectively. Therefore
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the anti-Stokes intensity, or in practice the ratio of Stokes to anti-Stokes intensities may

be used as a probe of temperature.71,72 The Stokes-anti-Stokes scattering rate ratio is

given by

RS/a-S = As
Aa-S

e(~ω/kBT ) (2.13)

where the Stokes and anti-Stokes amplitudes As and Aa-S incorporate the Raman sus-

ceptibility (which depends on the wavelength λ as well as in principle the temperature T )

and any other optical parameters. The dependence of As and Aa-S on T may be neglected

if the excitation frequency ωLaser is far from a resonant frequency of the sample, mak-

ing the Stokes-anti-Stokes intensity ratio a straightforward temperature probe. However

obtaining good signal-to-noise ratio for the anti-Stokes peak at moderate temperatures

requires either a long acquisition time or a strong signal, especially for bands further

from the laser line, where more energy must be available, so this technique is rarely

used.56

One-phonon Raman scattering, as described above, conserves both frequency and wavevector,

meaning that the wavevectors of phonons studied by one-phonon Raman scattering are

limited to less than twice the photon wavevector.70 For typical lasers and refractive in-

dices, |q| ~ 106 cm−1, or of the order of 1/100 the Brillouin zone size, with the result that

one-phonon scattering is only sensitive to zone-centre phonons, and q can be taken to

be zero.

2.2.3 Quantum theory of Raman scattering

Although the classical theory will be revisited for consideration of the Raman selec-

tion rules, it is first necessary to describe the quantum processes inherent in Raman

scattering, concentrating on Stokes scattering. A quantum description of inelastic light

scattering by phonons requires that the state of three systems is specified: the incident

(frequency ωLaser) and scattered (frequency ωStokes or ωanti-Stokes) photons; the relevant

phonon with frequency ω = ωLaser−ωStokes; and the electrons in the semiconductor.70 Ini-

tially there are N(ωLaser) photons at the laser frequency, and N(ωStokes) at the scattered

frequency. At a nonzero temperature T there are Nq phonons present, but all electrons

are assumed to be in the valence band.

After Stokes scattering, Nq and N(ωStokes) have increased by one, while N(ωLaser) has

decreased by one, with no effect on the electrons. Although the electronic state is the
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Figure 2.12: Feynman diagrams for the Stokes Raman scattering processes: (a) see main text
for derivation of scattering probability; (b-f) the other possible time-sequences; (g) the notation
used in the diagrams. The incident photon has frequency ωi, the phonon has frequency ω and
the Stokes-shifted photon has frequency ωStokes, while n and n′ are intermediate virtual states.
Based on a figure in Reference 70.

same before and after the scattering event, it is necessary to include the effect of electrons

on the coupling of photons to phonons via the electron-radiation interaction Hamiltonian

HeR, as the direct interaction between photons and phonons is very weak for the large

difference between ωLaser and ω in Raman scattering with visible light. The scattering

then takes place as follows: first the incident photon causes an electronic excitation; then

this exciton scatters into another state emitting a phonon via the electron-phonon inter-

action Hamiltonian He-ion; finally the exciton recombines emitting the Raman-scattered

photon. This is shown in Figure 2.12(a). The virtual transitions involving the electrons

do not have to individually conserve energy – meaning that sub-bandgap illumination

can still lead to Raman-scattering – but do conserve wavevectors. Energy is of course

conserved over the process as a whole. This leads to further permutations for the time

sequence of the scattering process, as shown in Figure 2.12(b–f).

The spontaneous Raman scattering in this process will be described first in terms of stim-

ulated Raman scattering, and then the probabilities converted to those for spontaneous
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scattering, following the approach in Reference 70.

Considering the first vertex in Figure 2.12(a), for an initial state |i〉 with energy Ei

and an intermediate electronic state |n〉 with energy En, if an energy quantum ~ωi is

absorbed, a term ∑
n

〈n|HeR(ωi)|i〉
[~ωi − (En − Ei)]

(2.14)

is introduced into the scattering probability.

A similar term is introduced by the second vertex, with intermediate state |n′〉. In this

case a quantum of energy ~ω is emitted (leading to the negative sign) in the form of a

phonon. After simplifying the denominator the resulting probability can be written as

∑
n,n′

〈n′|He−ion(ω)|n〉 〈n|HeR(ωi)|i〉
[~ωi − (En − Ei)] [~ωi − ~ω − (En′ − Ei)]

(2.15)

Continuing until the last vertex is included, and taking into account that the final

electronic state |f〉 is identical to the initial state |i〉 allows the scattering probability to

be calculated according to Fermi’s Golden Rule. This rule states that the scattering rate

for a transition from an initial state |i〉 to a final state |f〉 due to a Hamiltonian H which

oscillates at a frequency ω, where |i〉 and |f〉 differ by energy ~ω is given by

Ti→f = 2π
~
|〈f|H|i〉|2ρ (2.16)

where ρ is the density of final states.

Because energy is conserved in the entire process, the final scattering event must include

the delta function δ (~ωi − ~ω − ~ωStokes). The scattering probability due to the process

in Figure 2.12(a) then becomes

PStokes = 2π
~

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
n,n′

〈i|HeR(ωStokes)|n′〉 〈n′|He−ion|n〉 〈n|HeR(ωi)|i〉
[~ωi − (En − Ei)] [~ωi − ~ω − (En′ − Ei)]

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

δ(~ωi − ~ω − ~ωStokes)

(2.17)

The probabilities due to the six possible scattering sequences shown in Figure 2.12 must

be summed to give the total scattering probability, then Einstein’s A and B coefficients

must be used to convert the probability to that of spontaneous emission.70 Anm is

Einstein’s coefficient for the rate of spontaneous emission of radiation due to a transition
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2.2. Raman spectroscopy and thermography

from level n to level m, and is given by

Anm = 8πhν3n3

c3 Bnm (2.18)

where h is Planck’s constant, n is the refractive index of the medium, ν is the phonon

frequency (i.e. ν = ω/(2π), and c the speed of light in vacuum. Bnm is the stimulated

emission probability, and Bmn is the absorption probability, where Bnm = Bmn.

These relations theoretically allow the spontaneous Raman scattering rate to be found

from material properties. Due to many unknown quantities it is however rarely possible

to predict Raman scattering rates from the scattering probabilities such as those in

Equation 2.17.

2.2.4 The Raman tensor and selection rules

Returning to the classical description of Raman scattering in Section 2.2.2, and con-

sidering the relationship between µ and E given by Equation 2.12 allows the Stokes

scattering intensity IStokes to be written as70

IStokes ∝
∣∣∣∣eLaser · ( ∂χ∂Q

)
0
Q(ω) · eStokes

∣∣∣∣2 (2.19)

where eLaser is the polarisation of the incident (laser) radiation, and the phonon wavevector

q is approximated as zero (one-phonon scattering).

This classical result requires a vibration to be present, as the scattered intensity depends

on the square of the vibration amplitude Q; the equivalent quantum formulation would

give a dependency on the phonon occupancy.

If Q is taken to be the vector displacement of an individual atom due to a phonon, ∂χ/∂Q
will be a third-rank tensor.70 A unit vector Q̂ = Q/|Q| may be defined, parallel to the

phonon-induced displacement, allowing a second-rank tensor R, the Raman tensor to

be defined by

R =
(
∂χ

∂Q

)
0
Q̂(ω) (2.20)

The scattering intensity is now defined in terms of this Raman tensor as

IStokes ∝ |eLaser ·R · eStokes|2 (2.21)
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While group theory allows some elements of the Raman tensor for a particular phonon

mode to be set to zero,61 finding the values of the remaining terms, which may in prin-

ciple be complex, requires an experimental approach. Selection rules may be derived

from the Raman tensor and related to experiments. These rules relate the polarisation

direction of the incoming and scattered radiation to the crystal axes, and are therefore

important for the design and analysis of Raman experiments. The effect on the polar-

isation and emission direction of the Raman-scattered light can be described using this

tensor formulation. A tensor component Rij couples incident light polarised in the j

direction to a vibration in the i direction, thus the emitted Raman-shifted light is emit-

ted following the rules for a dipole in the i direction. This means that the intensity is

maximised perpendicular to i, and polarised parallel to i. The Raman tensors for the

Raman-active phonon modes in wurtzite GaN are as follows73

RA1 =


a 0 0

0 a 0

0 0 b



RE1(x) =


0 0 0

0 0 c

0 c 0

 RE1(y) =


0 0 −c

0 0 0

−c 0 0



RE2(x) =


0 d 0

d 0 0

0 0 0

 RE2(y) =


d 0 0

0 −d 0

0 0 0

 (2.22)

where a, b, c and d are elements of the Raman tensor.

As was mentioned in the discussion of phonon modes, not all modes are visible in Raman

spectroscopy, but there are further constraints imposed by the accessibility of certain

modes to certain polarisations as well as the need for a reasonable signal strength. From

Equation 2.22 it can be seen that the E1 mode is not accessible in z(x−)z̄ configuration:

the only components in the Raman tensors for the E1 mode are xz, yz, zx and zy,

meaning that either the polarisation of the incident light or the dipole must be aligned

to z. The incident polarisation is not aligned to z for conventional polarisations of the

beam for incident light propagating along the z-axis, and if the dipole is parallel to z the

emission intensity is zero along z. Chapter 5 will explore attempts to work round this

limitation. The E2 and A1 modes both have Raman tensor elements in the xy plane, and
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2.2. Raman spectroscopy and thermography

are therefore easily observed in a z(x−)z̄ backscatter experiment The A1(TO) mode is

also not accessible in z(x−)z̄ orientation.74

2.2.5 Raman thermography

The purpose of Raman thermography is to use Raman spectroscopy to measure the tem-

perature of a material such as, in this thesis, a component of a semiconductor device.

While temperature can be measured in many other ways, some of which are similarly

non-contact, such as infrared75 and photoluminescence,76 Raman thermography is ad-

vantageous for its high spatial resolution – around 0.5 µm – compared to both infrared

and common photoluminescence configurations for wide-bandgap systems. This is im-

portant given the length scales present in HEMTs, where the source-drain distance is

typically in the region of 1 µm to 10 µm.

In contrast to the Stokes-anti-Stokes approach given in Equation 2.13, temperature

(and stress) in crystalline materials can be measured by studying the interaction of

the incident light with the lattice vibrations in the crystal, i.e. the phonon modes. The

phonon modes in crystals shift to lower frequencies with increasing temperature. The

empirical form of this shift was first described by Cui et al.77 and takes the form

ω(T ) = ω0 −
A

e
hcω0B/kBT − 1

(2.23)

where ω(T ) is the phonon frequency as a function of temperature T , and h, kB, and

c are Planck’s constant, Boltzmann’s constant and the speed of light respectively. The

phonon frequency at 0 K (ω0), A, and B are fitting parameters which are material- and

phonon-dependent (see Section 3.4). Figure 2.13 shows the Cui formula curves fitted to

calibration data for an A1 mode and two E2 modes (from GaN and AlGaN layers of

different Al-fractions in the same device). This device structure will be discussed further

in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.13: Cui formula fits for some of the phonon modes probed in the AlGaN/GaN/AlGaN
DHFET discussed in Chapter 4, expressed as shifts from ω0 which is given for each curve.

2.3 Spatial resolution in optical spectroscopy

This section discusses the theoretical limitations to the spatial resolution of the optical

spectroscopy techniques used in this thesis. There are two main limiting factors which

must be considered: the diffraction limit and refraction at the sample surface (leading to

spherical aberration). The effects of refraction will be extended to consider some effects

of polarisation and birefringence.

2.3.1 The diffraction limit

The diffraction-limited size of the focussed spot from a laser is determined by the nu-

merical aperture of the focussing lens (i.e. the microscope objective in a micro-Raman

system) and the wavelength of the light, as well as the medium in which the focus is

formed. The numerical aperture, NA, is an important parameter of an optical system

and is defined as

NA = n sin θ ≈ nD/2f (2.24)

for a refractive index n and a beam half-angle θ. The widely-used approximation applies

to a lens of focal length f and aperture D, as illustrated in Figure 2.14. The following

treatment assumes that the Raman system, consisting of the laser, spectrometer and

microscope, can be treated as equivalent to a confocal microscope system. A confocal

microscope passes the excitation light through a pinhole which is imaged onto (i.e.

confocal with) the sample, and passes the return light (whether that is Raman-scattered,
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Pinhole,
diameter p

Lens

Lens, focal length f1
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Light from
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plane

θ
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aperture D

Figure 2.14: The basic principles of confocal microscopy. The laser beam (red solid lines) is
focussed at the sample. Light excited by the laser returns along the same path. Light generated
outside the laser focus laterally (blue dashed lines) or axially (green dotted lines) does not focus
in the pinhole aperture and is therefore rejected. The upper inset shows a detail of these foci
near the pinhole. The lower inset shows a detail of the objective focus.

fluorescence or simply reflected light) back through the same pinhole before measuring it.

The confocal pinhole rejects light generated away from the focal plane of the objective,

as this light does not form a focus at the pinhole and therefore very little of this light

passes through the pinhole. It also rejects light generated within the focal plane but

outside the focal spot, as while this light is refocussed at the plane of the pinhole, the

focus is formed off-axis and therefore the light does not pass through the pinhole. These

two effects are illustrated in Figure 2.14.

The spot size has two important dimensions, the lateral and the axial, in both of which

the laser intensity distribution may be regarded as Gaussian as illustrated in Figure 2.15.

It is convenient to consider the intensity full width at half maximum (FWHM ) as being

the size of the laser spot, though the width where the intensity falls to 1/e2 is also

sometimes used. The lateral full width at half maximum is typically comparable to λ,

the laser wavelength,a while the axial dimension is considerably larger, as illustrated in

Figure 2.15 for typical parameters. They are given by78

FWHM lateral, excitation = 0.51 λ

NAeff
(2.25)

aThe lateral full width at half maximum given by Equation 2.25 must be modified for a focus below
an interface to take into account the reduced effective numerical aperture NAeff.
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Figure 2.15: (a) The focus in air of a microscope objective. (b) Gaussian intensity cross sections
through the focal spot of a typical objective along the Z axis (along line AA) and in the XY
plane (along line BB).

FWHM axial =

√√√√( 0.88λ
n−

√
n2 −NA2

)2

+
(√

2nPH
NA

)2

(2.26)

where n is the refractive index of the material in which the laser is focussed, NA is the

numerical aperture of the objective and PH is the sample-space diameter of the pinhole

in a confocal microscope system, i.e. the physical size p of the pinhole magnified by the

ratio of the focal lengths of the objective fobj and the lens which is focussed on the

pinhole f1. These dimensions are illustrated in Figure 2.14.

It is often desirable to limit the range of depths to which the system is sensitive, known

as the confocality, for example to reduce background from layers other than those that

are being measured, or to isolate the Raman spectrum from a depth slice of interest.

This means limiting the axial size FWHM axial of the laser spot and of the volume from

which the spectrometer can collect, with reference to Equation 2.26.

The importance of this is illustrated by using typical values for the systems used in this

work, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. Under these typical conditions

including an objective with a high numerical aperture to minimise FWHM axial, the axial

spot size in air is 2.0 µm, while in GaN it is 3.6 µm, which is nearly twice the thickness

of a typical GaN buffer layer.
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2.3. Spatial resolution in optical spectroscopy

2.3.2 Refraction at the sample surface

The diffraction limit is only one aspect of the axial spot size formed when a laser beam

is focussed below the surface of a sample. The refraction of the rays forming the laser

beam when they encounter the surface of a material, such as at an air-GaN interface,

depends on the angle of incidence, and therefore on the position of the ray within the

beam, as illustrated in Figure 2.16. A full treatment of this spherical aberration due to

refraction is given by Everall in Reference 79, but the main conclusions are summarised

in the following and then extended. An ideal objective lens working in air (refractive

index nair = 1) is assumed.

After refraction at a planar sample surface, rays from different radii within the incident

laser beam are focussed onto different planes. This is shown schematically in Figure 2.16

and plotted in Figure 2.17. To consider the light intensity as a function of depth inside

the material, it is necessary to consider the distribution of light intensity across the

cross-section of the beam, I(m). For a typical laser this may be assumed to be Gaussian

and so is given by

I(m) = I0e−2m2/φ2 (2.27)

where m = r/rmax is the normalised radius r of a ray within the beam, with m = 0 for

a ray normal to the surface, and m = 1 for a marginal ray as illustrated in Figure 2.16,

I0 is the maximum intensity in the beam (the on-axis intensity), and φ is a fill factor

which is equal to one if the objective is optimally filled i.e. if the 1/e2 beam diameter is

equal to the objective back aperture diameter d = 2rmax. The intensity profile along the

axis of the beam inside the sample is therefore obtained from the parametric equation

I ′(m) = mI(m)

zm = ∆
[
m2 NA2 (n2 − 1

)
1−NA2 + n2

]1/2

(2.28)

where I ′(m) is the intensity due to light from normalised radius m, zm is the depth

inside the GaN to which a ray passing through the objective aperture at m is focussed

and ∆ is the depth to which the laser would focus inside the sample, if the sample had

refractive index 1, as shown in Figure 2.16.

It is no longer possible to define a focal plane; instead a focal volume must be considered.

This volume will have a “centre of gravity” or centroid, the z-coordinate of which is given
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by

c.o.g. =
∫ 1
0 mzmI(m) dm∫ 1

0 mI(m) dm
(2.29)

The total laser intensity reaching the beam axis above this depth will equal that reaching

the axis below it. Thus in a sense it may be considered the nearest single answer to the

question of where the beam focusses, or the weighted average focus position.

n=2.3
GaN
air

m= 1m= 0

Δ

zm

f

Laser intensity

w
c.o.g 

Figure 2.16: Schematic of rays focussed from air into GaN, refracted at the air-GaN interface.
The objective lens focal length is f , ∆ is the distance from the sample surface to the focal
point, if the sample had refractive index 1, m is the normalised radial position of a ray within
the objective aperture, and zm is the depth to which a ray passing through the objective at
normalised radius m is focussed. The laser intensity distribution (from Equation 2.28), spot size
w (from Equation 2.32), and approximate position of the spot’s centre of gravity (Equation 2.29)
within the spot are illustrated. The effect of diffraction is ignored.

When applying this result to a multilayer sample such as a AlGaN/GaN HEMT a

simplifying assumption can be made, namely that the refractive index of the substrate

(such as SiC) is the same as that of the GaN. This is not strictly true as SiC has

a refractive index of 2.55 while the refractive index of GaN is 2.39 (for polarisations

perpendicular to the c-axis of the crystal in both cases), however when compared to

the refractive index contrast at the air-GaN interface the refraction at the GaN-SiC

interface is insignificant (also the range of angles incident on the GaN-SiC interface is

much smaller than at the air-GaN interface, as a result of the refraction at the air-GaN

interface, further reducing the effect at the GaN-substrate interface). Sapphire, which is

also transparent, is no longer a common substrate for AlGaN/GaN HEMTs but unlike

SiC it has a lower refractive index than GaN (1.76) and also a greater refractive index

contrast with GaN than SiC does, so this approximation should be used with caution

if applied to devices on sapphire. However the approximation would be appropriate for

diamond substrates (refractive index 2.42), subject to consideration of any interlayers.
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2.3. Spatial resolution in optical spectroscopy

Figure 2.17 shows the distribution of laser intensity with depth z for a variety of nominal

penetration depths ∆. For a high numerical aperture objective as may be chosen to

minimise the diffraction-limited spot size (Figure 2.17), if the focus is more than a few

microns into the GaN or substrate the length of the spot due to refraction exceeds that

due to diffraction (FWHM axial), and if data, for example Raman spectra, are acquired

through the entire thickness of the wafer, as is possible with SiC wafers, the axial spot size

can be many tens of microns. It may be seen in Figure 2.17 that at m = 1 the intensity

does not fall smoothly to zero. This comes from the non-zero laser intensity at the edge

of the objective’s aperture, a significant departure from zero intensity considering the

assumption made above that the 1/e2 beam width coincided with the aperture diameter.

The discontinuity in the function serves as a reminder that the effects of diffraction

cannot be ignored for a complete analysis.

The “width” wref = z1− z0 of the laser spot may be defined as the distance between the

planes to which rays from m = 0 and m = 1 are focussed, as found from Equation 2.28.

This gives

z0 = ∆n (2.30)

z1 = ∆
[

NA2 (n2 − 1
)

1−NA2 + n2
]1/2

(2.31)

resulting in a width due to refraction of

wref = ∆

[NA2 (n2 − 1
)

1−NA2 + n2
]1/2

− n

 (2.32)

As an example, with ∆ = 2 µm, as might be naively selected to measure at the GaN-SiC

interface considering typical 1.9 µm GaN epilayer grown on a SiC substrate, the focus

is centred at 5.7 µm with a width wref of 2.1 µm.

2.3.3 Combining the effects of diffraction and refraction on the axial

spot size

To further improve on existing thermography techniques it is necessary to include not

just the effect of refraction, but that of diffraction, in any calculation of the laser intensity
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Figure 2.17: Laser intensity distribution due only to refraction for various values of ∆, the
distance from the sample surface to the focal plane if the sample had refractive index n = 1.
Curves were calculated for an objective numerical aperture of (a) 0.5; (b) 0.75, and a refractive
index nGaN = 2.393. The widths w are found from Equation 2.32 and the “centre of gravity”
from Equation 2.29. The curves in each plot are normalised to the same integrated intensity.
Also indicated, by dotted lines, are the corresponding diffraction limits (from Equation 2.26, i.e.
ignoring refraction), which once below the surface are unchanged, so are plotted at arbitrary
x-positions for clarity. Defining the true distribution of laser intensity in the spot will require
both diffraction and refraction to be taken into account, here their magnitudes and forms may
be compared.
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distribution in the sample. This will then enable calculation of the contributions from dif-

ferent depths to the measured weighted average temperature. A simplifying assumption

is made in the approach presented here: that the patterns due to refraction and diffrac-

tion may be regarded as independent distributions. The resulting overall axial intensity

profile may be calculated from a convolution of the refractive and diffractive effects It is

possible to combine Equations 2.26 and 2.32 to give a reasonable approximation to the

combined width of the intensity distribution due to refraction and diffraction, by treat-

ing the refraction as described by Everall as a further term to be added in quadrature

to the existing two parts of the diffraction limit. However it is first necessary to define a

width equivalent to the full width at half maximum for the axial intensity distribution

due to refraction. From Figure 2.17, it can be seen that the concept of full width at

half maximum is meaningless for spherical aberration as the intensity distribution does

not go continuously to zero, and is not symmetric. As can be seen from Figure 2.18(a)

the width w is appropriately compared to the 1/e2 width, d1/e2 , of a Gaussian, which is

related to the full width at half maximum by FWHM = ln(2)√
2 d1/e2 , rather than to the

full width at half maximum directly.

Including this result as a third component to be added in quadrature to those in Equa-

tion 2.26 gives a depth resolution (axial spot size) below the surface of

wax =

√√√√√( 0.88λ
n−

√
n2 −NA2

)2

+
(√

2nPH
NA

)2

+ ln 2
2 ∆2

([
NA2 (n2 − 1)

1−NA2 + n2

]1/2

− n
)2

(2.33)

This is compared to the convolution of the refractive and diffractive effects on the axial

spot size for ∆ = 2 µm and 10 µm in Figure 2.18(b). For small values of ∆ the approxim-

ation is acceptable, but as the effect of refraction begins to dominate that of diffraction

it becomes less appropriate. At which values of ∆ this occurs depends on the numerical

aperture, as a high numerical aperture increases wref while decreasing FWHM axial). It

is also often necessary (for experiments in which the depth varies) to consider the spot

centre shift, for which Equation 2.29 may still be used.

The effect of this spherical aberration can be greatly reduced when working at a fixed

(or nearly fixeda) depth by using an objective with variable coverslip correction, which

can be adjusted to produce an equivalent and opposite aberration by translating in-

ternal elements of the objective.80 Although this is designed for a glass coverslip with
aA depth may be regarded as nearly fixed if changes in ∆ are small compared to ∆.
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Figure 2.18: Approximating the axial spot profile as a Gaussian: (a) Gaussian approximation to
the effect of refraction at ∆ = 2 µm, comparing the approximations FWHM ≈ wref (red dotted
curve) and d1/e2 ≈ wref (blue dashed curve); (b) Gaussian approximation to the convolution
(light solid curves) of the effects of refraction (dark solid curve) and diffraction at ∆ = 2 µm and
10 µm. Dotted curves show d1/e2 ≈ wref and dashed curves show FWHM ≈ wref.

a refractive index nglass of ~ 1.52, by selecting a coverslip thickness of nsample
nglass

∆ much of

the benefit of the coverslip correction is regained for fixed values of ∆.

Equations 2.27 to 2.33 take no account of Fresnel reflection at the sample surface, which

for a high index material such as GaN combined with a high numerical aperture objective

will lead to a significant difference in reflection for m = 0 and m = 1 and so modify

I ′(m), the distribution of light given in Equation 2.28. The effect of Fresnel reflection is

polarisation dependent, even on an isotropic sample, as the Fresnel reflection depends

on polarisation, however it does not change the width w defined above, merely shifting

the centre of gravity of the laser spot slightly towards the surface for p-polarised light

and away from the surface for s-polarised light compared to the results given above

neglecting Fresnel reflection. Fresnel reflection can therefore be neglected in calculating

the axial spot size using the approximation in Equation 2.33, however it should be

taken into account if using the convolution for a more exact calculation, as it affects the

distribution of light along the length of the laser spot.

2.3.4 Extending spherical aberration to birefringent materials

When applied to transparent device-relevant materials such as GaN, SiC, and sapphire,

a further complication is introduced: these materials are birefringent, i.e. their refractive
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indices are anisotropic. In the case of GaN, the optic axis is parallel to the c-axis, i.e.

normal to the surface for the typically-grown HEMTs studied in this thesis. The ordinary

index of refraction no, which applies to light polarised perpendicular to the c-axis is lower

than the extraordinary index of refraction ne for light polarised parallel to the c-axis.81

The refractive index for a given polarisation and wavelength may be calculated from the

Sellmeier dispersion relation,82 which may be given in a number of forms, one of which,

for a single absorption frequency, is81

n2(λ) = A2 + B2

λ2 − C2 (2.34)

where λ is the wavelength for which the index of refraction is to be found, and A, B,

and C are fitting parameters, which will be different for no and ne. Table 2.2 gives the

calculated refractive indices for GaN.

Equations 2.27 to 2.33 ignore the effects of birefringence, which unlike Fresnel reflec-

tion does affect the axial spot size. Figure 2.19 shows how incident linear polarisation

experiences different refractive indices when it encounters a birefringent sample. Light

polarised perpendicular to the plane of incidence always experiences no, while the re-

fractive index experienced by light polarised parallel to the plane of incidence, or at

intermediate angles, depends on both the polarisation angle with respect to the plane

of incidence and the angle between the propagation direction and the c-axis.

For polarisation in the plane of incidence (p-polarisation) it is therefore necessary to

modify Equation 2.28 to take into account the angle-dependent refractive index found

from the index ellipsoid by82,83

1
n(θ)2 = cos2(θ)

n2
o

+ sin2(θ)
n2
e

(2.35)

Table 2.2: Parameters81 for the Sellmeier relation for GaN for
E ⊥ c and E ‖ c, along with the values for no, ne and the bi-
refringence no−ne at the wavelengths of interest in this thesis.

no ne no − ne

A 2.25 2.30
B (nm) 330.6 368.2
C (nm) 259.7 268.9

λ = 488 nm 2.328 2.393 −0.065
λ = 532 nm 2.318 2.381 −0.063
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Figure 2.19: The effect on incident linear polarisation of Fresnel reflection and a birefringent
sample. (a) Top view along the incident beam, showing the polarisation with respect to the x-
and y-sample axes; (b) View along the x-axis, light polarised parallel to the y-axis is p-polarised,
i.e. polarised parallel to the plane of incidence. As different rays within the beam are refracted to
different angles with respect to the c-axis, they are subjected to different refractive indices; (c)
view along the y-axis, polarisation is still along the y-axis but is now s-polarised – perpendicular
to the plane of incidence. These rays all experience the same refractive index no.

where θ is the angle between the propagation direction of a ray and the optical axis of

the crystal (the c-axis for GaN and SiC). However for s-polarisation it is only necessary

to replace n with no in Equation 2.28 as the polarisation remains perpendicular to the c-

axis. The two polarisations parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence represent

the extreme cases, as may be seen be considering a plane intermediate to those illustrated

in Figure 2.19 (b) and (c). The axial spot size wref from Equation 2.32 is therefore greater

for p-polarised light than for s-polarised light, and greater still for a beam comprising

both s- and p-polarisations, such as a linearly polarised beam converging towards a focus.

It is simplest to consider the s- and p-polarisation states separately as representing the

limits of the problem for large ∆, if a correction is made in the objective for the isotropic

spherical aberration. If ∆ is small and no spherical aberration correction is used, the

additional effect on the spot size due to the birefringent sample is small compared to

the dimension found from Equation 2.33, as may be seen in Figure 2.20.

2.3.5 Alternative polarisations

It might be thought that circular polarisation would provide a solution to the adverse ef-

fects of birefringence discussed above, however circularly polarised light still experiences

different refractive indices depending on the angle of incidence. It is therefore necessary

to consider a system such that all rays behave as shown in Figure 2.19(c), In such a
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Figure 2.20: Laser intensity distribution as a function of ∆ and depth in the sample for linearly
polarised light, taking into account Fresnel reflection and birefringence. The dark blue lines show
the maxima for s- (dashed) and p- (dotted) polarisations.

system the polarisation vector of any ray must always be orthogonal to the beam axis,

even as the beam converges to a focus. This equates to azimuthal polarisation.

Several ways of achieving azimuthal polarisation have been developed, such as a focus-

sing along the optic axis of calcite – a highly birefringent crystal – followed by a spatial

filter84,85 (which will be discussed in Chapter 5), and spatially-varying waveplates.86,87

A development of the last technique is to use a femtosecond laser to create nanostruc-

tures in silica.88 This component is commercially available under the name s-wave, and

its use will be discussed in Chapter 5. These approaches may also be used to achieve

radial polarisation, which is of interest for its small lateral spot size compared to more

conventional polarisations, as well as for generating z-polarisation, i.e. polarisation along

the beam axis at a focus, as will be shown in Section 5.1.5. In general the same optical

systems may be used to generate both radial and azimuthal polarisations, though there

are additional options for generating radial polarisation.89
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2.3.6 Limitations of current Raman thermography techniques

At present, while Raman thermography may be used to give a high-resolution map of

temperature in the XY plane of a device, it is less useful for measuring temperature as

a function of depth within typical device epilayers, as has been seen in Sections 2.3.1

to 2.3.4. In fact, as the temperature may not be considered constant with depth in a GaN

buffer, Raman thermography must be interpreted with care – the spot size calculations

presented here allow the depth-weighting of temperature measurements to be calculated.

In Chapter 4 one method of obtaining a higher temperature resolution is explored, which

requires some specific sample features. In Chapter 5, however, the theory presented in

this section is applied to a more general approach to collecting temperature information

from a range of depths, with the goals of a more direct measurement of certain device

parameters, and of placing more precise constraints on device simulations.

2.4 Photoluminescence spectroscopy and thermography

Photoluminescence may also be used to gain information, such as temperature, from

semiconductors. Above-bandgap excitation is required because photoluminescence relies

on an electronic excitation within the sample, which means sufficient photon energy to

excite electrons into the conduction band is needed, as can be seen in Figure 2.10. A

laser above the bandgap of the material(s) being studied, but usually below the bandgap

of any intervening layers, is used. The photoluminescence emission rate is governed by

Einstein’s A and B coefficients (Equation 2.18) in a similar way to the rate of Raman

scattering, giving a total emission rate for transitions from state n to state m of70

Rnm = Anm +Bnmρe(ν) (2.36)

where ρe(ν) is the photon energy density. Equation 2.36 is more helpfully rewritten in

terms of the photon occupation number Np as

Rnm = Anm(1 +Np) (2.37)

The second term, proportional to Np, determines the rate of stimulated emission, and

may be neglected outside a laser cavity, i.e. assuming that the photon density ρe(ν)/~ν is

small.
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2.4. Photoluminescence spectroscopy and thermography

Considering conduction (c) and valence (v) bands instead of levels n andm, the emission

rate for recombination form the conduction band to the valence band is given by

Rcv = Acvfc(1− fv) (2.38)

where fc and fv are the electronic occupancies in the conduction and valence bands,

therefore (1 − fv) is the probability of a valence band state being empty. The inverse

process of absorption causing an excitation from the valence to the conduction band,

denoted by Pvc is given by

Pvc(ν)ρ(ν) = Rvc(ν) (2.39)

at thermal equilibrium (the van Roosbroeck–Shockley relation), and is related to the

absorption coefficient α by Pvc = αc/n, where c is the speed of light in vacuum and n is the

refractive index of the material. The photon density ρ(ν) is dependent on temperature

according to the Planck distribution, which allows the emission probability inside the

sample, neglecting re-absorption effects, to be related to the absorption coefficient by

Rvc(ν) = 8πα(ν)ν2n2

c2
[
e(hν/kBT ) − 1

] (2.40)

This is a useful relation, though it only strictly holds for intrinsic semiconductors, as

dopants have various effects on the presence and occupancy of states in or near the band

gap. The factor e(hν/kBT ) in Equation 2.40 leads to an exponential decrease in carrier

population with increasing energy. This enhances the emission from low-energy states,

making photoluminescence (and related techniques, as will be shown in Section 2.5) sens-

itive to low-lying energy levels, which may include radiative recombination states within

the gap. At thermal equilibrium, the derivation above holds for any pair of states, not

just the band-to-band process described, however at thermal equilibrium the total emis-

sion is insignificant unless the temperature is very high, so photoluminescence uses an

excitation source to produce non-equilibrium conditions. Generally speaking, although

a non-thermal distribution is excited by the incident light, the relaxation into a thermal

distribution is fast compared to the electron-hole recombination time. The process of

photoluminescence, as was illustrated in Figure 2.10, thus consists of three steps: ex-

citation of electron-hole pairs by an energy source; thermalisation or relaxation to a

thermal distribution; and radiative recombination. The same spectral features may also

be excited by other means, such as cathodoluminescence (CL) excited by an electron
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beam, or electroluminescence excited by electric fields and current within the material

being studied. Electroluminescence will be discussed further in Section 2.5. The charac-

teristic spectral features in luminescence experiments do not change in frequency with

the excitation source, unlike the features studied in Raman spectroscopy.

2.4.1 Band-to-band transitions and photoluminescence thermography

In a direct bandgap semiconductor, for example GaN, because there is no change in

momentum between the valence band maximum and the conduction band minimum,

recombination of thermalised excitons is highly probable, at a frequency equivalent to

the bandgap energy. Such materials are important for applications such as LEDs. The

rate of radiative recombination of free electrons and holes is governed by70

Rrad = nenh/τ̄r (2.41)

where ne is the free electron concentration, nh is the free hole concentration, and τ̄r is

the average radiative recombination time, given the thermal distribution of electron and

hole energies.

In photoluminescence, electrons and holes are excited in pairs, i.e. in equal numbers,

and in large numbers such that ne = nh � ni = pi, where ni and pi are the intrinsic

electron and hole concentrations respectively. The radiative recombination rate 1/τrad is

then given by
1/τrad = n/τ̄r (2.42)

where n = ne = nh

As nonradiative recombination is also possible, in which the energy of the electron-hole

pair is dissipated by phonons as heat, the total decay rate is given by

1/τtot = 1/τrad + 1/τnon-rad (2.43)

where τtot and τnon-rad are the total and non-radiative recombination rates respectively.

The band-to-band emission spectrum of a direct-bandgap semiconductor with bandgap

Eg is governed by the joint density of states

Dj ∝
√
E − Eg (2.44)
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Figure 2.21: Photoluminescence spectrum measured with a 244 nm laser located at the University
of Bath on an AlGaN/GaN HEMT, showing peaks at the band edges of GaN and AlGaN. This
spectrum was taken as part of the photoluminescence experiment discussed in Chapter 6.

and the occupancy distribution functions of electrons and holes. The electron occupancy

fe, in the quasi-equilibrium case is given by the Boltzmann distribution and may be

written as

fe ∝ e(−E/kBT ). (2.45)

The hole distribution fh may be defined in the same way.

Substituting Equations 2.44 and 2.45 into Equation 2.38 gives a photoluminescence

spectral line shape of

IPL(~ω) ∝


√
~ω − Ege−~ω/kBT for ~ω > Eg

0 otherwise
(2.46)

for emitted photon energy ~ω. Figure 2.21 shows a typical photoluminescence spectrum,

of a GaN buffer and AlGaN barrier. The characteristic peaks, at the band-edge positions

expected from Figure 2.4 are broadened by the finite instrument resolution.

Photoluminescence thermography probes the change in bandgap with temperature, a

quantity that is independent of the exciting laser used. Several formulae have been

proposed to fit the change in bandgap Eg with temperature T . The empirical equation

proposed by Varshni in 196790 is still widely used for convenience, and was used for the
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Figure 2.22: Measured (black squares) GaN band gap as a function of temperature. The solid
lines shows the Varshni equation fit (red) and the fit using the more physically-relevant formula
proposed by O’Donnell and Chen91 (blue).

analysis in this work

Eg = E0 −
αT 2

(T + β) (2.47)

where E0 is the bandgap at 0 K, and α and β are material-dependent constants, all

of which which must be determined experimentally (see Section 3.4). The band edge

peak position of the GaN channel layer of the devices discussed in Chapter 4 is shown

in Figure 2.22 along with the Varshni equation fit to the data. Varshni’s equation does

however lack the connection to the underlying physics of more recent models,91 the devi-

ation being particularly important at cryogenic temperatures, which are not uncommon

in photoluminescence studies of device-relevant materials. This more appropriate for-

mula models the bandgap as

Eg(T ) = E0 − S~ω
[
coth

(
~ω/2kBT

)
− 1

]
(2.48)

where S is a coupling constant, and ~ω is an average phonon energy; kB, as usual,

is Boltzmann’s constant. At the elevated temperatures used in this work it is clear

from Figure 2.22 that Varshni’s formula closely follows O’Donnell and Chen’s and will

not introduce a significant additional error in the interpretation of photoluminescence

thermography results.
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2.5. Electroluminescence

2.4.2 Photoluminescence for defect analysis

When photoluminescence is excited by a continuous wave laser, an equilibrium condition

may be assumed, so that the total decay rate 1/τtot is unchanged if the laser power is

unchanged. If the band-to-band recombination photoluminescence signal level, determ-

ined by 1/τrad , changes, then from Equation 2.43, a corresponding change in 1/τnon-rad ,

the non-radiative transition rate, must occur, suggesting the generation of non-radiative

recombination centres. This will be discussed in Chapter 6 in the context of off-state

stress and its effects on device degradation. Deep Ultraviolet photoluminescence was

used to ascertain whether damage due to off-state stress (observed via electrolumines-

cence) was confined to the buffer or affected the barrier, by comparing the magnitude

of the photoluminescence peaks from the two layers.

2.5 Electroluminescence

Electroluminescence (EL) is light emitted due to an electric current or field. Recombin-

ation electroluminescence, well known from LEDs, but also possible in other electronic

devices such as HEMTs, takes place over a narrow range of wavelengths, as electrons

from the conduction band recombine with holes in the valence band. The energy is re-

leased as a photon. The recombination may be band-to-band, at the bandgap energy

as shown in Figure 2.23, or it may involve dopants or defect states, for example due to

donor-acceptor pairs leading to electroluminescence at other energies.

Recombination electroluminescence has many parallels with photoluminescence (and

indeed with cathodoluminescence), the difference having more to do with the means

of excitation than the resulting emission. In contrast to the situation in GaAs, the

wide bandgap of GaN and AlGaN makes band-to-band recombination highly unlikely

in HEMTs, due to the thermal occupancy factor in Equation 2.40. It has however been

used to demonstrate the occurrence of impact ionisation in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs with

InGaN back-barriers, where the recombination takes place at the lower InGaN bandgap

energy.93 Donor-acceptor pair transitions may take place at lower energies, and are more

likely to be observed in electroluminescence spectra.

When a semiconductor contains both donors and acceptors it is said to be compensated,

because at equilibrium some of the electrons from the donors will be captured by the
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Figure 2.23: Electroluminescence from a GaAs HEMT showing the recombination peak at the
bandgap superimposed on a continuum of hot-electron emission for a range of device temperat-
ures at VDS = 7.5 V and VGS = 0.5 V. As the device temperature is decreased the hot-electron
temperature and intensity increase, while the band-edge recombination peak shifts as expected
(Equations 2.47 and 2.48. Figure taken from Reference 92.

acceptors.70 A compensated semiconductor contains both ionised donors (D+) and ac-

ceptors (A−). Optically or thermally excited electrons (in the conduction band) or holes

(in the valence band) may then be trapped at the D+ and A− states producing neut-

ral (D0 and A0) centres. If equilibrium is restored by an electron on a neutral donor

recombining with a hole on a neutral acceptor a photon may be emitted, by the reaction

D0 + A0 → ~ω + D+ + A− (2.49)

The photon energy depends not just on the donor and acceptor levels (ED and EA

respectively) but on the energy of the Coulomb interaction between the ionised donors

and acceptors, which lowers the energy in the final state of Equation 2.49 by e2
/εR where

e is the charge on an electron, ε is the dielectric constant and R is the separation between

the donor and acceptor. As the final energy is lowered, the photon energy is increased,

and is given by70

~ω = Eg − EA − ED + e2
/εR (2.50)

Electroluminescence emission spectra may be used to investigate the behaviour of dopants

in operating devices94 by comparison with spectral features observed through other lu-

minescence techniques.95 At room temperature, donor-acceptor pair features are often
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broad, though at cryogenic temperatures discrete lines may be observed in some samples.

Even these broad features may however be attributed to particular states in some cases.

2.5.1 Hot electron electroluminescence

The high field present in some semiconductor devices accelerates electrons to the point

that their kinetic energy, expressed in thermal terms, greatly exceeds that of the lattice.

An “electron temperature” can therefore be defined, which is higher than the lattice

temperature, i.e. the conventional temperature of the semiconductor material. This is

particularly true in HEMTs as a result of the decreased scattering (higher electron mo-

bility) in the 2DEG compared to devices based on bulk semiconductor properties. This

leads to electroluminescence when the electrons are eventually scattered and lose en-

ergy in the form of photons. The use of hot-electron electroluminescence in investigating

degradation in both on- and off-state devices will be explored in Chapter 6.

The usual methods for calculating drift velocity are not valid when the carrier energy

gain is rapid enough that the carriers and the lattice are not in thermal equilibrium.70

Hot carriers are however in thermal equilibrium amongst themselves, and a carrier tem-

perature may be defined, described by a Fermi-Dirac distribution. This defines the equi-

librium probability fk of a state at energy E being occupied by a carrier at a carrier

temperature T in the absence of an applied field as

fk = 1
e(E−EF)/kBT + 1

(2.51)

where as before EF is the Fermi energy level and kB is Boltzmann’s constant.

Hot electrons behave in a qualitatively different way to those in equilibrium with the lat-

tice. The drift velocity for hot electrons saturates, so the behaviour of the semiconductor

is no longer Ohmic. In GaN, negative differential resistance is also observed. These two

phenomena are shown in Figure 2.24.

For the electron drift velocity to saturate as the field increases requires an energy loss

mechanism that becomes important at electron kinetic energies. This may be explained

by inelastic scattering involving optical phonons.70 There is still some debate about the

precise mechanisms involved in the emission of light from hot electrons in GaN-based

devices, though bremsstrahlung involving phonon interactions (necessary for momentum
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Figure 2.24: The drift velocity of electrons in GaN and AlGaN as a function of applied field,
showing negative differential resistance (in which the drift velocity decreases with increasing
field) and saturation, a seen in the current-voltage curves in Figure 2.7. Figure taken from
Reference 96.

conservation) would allow both intra- and inter-valley scattering97 (i.e. scattering within

and between valleys in the conduction band, which are shown in Figure 2.3) as has been

reported for many years in other semiconductors such as GaAs98 and ZnSe.99

As hot-electron electroluminescence is dependent on a high electric field to accelerate

the electrons, it may be used experimentally to probe the regions of high field100 within

a device under a wide range of operating conditions. As would be naively expected, the

hot-electron electroluminescence intensity increases with drain bias VDS, but its depend-

ence on gate bias VGS is nonlinear, as the electroluminescence intensity is a function of

both field and current. As the gate-source voltage VGS is increased from the pinch-off

voltage the intensity will first increase (as current starts to flow) and then decrease (as

the peak field near the gate reduces). This leads to a bell-shaped curve in a plot of

electroluminescence intensity against VGS.101,102

In an off-state device where the electric field is high but there is ideally no current, re-

gions of localised emission – “hotspots” – are therefore of interest as locations of localised

current flow and therefore potentially device degradation.103,104 This will be discussed

further in Chapter 6, as previous work has demonstrated the existence of off-state elec-

troluminescence spots, and looked into the conditions required for them to form, but an

understanding of the underlying mechanisms has proved elusive. The work discussed in

Chapter 6 therefore sets out first to precisely locate and then to understand the processes

involved in off-state degradation, by studying the electroluminescence emitted from sites

of gate leakage and applying photoluminescence to them for the first time.
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Chapter 3

Experimental details

3.1 Optical systems

The majority of the experiments discussed in this thesis made use of optical spectroscopy

or imaging. In this section the instruments used for spectroscopy (electroluminescence,

photoluminescence and Raman) and for imaging (white light and electroluminescence)

will be described, along with details specific to the techniques themselves and certain

experimental configurations.

3.1.1 Spectrometer and microscope systems

The theory behind both Raman and photoluminescence spectroscopy, as well as elec-

troluminescence, was set out in Sections 2.2 to 2.5 but it is necessary, before discussing

experiments and their results in detail, to describe some of the instruments, their con-

figuration and use. The optical measurements discussed in this thesis were carried out

using Raman microscope systems made by Renishaw plc., from the RM 1000 and inVia

series. As the inVia is based on the RM 1000, the systems are very similar, and the

same description will suffice for both. The main difference is increased automation in

the inVia, though the software – WiRE 2.0 – for the inVia system is more capable than

for the RM 1000 – WiRE 1.3. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the main components of the

Raman microscope system, as configured for a typical thermography experiment.

The laser light enters the system from behind the spectrometer, and is passed through

a beam expander to enable it to fill the back aperture of the objective optimally. The

light from the laser must in most cases be passed through a filter to remove unwanted

spectroscopic lines due to atomic transitions in the lasing medium, known as plasma

lines, as well as other unwanted spectral features. Although these transitions lead to
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Figure 3.1: Plan view of the Renishaw RM series Raman spectrometers. The axes shown are
those used for describing sample movement.

divergent light and are inherently weak compared to the laser line, they can still appear

stronger than the Raman peaks from many materials.

After the plasma line rejection filter the laser beam is reflected by the laser rejection fil-

ters (“Rayleigh filters”), which may be long-pass (“edge”) or stop-band (“notch”) filters,

both of which have high reflectivity at the laser wavelength and high transmissivity for

Raman-scattered light. Notch filters are required for Stokes-anti-Stokes measurements,

while edge filters are more durable and give better signal-to-noise ratio in some ex-

periments. Edge filters are also preferred for photoluminescence as they have a flatter

transmission profile over the wider spectral range typically used for photoluminescence.

For electroluminescence spectroscopy the filters are removed, as no laser is used, and

the filters would block some wavelengths which might be of interest. Regardless of the

type of filter used, the filters must transmit no more than 10−12 to 10−9 of the laser

light, and block as little as possible of the Raman-scattered light. To achieve this level

of blocking two filters are combined in a set.

After the laser rejection filters the excitation light passes through the microscope before

being focussed on the sample by the objective. It is possible, by the use of switching

mirrors and beamsplitters, to configure the microscope for white-light imaging at the

eyepieces or cameras. All systems are fitted with cameras and eyepieces to allow the

sample to be viewed and aligned. These also allow the laser spot to be viewed when
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Figure 3.2: The general layout of the Renishaw RM series Raman spectrometers, configured
for Raman thermography at 488 nm. The axes shown are those used for describing sample
movement. The spectrometer entrance slit is parallel to the Y axis, i.e. perpendicular to the
plane of the figure, while the CCD spectral dimension is vertical. For photoluminescence the
configuration is similar: the laser wavelength changes and the beam expander is not present. For
electroluminescence the laser is not used and the filters are removed.

used with visible or near infrared lasers, but not with ultraviolet lasers. Some systems

have had high-sensitivity cameras added for electroluminescence imaging (Figure 6.4(b)

for example) which may be selected instead of the eyepieces and default camera. These

are not shown in Figure 3.2, but are located behind the eyepieces.

In a spectroscopy experiment the objective collects the Raman-scattered light, photo-

luminescence or electroluminescence and directs it towards the spectrometer. Rayleigh

scattered light at the laser wavelength is blocked by the filters. The light is focussed onto

the adjustable entrance slit and recollimated before being dispersed by the diffraction

grating and imaged on a CCD camera. Multiple diffraction gratings may be fitted to a

given system. The choice of which grating to use depends on the desired spectral resol-

ution (determining the grating groove density, or number of lines per millimetre), and

the operating wavelength. The effects of the entrance slit width and CCD image area of

the depth resolution of the system are discussed in Section 5.1.

The CCD image area is shown schematically in Figure 3.3. It consists of a spectral

dimension, along which the light is dispersed by the diffraction grating, and a much

smaller dimension which holds purely spatial information. Thus a “column” on the CCD
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consists of light all at the same wavelengtha from all points imaged through the slit,

while a “row” consists of different wavelengths from the same point. The signal for a

user-selected number of pixels in each column is summed to produce a data point in the

spectrum.
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Figure 3.3: The CCD image area and its relation to the Raman spectrum.

The CCD image sensor itself is a silicon semiconductor device consisting of an array of

photosensitive capacitors, each of which forms one pixel.105 These capacitors are formed

by a layer of insulating material separating a p-type Si layer from a metal or polysilicon

gate. Unless the CCD sensor is back-illuminated, i.e. unless the Si thickness has been

reduced until it is thin enough to transmit light to the active region, the gate must

be semi-transparent, in which case the incident light arrives from the gate side. A bias

is applied to the gates of pixels which are to be used, causing a depletion region to

form. This permits selective shuttering, the importance of which will become clear in

Section 5.1. Under illumination, electron-hole pairs are generated when incident photons

are absorbed, and the electrons are drawn towards the gate, charging the capacitor. At

the end of the exposure, the array must be read out. This is done by transferring the

charge on the pixels to an output register, using the CCD as a shift register – its original

purpose when first designed in 1970. In the detector used in the Renishaw systems

described here, the output register consists of one potential well per CCD column, where

a column corresponds to light at a narrow range of wavelengths. This allows the signal

from a number of pixels within a column to be summed within the CCD, i.e. as analogue

data, which reduces shot noise (noise due to statistical variations in the number of
aWithin the constraints of the spectral resolution.
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incident photons), while discarding spatial information orthogonal to the system slit.

The pixels of the output register are read out one-by-one, by passing the charge on

them to a charge amplifier. Once again at this stage, multiple (output register) pixels

may be summed before being read out, a feature known as binning. This again improves

signal-to-noise ratio, this time at the expense of spectral resolution. In the design of

a Raman spectrometer considerable effort and expense is employed to maximise the

spectral resolution. The maximum resolution may not always be required (for example

in electroluminescence spectroscopy) and binning provides a way to trade off resolution

against the signal-to-noise ratio that can be obtained in a given time. The output of the

charge amplifier is a voltage, which is then converted to a digital signal. In these steps,

further noise is inevitably introduced. In addition, any electron-hole pairs generated

for any reason other than photo-generation in the active layer are a source of signal

background and noise, known as dark-current. This is minimised by cooling the CCD; in

the case of the Renishaw CCD used here a stack of Peltier (thermo-electric) heat pumps

achieves −70 ◦C.

As well as analogue signal integration on-chip, multiple exposures, or acquisitions were

used in some experiments. Each acquisition is read out independently after it is complete,

and the data are added pixel-by-pixel in software. Although this increases the noise per

data point due to readout and signal quantisation compared to adding on-chip, it enables

a higher dynamic range, important when strong and weak peaks are present in the same

spectrum, as the strong peaks would saturate before adequate signal-to-noise could be

obtained on the weak peaks. Saturation in the sense of CCDs means that pixels at the

highest point of the peak are unable to register more photons, as their wells are full. This

leads to a flat-topped appearance in the spectrum and makes it impossible to determine

with any precision the peak height or the central peak frequency, a variable of critical

importance in Raman thermography.

The CCD’s ability to shift charge is further exploited in another mode of operation

available on the Renishaw Raman systems – continuous extended scanning. In this mode,

referred to by the manufacturer as synchroscan the charge on the CCD is moved in the

spectral dimension, synchronously with the movement of the diffraction grating, and

while light is being collected on the CCD. This allows a wider spectral range to be

measured than would otherwise be possible for a single grating, and is free of the artefacts

that would appear in a so-called step-and-repeat scan in which the grating is moved in
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discrete steps between exposures. Unlike using a lower groove density diffraction grating,

extended scanning allows the full spectral resolution of the system to be maintained. An

exposure using extended scanning is time-consuming, taking a total time ttotal given

approximately by

ttotal ∼
(
dNreadout
NCCD

+ 1etexp + treadout

)
Nacq + tmove (Nacq − 1) (3.1)

where Nreadout is the total number of pixels to be read from the CCD, determining the

spectral range, NCCD is the number of pixels in the spectral dimension of the CCD, texp,

treadout and Nacq are the exposure time, readout time and the number of acquisitions

respectively, and tmove is the time taken for the grating to move from the position

where it finishes one acquisition to where it starts the next. Not only does Nreadout

depend on the spectral range to be measured, but so does tmove. The readout time,

treadout ∼ 1 s and only varies slightly with the CCD area. To put this into context, for

a single acquisition (Nacq = 1) for a typical electroluminescence experiment in which

Nreadout ∼ 9000 (without binning) and a 60 s exposure time, ttotal ∼ 17 min. This would

have to be repeated several times in a realistic experiment to allowing averaging for

noise-reduction. On the modern inVia systems, tmove ∼ 1 min, but on the older RM

models, tmove ∼ 10 min, thus an experiment involving extended scans can easily take

over an hour to give a single spectrum, once averaging is taken into account. As extended

scanning is mainly used for experiments in which a wide spectral range is required, such

as photoluminescence and electroluminescence, it is often combined with binning, thus

spectral resolution is discarded anyway, as high resolution is rarely required in such

experiments, and the additional signal-to-noise ratio may be helpful. Binning also adds

a useful level of flexibility compared to selecting from a limited range of gratings.

A further reason for multiple acquisitions is the removal of cosmic ray features. Despite

the name many of these are actually due to gamma rays given off by atomic decay in

materials such as concrete.106 These appear randomly in spectra as sharp, often strong,

peaks, and are therefore more likely if a larger CCD image area is used and for longer

acquisition times. They are problematic if automated peak detection methods are to

be used, as they can be stronger than the spectral peaks from the sample, which may

cause an analysis routine to find a cosmic ray peak in preference to real data. In many

cases the best way to deal with cosmic ray peaks is simply to retake the measurement,

particularly if the likelihood of a cosmic ray peak appearing is low per acquisition. In
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more automated experiments, or more time-sensitive ones, this is not always possible,

and the peaks must be dealt with as outliers. They may be manually removed from

particular spectra, alternatively the WiRE software includes a routine to remove such

features by taking two extra acquisitions which do not contribute to the final output.

The exact method used is not specified, but is likely to be based on discarding extreme

values on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Other methods, such as acquiring several spectra and

basing the analysis on the mediana signal value for each pixel (i.e. for each wavelength)

can give better signal to noise in the same amount of time as the Renishaw software at

the expense of some loss of automation of the process. This semi-manual approach is

particularly useful for electroluminescence spectroscopy, in which a wide image area and

long acquisition time may be used, leading to many cosmic rays, and the signal is weak

enough that every acquisition should count towards the final data. Any method used

to remove cosmic ray spikes must work pixel-by-pixel, relying on multiple spectra. This

is because an approach based on spectral filtering, taking into account multiple pixels

within one spectrum, is likely to have an effect on real spectral features. Smoothing is

useful in some situations, but as a method for removing cosmic ray spikes it generally

introduces artefacts without fully removing the spikes.

3.1.2 Optical experiments on operating devices

For thermography (Raman or photoluminescence) or electroluminescence the sample,

whether a packaged device or a wafer-piece, was usually mounted on a temperature-

controlled chuck. An operating device may dissipate several watts of heat in the on state,

where it may be kept for some time. The chuck must therefore be able to remove this

heat while maintaining a stable temperature. Thermo-electric cooling modules (Peltier

devices) were used in many thermography experiments, combined with water-cooling

for high electrical powers. For some low-power experiments passive heatsinking was

sufficient.

For most experiments the device was contacted using probe tips designed for DC use

(needle probes) or for RF use, which have a screen making contact to the source of the

device. Two RF probes or three DC probes were required for connecting to the three

device contacts on a HEMT. Figure 3.2 shows DC probes with one omitted for clarity.

As will be seen in Chapter 5, the need for probe tips in thermography experiments places
aA similar approach is to use the mean value, with outliers detected and excluded.
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(a)

Source
Gate or
drain

Source

(b)

Figure 3.4: Probes used to make electrical contact to devices: (a) RF probe (the inset shows a
detail of the probe tip); (b) DC (needle) probe. The ruler scale is in cm in the main figures.

some constraints on the sampling optics. RF probe tips are larger than DC probe tips,

and more fragile. The simpler DC probe tips may be formed to occupy less space than

the manufacturer intended, so were therefore generally used in this work. The probe

tips appear as dark areas on top of the device contacts in white light images of devices,

as will be shown in (for example) Figure 6.4. The probes provided sufficient pressure to

hold some devices firmly against the sample chuck, when combined with a viscous heat

transfer compound. In other cases a vacuum chuck was used to provide an additional

holding force.

Not all devices measured were contacted using probes – some devices were wire-bonded.

The thermosonic wire-bonding process works by applying ultrasound vibrations com-

bined with pressure to a gold wire in contact with a heated workpiece (such as the

contact pad of a device). The temperatures used are much lower than the melting points

of the materials used in the devices, or the (usually gold) wire. This process may be

carried out manually or (semi-)automatically. Manual wire-bonding was used for certain

measurements in which probe tips could not be applied to the device. Some devices were

provided in a packaged form. In such devices wire-bonding had already been used to

connect the device to contacts leading outside the package, suitable for connection to

an electronic circuit. For optical measurements open packages were used, or the lids of

the packages omitted.
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3.1.3 Mapping

The XYZ motorised stage (Figure 3.2) provided submicron sample positioning in three

dimensions on inVia systems. The older RM 1000 systems were equipped with an XY

stage only, with a manual Z (focus) stage. The system software could, for both types of

system, interface with both the spectrometer and the XY(Z) stage, allowing the sample

to be moved precisely between spectral acquisitions. The result of this process was a map

in one or two dimensions. These maps could consist of Raman, electroluminescence, or

photoluminescence spectra. The term “area maps” is used to describe a map in the XY

plane; line maps or linescans are one-dimensional maps along X, Y or an intermediate

direction; and depth scans or depth maps are one-dimensional maps in Z. By default the

finest available resolution in Z was 1.0 µm; some of the depth mapping in Chapter 5

required finer steps, which were achieved by reconfiguring the software. Depth slices are

two-dimensional maps with a Z component and a component in the XY plane, but were

not used in this work. A time series is analogous to a map in the time dimension. On

the older RM systems, as there was no focus (Z) motor, maps with a Z component were

not possible.

As each map consisted of spectra at many points, and each spectrum could take several

minutes, there was a time dimension to all mapping experiments. This was not merely

a matter of experimental convenience but could affect the results if for example the

device under test aged during a measurement. In addition over long periods the systems

were susceptible to drifting due to vibrations or thermal changes in the ambient envir-

onment. As a result, for many experiments devices under test had to be biased under

conditions that would be unlikely to cause degradation over the course of the experi-

ment, especially as in many cases it was necessary to repeat an experiment on the same

device. Some spectral acquisitions took even longer (electroluminescence spectra using

extended scanning and multiple acquisitions could take over an hour). These were still

combined with time series measurements in some experiments, to measure the off-state

electroluminescence spectrum as it developed over several days of stressing.

3.1.4 Imaging and spectroscopy from the back of the wafer

The typical measuring configuration shown in Figure 3.2 was used for measuring devices

from the top (i.e. the contact side). This is conventional, both because it is simple to
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Figure 3.5: Modifications to the standard configuration shown in Figure 3.2 for measuring through
the wafer using a retro-reflector. DC or RF probes may still be used, but are omitted for clarity.

contact the device under test with probe tips and because some substrates (such as Si) are

opaque. With transparent substrates such as SiC and sapphire (Al2O3) measurements

through the wafer were possible. To measure wafers from the back required a system of

mirrors or a retroreflector, shown in Figure 3.5, and a heatsink with a hole positioned

under the device being measured, precisely aligned to the microscope objective. Some

means of viewing the device from the top in order to contact it with probe tips was

also required, such as moving the stage under a low-magnification objective. Focussing

through the wafer led to a considerable loss of spatial resolution, as well as a loss of

signal, and such experiments were more challenging than from the top due to space

and alignment constraints. This approach did, however, allow optical access under the

gate and any field plates. Because there was only space for a passive heatsink, only

experiments in which low electrical power was dissipated could be carried out using this

configuration. Most of the work in this thesis that used the retroreflector was off-state

electroluminescence, where the power dissipation is no more than a few milliwatts, in

on-state experiments such as may be seen in Figure 6.3, where the power dissipation

was 2.2 W, the temperature of the device would increase during a measurement. In this

case on-state measurement times were minimised and recovery time was allowed between

measurements, to minimise the temperature rise.
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3.2 Raman thermography of GaN, AlGaN, and

substrates

Some of the advantages of Raman thermography were described in Section 2.2.5, but

applied to real experiments on real devices there are some additional constraints, which

are considered here. It is important to select one or more suitable phonon modes for

each material in the sample to be measured. If the sample is a typical HEMT or transfer

length method (TLM) test structure, these material are the GaN buffer and the substrate

(metals, such as device contacts, are not compatible with Raman thermography). A more

complex layer structure gives rise to additional modes from the materials making up the

extra layers. Considering GaN, Section 2.2.4 showed that the Raman tensors permit

detection of the E2 and A1 phonon modes in z(x−)z̄ configuration, and that the E2

phonon splits into low and high branches. Experimentally the E2 (low) peak is too

weak to be of any use, leaving the A1 and E2 (high) modes available for thermography.

The E2 (high) mode is more sensitive than the A1 mode to in-plane strain (including

strain due to thermal expansion mismatch between the substrate and the epilayers) as

it consists of in-plane vibrations. As can be seen in Figure 2.13, the A1 mode also shifts

more with temperature than the E2 (high). For these reasons the A1 mode is preferred

for thermography. The same modes are present in AlGaN as in GaN, however they

are complicated by broadening due to alloy disorder and, in the case of the E2 mode,

splitting into AlN- and GaN-like lines. This will be explored further in Chapter 4.

As GaN and related materials are piezoelectric, an electric field will induce a strain in

the crystal and therefore a shift in the Raman peak corresponding to any phonon mode

sensitive to that strain. Therefore in a realistic thermography experiment it is general

practice to consider the change in Raman peak position from pinched off to on state,a

as the field in a pinched off device is similar to the field in an on state device, but

there is no self-heating when pinched off, making a pinched-off measurement a suitable

reference. The peak shift from pinched off to the on state is then subtracted from the

peak position at ambient temperature found using the Cui formula (Equation 2.23); the

resulting position is then used to calculate the temperature in the on state, using the Cui

formula again. When measuring on transfer length method test structures, which have

no gate, it was not possible to acquire pinched-off spectra, instead the unpowered peak
aRecalling from figure 2.7 that in this context on-state measurements are carried out with no load,

and with bias conditions intended to cause self-heating.
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position was used as a reference position. It is therefore particularly important to use

the A1 phonon for thermography on transfer length methods. As the E2 (high) phonon

mode gives a much stronger signal than the A1 (LO), some experiments that would not

be possible using the A1 mode due to insufficient signal-to-noise ratio are enabled by

the use of the E2 (high) Raman peak, for example those in Chapter 5.

Not just the buffer but the substrate of a HEMT (or transfer length method test struc-

ture) can be probed, as the common substrates also show clear phonon modes in their

Raman spectra, which also shift with temperature. In the case of Si the mode at 520 cm−1

is used while for SiC the mode at 776 cm−1 is clearest – these are room temperature

values. For devices on silicon, Raman spectroscopy using a visible laser means excitation

above the bandgap of the substrate (see Figure 2.4), which leads to absorption of the

laser light in the top of the substrate with associated localised heating. The measured

substrate temperature is also therefore that of the very top of the substrate. A SiC (or

sapphire) substrate is rather different: the substrate is transparent to the laser, which

greatly reduces sample heating and means that the measured substrate temperature for

a laser focus at the sample surface is a weighted average extending some distance in to

the substrate, discussed in Section 2.3 and Chapter 5.

3.3 Photoluminescence

For photoluminescence experiments, above-bandgap excitation must be used, which in

the case of thermography of GaN-based devices should also be below the bandgap of the

AlGaN barrier, unless the barrier is to be probed as well, in which case the laser must

be above the bandgap of this too. Two ultraviolet spectrometer systems were used for

the photoluminescence discussed in this thesis, both were Renishaw RM 1000-series Ra-

man microscopes. The spectrometer system used for photoluminescence thermography

(Chapter 4) used a λ = 325 nm laser, which, as can be seen in Figure 2.4 is above

the bandgap of GaN but below that of most AlGaN compositions, and thus will pass

through a typical AlGaN buffer layer. When investigating the reasons for hotspots ap-

pearing in electroluminescence images of pinched off devices, as described in Chapter 6,

it was necessary to investigate the AlGaN barrier as well, meaning that a deep ultravi-

olet laser operating at λ = 244 nm was required, located at the University of Bath. The

photon energy of this laser is sufficient to interact with AlGaN compositions of all but
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the highest aluminium fractions, however as the AlGaN barriers of the devices studied

using this system were so thin (~λ/10) absorption in the barrier was incomplete, and a

signal was obtained from the GaN buffer as well.

As was illustrated in Figure 2.10, photoluminescence causes an electronic excitation

within the sample. When measuring operating semiconductors care must be taken to

avoid these excitations having an adverse effect on the results, as they may, for example,

increase the current flowing in a device, which may even lead to localised damage. Laser

power densities must therefore be kept as low as practicable when measuring devices

with a bias applied – as electronic excitations are localised to the laser spot it is the

peak power density rather than the total deposited power that is most important.76 A

large laser spot (compared to Raman measurements) may therefore be beneficial in some

cases.

The microscope objectives that must be used for photoluminescence, especially on op-

erating devices when space for probe tips is required, give a larger laser spot than those

used for Raman spectroscopy. The range of materials available to designers of ultraviolet

lenses is small compared to work in the visible (mainly quartz and CaF2, while in the

visible many glass compositions are available). This restricts the performance of ultravi-

olet lenses, in particular the numerical aperture. In addition, the market for ultraviolet

optics is tiny compared to that for visible optics, so the total range of products available

is smaller. The objectives used in this work are listed in Table 3.1.

A further issue with ultraviolet photoluminescence spectroscopy is that the ultraviolet

RM 1000 systems used did not have beam expanders fitted, making the working numer-

ical aperture smaller than the specified numerical aperture of the objectives as their back

apertures were not fully filled by the laser beam. The photoluminescence spot size was

typically 5 µm to 7 µm, depending on the objective used, compared to submicron spots

in the visible. It was also necessary to correct the microscope focus for the chromatic

aberration in the objective – after focussing in white light the focus stage was adjusted

by an objective-dependent correction, which had to be be empirically determined. Any

errors in this offset would further increase the spot size.

When used for thermography of real devices, in which the heating is localised leading to

a significant temperature gradient in the optical access region of the device, this large

(compared to visible lasers) spot size could lead to a significant underestimate of the
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channel temperature. This underestimate was quantified from a simulated (Section 3.5)

device channel temperature, though a Raman-measured temperature could equally have

been used as it has submicron spatial resolution. Spectra were recorded as a function

of temperature using backplate heating as described in Section 3.4. At each point in

the channel a spectrum was synthesised from a weighted sum of spectra acquired under

background heating conditions. The weight attached to each spectrum was the fraction

of the laser intensity incident on regions of the device with a temperature matching that

spectrum. Thus for each point along a line from source to drain a synthesised spectrum

was produced, from which a temperature could be found by curve fitting. The advantage

of this method over a simpler approach of calculating a weighted average based purely on

temperature and laser intensity (as used for Raman thermography in Chapter 5) is that

the shape and intensity of the photoluminescence peak both change with temperature

over the range of temperatures observed in an operating device, which could not easily be

taken into account in calculating the average temperature. In other words, for a lateral

dimension x perpendicular to the gate, with a laser intensity L(x) (calculated from the

beam profile, which was taken to be Gaussian) the signal S′(E, x) at a photon energy

E in the synthetic spectrum may be found from

S′(E, x) =
∑
x

L(x)S(E, T (x))
L(x) (3.2)

Table 3.1: A comparison of visible and ultraviolet objectives used for work in this thesis.

Objective Magnification a NAb working distance c/ mm Usage

Leica N Plan L
50×/0.5107 d

50 0.5 8.2 Visible
(including Linkam) e

Leica N Plan
50×/0.75108

50 0.75 0.5 Visible
(no space for probes)

Zeiss LD Plan-Neofluar
63×/0.75 Corr Ph2109

75 0.75 2.2 f Visible
(DC probes only)

OFR g

LMU-15×-NUV110 c
15 0.32 8.5 ultraviolet

(including Linkam)
OFR
LMU-40×-NUV110

40 0.5 1 ultraviolet
(DC probes only)

a When used with a tube lens of 200 mm as on Leica
microscopes.

b Numerical aperture.
c Working distance.
d Only these objectives could be used for samples
inside the Linkam hot/cold cell (section 3.4).

e The Linkam cryostat was used for temperature
calibration and low-temperature measurements; its
use will be described in section 3.4.

f With no coverslip; reduces to 1.2 mm for a 1.5 mm
glass coverslip.

g Optics for Research (now part of Thorlabs, inc.).
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where S(E, T ) is the signal at photon energy E from a recorded spectrum at temper-

ature T . The position-dependent temperature T (x) was taken from a simulation and

the apparent temperature T ′(x) was found by applying the Varshni equation (Equa-

tion 2.47) to S′. Figure 3.6 shows the result of applying this approach to the device

studied in Chapter 4. In the simulation, the self-heating caused by operating the device

at VDS = 20 V and VGS = 1.6 V was modelled as a fixed heater under the gate over-

hang. The steps visible in the simulated-photoluminescence curve are artefacts of the

finite temperature steps used when collecting the original photoluminescence spectra

S(E, T ). This demonstrates that in devices where the temperature changes significantly

on length scales less than the photoluminescence laser spot size (such as HEMTs) pho-

toluminescence thermography will always underestimate the peak temperature. While

the exact amount will depend on device geometry, the underestimate is likely to be

significant, and will be greater than any underestimate from Raman thermography for

realistic device geometries. For the conditions used to generate Figure 3.6, the underes-

timate of the peak channel temperature in a photoluminescence measurement near the

gate overhang on the drain side would be ~ 80 K; a comparable Raman measurement

would underestimate the peak by ~ 20 K, based on the smaller spot size of the laser and

objective used for Raman measurements.
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Figure 3.6: Simulated local temperature T , simulated photoluminescence-observed temperature
T ′ (blue dashed line) and simulated photoluminescence signal intensity as the photoluminescence
laser is translated over the sample. The device temperature was simulated for a power dissipation
of 8.35 Wmm−1 and a backplate temperature of 25 ◦C. The photoluminescence laser spot full
width at half maximum was 7 µm. The device contacts and gate overhang (shaded) obscure the
laser, hence the variation in signal intensity.

3.4 Low temperature measurements and temperature

calibration of phonon mode shift

To enable accurate temperature measurements it was necessary to calibrate the phonon

mode shift with temperature for each of the device layers. This calibration involved

heating or cooling the sample to a series of temperatures over a range such as 83 K to

673 K, in steps of no more than 50 K using a Linkam THMSG 600 liquid-nitrogen-cooled

hot/cold cell (Figure 3.7). At each temperature, three Raman spectra were recorded on

an area of the sample free of metal contacts. The resulting spectra had their peak

positions extracted using curve fitting function provided by Renishaw within WiRE; for

the device discussed in Chapter 4, the peak pick routine developed for use with this

layer structure was used. The Cui formula (Section 2.2.5) for the phonon frequency as a

function of temperature was then fitted to the phonon peaks for Raman thermography;

for photoluminescence thermography the Varshni equation (Equation 2.47) was fitted

to the band edge peak. The results of the curve fit for the modes of interest in one

sample are shown in Figure 2.13, where the Cui formula is discussed in more detail; the

equivalent results for photoluminescence and the fits to them are shown in Figure 2.22.
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Figure 3.7: The Linkam THMSG 600 hot/cold cell used for temperature calibration of the
phonon mode and band-edge photoluminescence peak shifts and for low-temperature electro-
luminescence. The water jacket prevents the outer surfaces becoming too hot when used at high
temperatures, while the nitrogen purge is used to avoid condensation or frost forming on the
sample at low temperatures.

The low temperature electroluminescence measurements discussed in Section 6.2.3 were

also carried out in the Linkam hot/cold cell. As these measurements required the device

to be operated at low temperatures, electrical connections were made by wire-bonding

the sample to terminals that could then be connected to the electrical feedthrough of

the Linkam cell.

3.5 Thermal simulations

The use of simulations to study the thermal properties of semiconductor devices is well-

established, with one-dimensional numerical models being used in the 1970s.111 As the

computing power in a single modern desktop computer is orders of magnitude greater

than in the most powerful systems available then,112 simulations of devices in three

dimensions have become a convenient tool for device designers and researchers. Com-

mercially available software means that modelling a device has become a routine task

requiring patience but little or no programming. Simulations are used in device design,

but also in reliability studies, for example to extract the channel temperature underneath

a metal contact (where it cannot be directly observed) from temperatures measured by

Raman thermography.76 Because simulations model the three-dimensional distribution

of temperature within a device, they may be used to determine the temperature as a

function of depth within an epilayer56 which requires certain assumptions to be made
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about the properties of the sample. Testing these assumptions and comparing simulated

with measured depth profiles is discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.

The simulations used here were of the finite difference type, in which a large number

of coupled differential equations are solved in an iterative numerical process. The soft-

ware used was Thermal Analysis System (TAS) from ANSYS, inc. (formerly Harvard

Thermal). The model underlying a simulation is a mesh made up of nodes (infinitesimal

points at which temperatures are defined) connected by resistors, which are the paths

along which heat can flow. It is necessary to optimise the node placement to some ex-

tent, as the model convergence time is larger for more nodes, but too few nodes leads

to a poor representation of the temperature within the device. Nodes may be placed

manually if exact positioning is required, for example on the boundary between two

materials, or where they must be placed close together, such as near a source of heat.

Alternatively they may be placed automatically, which is appropriate far from the heat

source, for example deep in the substrate, where thermal gradients are much smaller.

For the models used in this work, the mesh was typically generated automatically, with

manual input reserved for regions with a much higher node density than surrounding

regions, where the automated routine was prone to inconsistencies. The need for manual

intervention in mesh generation was particularly important at the boundaries between

regions of high and low node densities, where it was important to ensure that the correct

connections were made.

Material properties are assigned to regions of nodes: the main property of interest here

is the thermal conductivity (and its temperature dependence). As an example, the room

temperature thermal conductivity of typical GaN epilayers is 130 to 160 Wm−1 K−1,

decreasing with temperature as T−1.4. Room temperature thermal conductivities of the

substrates relevant to this thesis were given in Table 2.1; they also vary with temperature.

Heater nodes are placed to simulate the heat dissipation in a device. In a HEMT the

peak heat dissipation takes place in a region extending less than 1 µm from the edge of

the gate towards the drain, uniformly across the width of the gate.34 When the device

to be simulated also has its temperature measured by Raman thermography, the heater

placement may be checked against the experimental data and if necessary adjusted.

At the edges of the model, the temperature of the boundary nodes may be set, for

example to simulate a controlled backplate temperature (Dirichlet boundary condition).

The backplate temperature could be related to experimental data by measuring the
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substrate temperature far from the device under test under operating conditions, for

example ~ 500 µm, known as the “edge-of-chip” temperature. This was an important

step in relating simulations to measurements with high dissipated powers, as the thermal

contact between the back of the substrate and the wafer chuck was not perfect and the

substrate temperature could rise noticeably. As an example for some of the measurements

in Chapter 4 the chuck was at 25 ◦C while the back of the substrate reached 41 ◦C. At

other edges, symmetry constraints or distance from the heater may allow the assumption

to be made that no heat flows across the boundary (Neumann boundary condition). The

differential equations coupling the temperatures of the nodes and the heat flow along

the resistors are solved iteratively using matrix methods. The iterations continue until

the temperature of the nodes changes by an insignificant quantity between consecutive

iterations, known as convergence.

For a node i the temperature at an iteration j is given by

Ti,j = (1− δ)Ti,j−1 + δ

∑
n
Tn,j−1
Ri,n

+Qi∑
n

1
Ri,n

(3.3)

where Ri,n is the thermal resistance between nodes i and n, and Qi is the heat load at

node i (which will be zero except at a heater node). The damping parameter δ allows the

early stages of the solving process to be sped up by setting 1 < δ < 2. As convergence is

approached, the value of δ is reduced to less than one, to avoid a situation in which the

temperature overshoots the converged value and oscillates about it. Clearly at boundary

nodes where Dirichlet boundary conditions were applied Ti,j = Ti,0, and the total heat

leaving the model through all such nodes should equal the total heat load ∑Qi once

the model has reached equilibrium – this “heat balance” condition must also be met for

the model to be regarded as having converged.

Part of the mesh for a simulation of the device structure studied in Chapter 4 is shown

in Figure 3.8. The resulting temperature distribution is shown in Figure 3.9. This model

consisted of ~ 83 000 nodes, and took several hours and hundreds of thousands of itera-

tions to solve initially. A strength of this type of simulation is that small changes to the

parameters of a model (for example to the thermal conductivity of a material) typically

converge much more quickly than the original model, allowing the values of such para-

meters to be fitted to measured results. The use of this technique to find the thermal
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Substrate

AlN

Al0.70Ga0.30N

Al0.40Ga0.60N

Al0.18Ga0.82N

GaN

Gate
SiN

Source Drain

Figure 3.8: Part of the mesh for a simulation of an AlGaN/GaN/AlGaN DHFET (as studied in
Chapter 4). Pink circles indicate the location of nodes, and lines show paths along which heat
can flow and equations must be solved (resistors). The red nodes are heater nodes. The colours
of the lines indicate different materials.

Figure 3.9: The temperature output of the simulation shown in Figure 3.8, for approximately
the same region of the model.

conductivity of a thin GaN layer given a temperature profile in the device measured

using Raman thermography is described in Chapter 4.

It might be thought that a two-dimensional model consisting of a slice through the centre

of the gate, orthogonal to the gate would suffice for simulations. While this may be true

for an infinitely long gate, a gate of even 100 µm could not be approximated as infinite

therefore a three-dimensional model was always used. If only the heat leaving a slice of

the channel perpendicular to the gate was considered, as in a two-dimensional model,

the channel temperature would reach unrealistically high values.
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3.6 Implications for thermography and reliability studies

The equipment discussed so far allowed the device temperature to be studied in two

lateral dimensions, with data from the substrate and epilayers. For transparent sub-

strates (SiC and sapphire) the temperature could be mapped through the substrate,

though the resolution worsened significantly as the penetration depth increases. Study-

ing the vertical flow of heat in a device has therefore required simulations, which were

constrained by the Raman measurements, meaning that there was an opportunity to de-

velop a more direct means of accessing more temperature data and measuring thermal

boundary resistances.

Electroluminescence imaging has always allowed off-state current paths to be located,

but has contributed little to our understanding of their nature or formation. A method

for observing the development of emerging hotspots in both current and electrolumin-

escence emission should therefore provide a route to understanding their formation.

Photoluminescence has a long history of studying semiconductor crystals, and therefore

needed only to be applied appropriately to degraded devices to be informative.
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Chapter 4

Thin film AlGaN/GaN high electron
mobility transistors and vertical
temperature profiling

The aim of the work discussed in this chapter was to develop a spectroscopic method for

studying the temperature as a function of depth and the heat flow through a novel multi-

layer HEMT. The 150 nm GaN channel layer in this structure was embedded in a stack

of AlxGa1−xN layers on a Si substrate. First the device is described in detail, before

the experiment and simulation are discussed. The results which follow show that the

thinness of the GaN layer leads to a reduced GaN thermal conductivity, which is shown

to match theoretical predictions, and has an impact on heat transfer and ultimately

device design considerations.

This final result and much of the Raman spectroscopy in this chapter has been pub-

lished in Reference 113: C. Hodges et al. ‘AlGaN/GaN field effect transistors for power

electronics – Effect of finite GaN layer thickness on thermal characteristics’. Applied

Physics Letters 103.20 (2013). The theoretical approach developed by J. Anaya Calvo

and discussed here was included in the same paper. The major results were also included

(with results from the next chapter) on a conference poster: C. Hodges, J. Anaya Calvo

and M. Kuball. Improving depth resolution of Raman thermography on GaN HEMTs:

Temperature in GaN channel and temperature gradients in the GaN buffer layer. Bristol:

UK Nitrides Consortium, Jan. 2014.

4.1 Properties of the devices studied

In power HEMTs, especially those for use at high voltage,115 vertical breakdown through

the stack of epilayers and punch-through of electrons from source to drain through the
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Chapter 4. Thin film HEMTs and vertical temperature profiling

GaN buffer layer116 are significant issues. Vertical breakdown can be reduced by using

a thicker buffer combined with optimised buffer doping, such as carbon, or by using an

AlGaN back-barrier. An AlGaN back-barrier ensures the the confinement of electrons

within the GaN channel,117 reducing both vertical breakdown and punch-though.118

The effect of the back barrier can be seen in Figure 4.1(b). This construction may be

used to produce a steeper rise in the conduction band level below the channel with

respect to depth when compared to an all-GaN buffer, thus improving the confinement

of electrons to the buffer. In the devices studied here, the Al0.18Ga0.82N back barrier was

1.8 µm thick, acting as the buffer and forming part of a stack of AlGaN layers which also

provided a strain-relief role. The resulting devices were therefore examples of a double

heterostructure field effect transistor (DHFET) structure.

EfEf EcEc

Al0.18Ga0.82N

GaN

Gate (VG = 0 V)

Al0.45Ga0.55N

SiN

7 nm

150 nm

(a) (b)

2DEG

Figure 4.1: Conduction band in the AlGaN/GaN/AlGaN devices: (a) under the gate, with the
in-situ SiN removed; (b) in the access region, with in-situ SiN. Figure based on Reference 119.

The layer structure of the devices studied in this chapter is detailed in Figure 4.2. The

devices were supplied by S. Stoffels (IMEC). The AlGaN/GaN/AlGaN DHFETs on Si

substrates studied here consisted of a 150 nm GaN channel layer on top of multiple

AlxGa1−xN layers, with the aluminium fraction x decreasing in steps from the substrate

to the device channel, and with a 7 nm Al0.45Ga0.55N barrier layer on top of the GaN

channel. The source-drain spacing was 11.5 µm with a 1.5 µm gate and a gate–drain

spacing of 8 µm. The ohmic contacts were TiAlMoAu, and the Schottky gate was Ni/

Au. The gate contact was a T-gate with an overhang of 1 µm towards the drain. The

devices were operated up to VDS= 20 V, and consisted of two fingers, each of 100 µm gate

width, with a gate separation of 101.5 µm. Some properties of the materials used in these

devices are given in Table 4.1. The devices studied were enhancement mode HEMTs;

e-mode operation was achieved by selective removal of in-situ-grown SiN before gate

deposition.119
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Source
(Ti/Al/Mo/Au)

Drain
(Ti/Al/Mo/Au)

Gate
(Ni/Au) in-situ SiN

Al0.45Ga0.55N barrier

Al0.18Ga0.82N

GaN channel

Al0.40Ga0.60N

Al0.70Ga0.30N

AlN

Si <111> substrate

7 nm
150 nm

1.02 μm 

0.49 μm

0.30 μm

0.20 μm

50 nm

1.5 μm2 μm 8 μm

1 μm1 μm

Figure 4.2: The layer structure of the AlGaN/GaN/AlGaN DHFET studied.

4.1.1 Normally-off operation

Enhancement mode or e-mode transistors are preferred in many power applications.119

One proposed method for achieving this is the gate injection transistor128 which uses a

p-GaN or p-AlGaN gate to raise the conduction band above the Fermi level under the

gate. An alternative method for raising the conduction band level above the Fermi level

is to use a very thin – less than around 7 nm – AlGaN barrier combined with an AlGaN

back-barrier, which has a similar effect on the band structure, raising the conduction

Table 4.1: Room temperature properties of the layers in the device studied in this
chapter. The thermal conductivity of GaN varies with temperature as TC GaN ∝
T−1.4;75 the temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity for AlxGa1−xN and
AlN was taken to be the same. For Si the dependence was taken to be TC Si ∝ T−1.3.120

Lattice Thermal
constant a structure expansion conductivity b

Material Å K−1 Wm−1 K−1

GaN 3.19 c 
Wurtzite



5.6×10−6 c 160d
Al0.18Ga0.82N 3.17 24
Al0.40Ga0.60N 3.16 14
Al0.70Ga0.30N 3.13 17

AlN 3.11 c 4.2×10−6 c 285e
Si (111) 3.84 f Diamond Cubic 2.6×10−6 g 149h

a The lattice constants for GaN,
AlxGa1−xN and AlN are given for the
a-axis. For AlxGa1−xN they are
calculated using Vegard’s law.28,29

b Values for AlGaN from reference 121
based on a model in reference 122.

c From reference 123.
d Bulk value, from reference 75.
e From reference 124.
f From reference 125.
g From reference 126.
h From reference 127.
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band level to just above the Fermi level under the gate.129 The role of the AlGaN back-

barrier is to cause negative polarisation charge to build up at the interface between

the GaN and the back-barrier, depleting the channel to the extent that a positive gate

voltage is required for current to flow. In the devices studied in this chapter, an in-situ-

grown SiN cap was used to prevent surface depletion of the 2DEG.130 This allowed the

conduction band minimum to stay below the Fermi level under the SiN. By selectively

removing this SiN under the gate, the AlGaN surface potential was modified so that the

conduction band level was raised above the Fermi level under the gate, depleting the

2DEG as grown. This effect may be seen in Figure 4.1. The enhancement mode design

led to a pinch-off voltage of +475 mV.

source-gate distance 2 µm

gate length 1.5 µm

gate-drain distance 8 µm

field plate length 1 µm

Gate

Source

Drain
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Edge-of-chip measurement 
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Simulation boundary(1 mm)

Simulation boundary (1 mm)

Figure 4.3: Layout of the thin film AlGaN/GaN/AlGaN DHFET, showing the linescan measure-
ment position and the boundaries of the simulation, which were taken to be lines of symmetry
in the heat flow within the device assuming that both fingers dissipate the same power. The
blue areas are metal contacts (including the gate overhang), the purple areas are metal intercon-
nects, and the green shows the location of an additional SiN layer. Based on a figure provided
by S. Stoffels, IMEC.131

4.1.2 Thermal implications

The thermal conductivity of AlxGa1−xN is generally lower than that of either GaN or

AlN.132,133 As the majority of the heat is generated at the drain edge of the gate34,100

in the GaN device channel and must be extracted through the buffer and the substrate
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to the heatsink on the back of the substrate, the reduced (compared to GaN) thermal

conductivity of the AlGaN buffer will have an adverse effect on the peak channel tem-

perature. The relatively high thermal conductivity of the GaN channel layer on top of

the AlGaN buffer will thus cause it to act as a heat spreader. This is generally true for

all structures in which there is an AlGaN layer in between the GaN channel and the heat

extraction path to the substrate, for example N-polar devices.21 The thermal resistance

of the AlGaN layers is in addition to the extra thermal boundary resistances which will

be caused by the additional interfaces in a multilayer device compared to a conventional

HEMT which has only a single thin nucleation layer between the GaN buffer and the

substrate. Measuring the effect of these phenomena on the peak channel temperature is

the purpose of the work described in this chapter.

4.2 Raman Spectroscopy of AlGaN layers

4.2.1 Phonon modes and Al-fraction – implications for thermography

The phonon modes in AlxGa1−xN which are commonly used for Raman thermography,

namely the E2 (high) and A1, both shift in frequency with the aluminium fraction.

This has been studied by Liu et al.,134 Demangeot et al.,135 and most completely by

Davydov et al.136 The A1 mode shifts in a simple manner to higher frequencies at

higher aluminium fractions, showing broadening of the Raman peak at intermediate

compositions due to alloy disorder. The E2 mode displays more complex behaviour –

in addition to broadening and shift with Al-fraction it splits into AlN- and GaN-like

branches, between which the energy is shared in approximate proportion to the Al-

fraction.136 These effects are illustrated in Figure 4.4.

The measured frequencies of these lines for the compositions relevant here are given in

Table 4.2, compared with those previously reported. Differences between the predicted

and measured band positions may be attributed to strain in the AlGaN layers – the role

of these layers is to relieve strain, due to both thermal and lattice mismatch, so they will

necessarily be strained themselves. As mentioned above, the E2 Raman mode splits into

AlN- and GaN-like branches in AlGaN. Both modes show an increase in frequency with

Al-fraction, but the rate of change with Al-fraction for the AlN-like mode is highest for

small Al-fractions, and for the GaN-like mode it is highest for large Al-fractions. The
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Figure 4.4: The phonon frequency predicted as a function of aluminium fraction for the phonon
modes used in Raman thermography. The dashed line shows the continuation of the curve pre-
dicted in Reference 135, over a range for which no experimental data was observed. Data for the
A1 mode was taken from Reference 136.

effect of this is that the AlN-like modes can be observed in the Raman spectrum, while

the GaN-like modes instead combine to form a shoulder to the much stronger GaN E2

Raman peak. The AlN-like E2 mode from the Al0.18Ga0.82N also contributes to this

shoulder.

As each layer, i.e. each aluminium fraction, offers both an A1 and an (AlN-like) E2

peak, it may be expected that all the layers can be probed. Figure 4.5 shows a Raman

spectrum of the device studied here, obtained under more favourable measuring condi-

tions than were feasible for mapping the device temperature as a function of position.

From this figure it is clear that, quite apart from the combination into a shoulder of

the GaN-like E2 lines, by no means all of the predicted lines listed in Table 4.2 can be

resolved with sufficient precision for accurate curve fitting. The signal-to-noise ratio in

Table 4.2: Room temperature Raman band positions calculated from literat-
ure135,136 and measured here for the phonons in the GaN, AlxGa1−xN and AlN
layers present in the AlGaN/GaN/AlGaN DHFET sample.

x (%) 0 18 40 70 100

A1 (LO) predicted 746 777 813 858 891
measured 781 823

E2 (GaN-like) predicted 568 574 578 598 660
measured 572

E2 (AlN-like) predicted 541 578 614 646 660
measured 618 647
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Figure 4.5: Raman spectrum from the AlGaN/GaN/AlGaN DHFET (an average of five spectra
recorded outside the device at room temperature). The shoulder labelled “E2 modes” consists
of the GaN-like E2 lines from all the AlGaN layers, as well as the AlN-like E2 line from the
Al0.18Ga0.82N layer. Modes used in thermography are indicated by asterisks.

this sample was adversely affected by a rather high background (particularly in the re-

gion of the rather weak A1 peaks). In addition not only the splitting of the E2 lines and

the broadening mentioned above due to disorder137,138 in AlGaN but also broadening

due to differences in strain within a layer weaken the signal from the AlGaN. In fact

although the Al0.40Ga0.60N layer had two resolvable peaks in test spectra such as that

shown in Figure 4.5, neither line could be located with any usable degree of precision

in an experimentally-feasible timescale, especially given the possibility of sample-stage

drift (both thermal and due to vibration). Effects due to the depth of focus of the laser

spot also contribute to the relative weakness of the peaks from lower layers compared

to the GaN channel, which was nearest the laser focus at the sample surface, while the

Al0.18Ga0.82N layer, at 1.8 µm thick, occupies most of the rest region of maximum laser

intensity and system response (Section 2.3). The GaN layer may also be assumed to

have good crystal quality, enhancing the Raman signal compared to the AlGaN layers,

as the stepped AlGaN strain relief layers were designed to terminate threading disloca-

tions at the interfaces between them.139 The net effect of this was to reduce the signal

strength from the deeper layers in comparison to the GaN and Al0.18Ga0.82N, a reduction

increased by the fact that these layers are thin compared to the Al0.18Ga0.82N buffer.

Similarly no Raman peak could be measured from the AlN nucleation layer, despite

the long acquisition times used here (100 s per position) and the thickness of the layer

compared to typical HEMTs, as this layer is far from the laser focus and AlN nucleation
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Chapter 4. Thin film HEMTs and vertical temperature profiling

layers exhibit poor crystal quality due to the lattice mismatch with the substrate,140

which would tend to weaken the Raman signal from the nucleation layer.

4.2.2 Detecting Raman peak positions

Due to the complexity of the Raman spectrum from these devices, care had to be taken

to correctly determine the Raman peak positions. For samples giving simpler spectra,

it is typically possible to extract the peak positions using Renishaw’s WiRE software,

provided with their Raman microscopes. The curve fit routine in WiRE allows fitting

of single or multiple peaks (Gaussian, Lorentzian or mixed) automatically, extracting

the peak position, peak height, and other parameters. Constraints can be placed on the

parameters of each peak, and a baseline can automatically be fitted and subtracted. This

routine often fails, however, in spectra such as the one shown in Figure 4.5, where a weak

peak of interest is close in frequency to a much stronger peak, or when superimposed on a

non-flat background. Curve fitting routines in general attempt to minimise the residual

between the input data and the fitted curve, expressed as the sum of the squares of

the differences between each data point and the corresponding position in the function

being fitted.141 Attempting to fit weak peaks adjacent to strong peaks (for example in

this case the weak GaN E2 Raman peak next to the strong Si peak) can therefore cause

residuals in the strong peaks to dominate the overall residual curve with the result that

the weak peak is not reliably fitted. Similarly the shape of the background may resemble

a broad peak and dominate the residuals, causing the fitting function to attempt to

fit the background instead of the peak, as was observed for the AlGaN A1 peaks from

this sample. While it is possible in principle142 to fit the largest peak first, and fix the

parameters of that peak before fitting the rest of the spectrum, the WiRE software does

not make this possible in processing map data.

An alternative method was therefore required to extract the peak positions from the

spectra. The general approach to first-derivative peak-picking follows that described by

O’Haver,142 from which the process described below was adapted.

The concept of peak-picking is rather simple. At the location of a peak in the spectrum,

the first derivative of the spectrum will pass through zero. In a Raman spectrum, where

only positive peaks are of interest, only those zero-crossings in the first derivative that

cross from positive to negative are of interest. To make this work in practice, in a noisy
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spectrum with a spectral step size comparable to the precision with which a peak is to be

located, a few more steps are required, as shown in Figure 4.6. Smoothing of the original

spectrum is required to reduce the effects of noise. As is common in spectroscopy the

Savitzky-Golay143 method was used. In the absence of interpolation, the zero-crossings

in the spectrum can only be found to a precision equal to the spacing of points in the

spectrum. In practice this meant that precision for a given peak position was very limited

– less than ten unique positions for each peak over the temperature range observed in

a device – therefore the spectrum was interpolated onto a finer grid using cubic spline

interpolation.

It may be desirable to carry out a background spectrum subtraction, especially if peaks

are situated on sloping regions of background in the Raman spectrum. The background

spectrum must have good signal-to-noise ratio so as not to introduce additional noise and

make the process of peak-picking more difficult. In practice this meant averaging many

background spectra collected under identical conditions matching the measurement con-

ditions. Whether this is beneficial or not depends on the sources of the background. If the

background originates from the sample, it is not possible to collect a pure background

spectrum, but if the background is due to optical components of the spectrometer, a spec-

trum collected on a null sample (such as a gold mirror) may be used as a background.

Background subtraction was not found to be helpful on the thin layer sample studied

here, as most of the background appeared to come from the sample itself. However the

same method was used in analysing some of the other experiments discussed elsewhere

in this thesis, when subtraction of an instrument-related background was beneficial.

After interpolation a further smoothing step was carried out as the Savitzky-Golay

method was used once again to take the derivative of the spectrum.141 The derivative

was then scanned to find the points where it crossed through zero from positive to

negative, which were then listed as the positions of the Raman peaks in the spectrum.

These steps can be seen in Figure 4.7, showing data with good signal-to-noise ratio

and therefore few spurious peaks. In realistic spectra there will almost always be zero-

crossings in the spectrum caused by noise, even after smoothing. As many of the Raman

peaks from this sample were broad and weak, and therefore the magnitude of their first

derivative was small, it was often the case that some of spurious zero-crossings were near

peaks of interest.
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Figure 4.6: Simplified peak-picking process for data in a single file. The user is expected to supply
the positions of the peaks for filtering; the threshold level and main peak; and any background
spectrum, which is smoothed and interpolated in the same way as the spectra under analysis.
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of the peak-picking process for detecting Raman peak positions: (a) the
input Raman spectrum and the effect of smoothing and interpolation on that data; (b) the
first derivative of the spectrum, showing the zero-crossings corresponding to the peaks in the
Raman spectrum; (c) the positions of the zero-crossings detected in the derivative, indicating
those assigned to Raman bands. For this spectrum (shown in more detail in Figure 4.5) the few
spurious peaks detected could easily be discarded by the “filtering” process described in the main
text as being far from any expected peaks.

In the presence of noise (i.e. in any real spectrum) curve fitting is often preferred over

peak-picking as many data points contribute to specifying the parameters of a peak,

averaging out some of the noise, in addition to allowing sub-pixel location of the peak.

This influence of points spread over the whole spectrum is also the cause of failure

to fit weak peaks near stronger peaks or to fit on a complex baseline. In the peak-

picking method described here far fewer data points contribute to the finding of a peak

(the exact number and contribution being determined by the smoothing parameters),

reducing the accuracy with which it can be located, but cubic spline interpolation, by

taking into account the derivatives of the spectrum near a peak, allows it to still be

located more precisely than simply using a local maximum in the uninterpolated data.

The uncertainty in the peak position may be larger than with curve fitting, but the

use of multiple acquisitions allowed this uncertainty to be reduced and its effect on the

temperature results to be quantified.

To avoid falsely identifying peak positions it was necessary to remove spurious peaks

from the output of the peak-picking routine. Two methods were used: First a simple

threshold in the first derivative discarded peaks smaller than a configurable fraction

of the largest (typically substrate-related) peak. Then the peaks found were filtered by

comparing to a list of expected peaks – only those within a user-specified window centred
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at an expected peak position were accepted. In practice it was necessary to change these

expected peak positions during the thermal calibration. Considering the peak position

shift with temperature over the large temperature range necessary for calibration, a

large window would have had to be used otherwise, and may spurious peaks would have

passed through the filter. This was not necessary for the analysis of the linescan data

used to obtain a device temperature profile, as the temperature range in the device, and

therefore the range of positions for a given Raman peak, was much more limited than

in the calibration.

If any spurious peaks remained after these two processes, a manual approach was re-

quired: the magnitude of the first derivative could be compared between multiple matches

for an expected peak; the spectrum could be inspected; or curve fitting of a single peak

could be used to select between ambiguous matches to a single expected peak. In prac-

tice for some peaks all three methods had to be used. In some cases all the candidate

matches had to be discarded as none could be confidently deemed to be correct. The

peak-picking code is given in Appendix A.1.

4.2.3 Two-dimensional temperature mapping and extraction of the

peak temperature

A Raman linescan across the entire drain–gate access region was used to obtain a tem-

perature profile within the devices. In this case the devices were scanned under the laser

spot in 0.25 µm steps, recording temperature Raman spectra at each step. A 532 nm

laser was used with a spot size of 0.5 µm and a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.5. The

temperature of a given layer of the device was determined from the shift of the layer’s

Raman peak from the corresponding spectrum in a reference linescan recorded with the

device pinched off. The results were then combined with a simulation (Section 3.5) to

extract the peak temperature, taking into account the lateral spatial averaging inherent

in the finite laser spot size.

The layer structure present in this device allowed a two-dimensional map to be produced

from a one-dimensional linescan, by using the spectroscopic addressability of the varying

AlGaN composition. Multiple linescans were acquired, so that for each peak at each

location an average peak position could be found, improving the signal-to-noise ratio

and allowing calculation of the uncertainty in the results. The A1 phonon mode was used
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where possible to determine the device temperature (for the GaN and Al0.70Ga0.30N it

was necessary to use the E2 line for improved signal-to-noise ratio in the temperature

measurement). When collecting linescans of 0.25 µm step size over the source-drain

distance of 11.5 µm the stability of the system limited the maximum acquisition time to

100 s per point. With this acquisition time, especially close to the metal contacts, the

signal-to-noise ratio was not sufficient to measure the position of all the bands identifiable

in Figure 4.5, which was measured several microns away from the nearest metal contacts.

The Raman signal intensity as a function of position in the linescan between source and

drain, passing over the gate is shown in Figure 4.8. Illustrated is the the Si substrate

peak intensity, a similar intensity profile may be assumed for the weaker epilayer peaks.

Effectively this meant that it was not always possible to locate the peak, and therefore

probe the temperature, for all of the epilayers in the device as the measurement point

approached the contacts. The reduced signal-to-noise ratio for the AlxGa1−xN Raman

peaks also led to higher noise in the measured temperature data for these layers compared

to the GaN and the Si substrate. In particular, no band was reliably measurable for the

Al0.40Ga0.60N layer, so no experimental temperature for this layer was available.
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Figure 4.8: Si substrate peak intensity between drain and source on the AlGaN/GaN/AlGaN
DHFET. The inset shows the same data overlaid on a white-light image of the device, with the
peak height shown by a colour scale.
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4.3 Photoluminescence thermography

It is possible to probe the temperature of a GaN surface by means of photolumines-

cence, as discussed in Section 2.4. This was carried out on the devices studied here to

measure the GaN channel temperature and provide a consistency check on the Raman

measurements. Photoluminescence thermography is a surface-sensitive technique, which

on typical GaN buffers would be used to measure the temperature of the top of the

GaN, in contrast to the depth average inherent in Raman thermography. In the DHFET

structure which is the subject of this chapter, the GaN channel layer is thin enough that

the Raman and photoluminescence thermography probe a similar depth. There is, how-

ever, a significant difference: photoluminescence has a worse lateral spatial resolution

than Raman, as discussed in Section 3.3, therefore the results must be interpreted with

care on a non-isothermal sample, such as a HEMT. The photoluminescence temperature

dependence was also calibrated for this specific wafer, in a similar way to the calibration

of the phonon mode shifts for Raman thermography, as described in Section 3.4.

4.4 Thermal model

In order to find the peak device temperature, which is typically located under the gate

overhang or near the edge of the gate,34,100 where optical access is challenging, it was ne-

cessary to fit a thermal model to the experimental data. This thermal model was created

using Thermal Analysis System finite difference software as described in Section 3.5. The

backplate temperature was adjusted to match the “edge-of-chip” temperature, measured

570 µm from the linescan, which was in the centre of the device finger as shown in Fig-

ure 4.3.

As Raman thermography measures average temperature over each device layer thick-

ness,56 the temperature in the simulation was averaged over a volume corresponding to

the laser focus within each layer when comparing to experimental data, using a weighted

average in the Al0.18Ga0.82N and a simple average in the thinner layers. The thin device

layers showed essentially no temperature gradient with depth in the simulation, but the

Al0.18Ga0.82N layer, at 1.8 µm thick and with a low thermal conductivity, did show a

significant temperature gradient, making this an important step. The lateral dimension

of the laser spot within the sample was also taken into account.
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4.5 Results and discussion

4.5.1 Raman results of device temperature

Figure 4.9 shows the temperature distribution in the AlGaN/GaN DHFET in the GaN

channel and the different AlGaN layers in the gate-drain access region of the device,

with the device operated at 6.5 Wmm−1. The temperature peaks near the drain side of

the gate contact in the GaN channel. This is where the majority of the electrical power

is dissipated as Joule heating in the device. The temperature decreases towards the Si

substrate, as is apparent with each AlGaN layer closer to the Si substrate, with the heat

sink of the device being at the back of the Si substrate. This figure demonstrates that

the presence of different compositions of AlxGa1−xN therefore provides the possibility to

access three-dimensional thermal information of benefit when subsequently comparing

experimental to thermal simulation data. This is of use when extracting the thermal

conductivity of the GaN epilayer, as will be seen in Section 4.5.3.
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Figure 4.9: Experimental (points) and simulated (lines) temperature distribution of an AlGaN/
GaN/AlGaN DHFET across the gate-drain access region, with the device operated at VDS = 20 V,
VGS = 1 V (ID = 325 mAmm−1) at 6.5 Wmm−1 with a backplate temperature of 25 ◦C.
Representative error bars are shown.

The relationship between dissipated power in the device and the device temperature pro-

file was explored, with particular attention to the peak channel temperature. Individual

Raman spectra were acquired at the drain side of the gate at increasing electrical powers.
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The devices were operated at drain-source voltages, VDS of 2 V to 20 V and a gate-

source voltage VGS of +1.6 V, giving power densities of 0.55 Wmm−1 to 8.4 Wmm−1.

The device temperatures obtained, for the GaN channel and silicon substrate only, are

shown in Figure 4.10, along with simulation data for the same power densities. The

channel and substrate temperatures can be seen to increase faster than linearly with

power (TGaN ∝ P 1.38, TSi ∝ P 1.59). This has been seen in previous work,75,144,145 and as

the thermal conductivities of the materials in the device decrease with increasing tem-

perature, is to be expected. However the simulated temperature as a function of power

shows a less steep increase (TGaN ∝ P 1.18, TSi ∝ P 1.32) using the model calibrated to the

temperature distribution at 6.5 Wmm−1 as shown in Figure 4.9 despite a good match

to the experimental data at both low and high powers. One possible reason for this

difference is a possible shift in the peak electric field with drain bias, and therefore in

the location of the temperature peak.100 The location of the peak heat dissipation will

be discussed in Section 4.5.3.
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4.5.2 Photoluminescence results

The GaN channel temperature in the device was measured using photoluminescence

spectroscopy. As the photoluminescence measurements used different measurement con-

ditions (a single finger was operated, at similar power densities, resulting in lower total

powers) simulations matching these conditions were carried out.
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Figure 4.11: GaN channel temperature measured by photoluminescence spectroscopy near the
middle of the drain-gate access region, as a function of power (solid squares) and simulated (open
squares). The open red circles show the simulated Si substrate temperature. A single finger was
operated for the PL experiment.

Recalling that the photoluminescence laser spot size is around 5 µm due to the much

lower objective numerical aperture than for Raman thermography and the chromatic

aberration between the white-light focus and the laser focus, the GaN temperature was

averaged over a region greater than the whole region shown in Figure 4.9, thus averaging

over a significant temperature gradient. Figure 4.11 illustrates this, showing a much

lower channel temperature than Figure 4.10. This is not, however, the only cause for the

reduced peak channel temperature found by PL. Some of the difference can be explained

by the fact that in the two-finger operation used in Raman thermography measurements,

no heat could flow from the finger being measured towards the other finger, whereas

in the PL measurements, as the other finger was unpowered, an extra path for heat

loss was enabled. The simulated data shown in Figure 4.11 takes both of the effect

of spatial averaging and the additional heat flow into account, but still gives a higher

temperature than measured by photoluminescence. The analysis of the simulation data
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does not however take into account the asymmetry in the PL peak which is likely to affect

the peak spectral position when PL spectra from regions of varying temperatures are

superimposed. Quantifying this effect is not simple given that it is interdependent with

both the spatial averaging and changes in peak height with temperature. It may however

be estimated for a simple test case based on spectra recorded at known temperatures

for the purpose of calibration. An unweighted average of spectra recorded at 298 K

and 373 K would ideally have a peak corresponding to 335.5 K. If such a spectrum is

generated using calibration spectra, the band edge peak is found to be at a position

corresponding to 328 K. This demonstrates that the error introduced by averaging over

the peak shape, for the temperature range of interest, will tend to bias temperature

results downwards.

4.5.3 Thermal modelling, location of heat in the channel and

nanoscale thermal effects

As the simulation was purely thermal, self-heating was not incorporated directly in the

model. Instead, based on previous work,100 the thermal simulation used a heater 0.6 µm

long near the gate overhang, with a constant power density over the full width of the

gate. The power density was set to match the total dissipated power in a Raman or

photoluminescence experiment to which the simluation was to be compared. It is to be

expected that most of the Joule heating takes place in the peak field region, and that the

peak field is near the edge of the gate, as has previously been reported based on electrical

simulations,34 and electroluminescence.100 This assumption was tested to ensure that it

provided the best agreement of the simulated to the experimental data. The effect of the

position of the heat dissipation in the simulation is shown in Figure 4.12, in which it can

be seen that if the heat source was located under the gate foot, or split between the gate

foot and the gate overhang (which may both be the location of significant electric fields)

the temperature profile in the GaN channel measured by Raman spectroscopy could not

be matched by the simulation. The results of the simulation for all layers can be seen in

Figure 4.9 along with the experimental data to which it was matched. Initially, literat-

ure values for thermal conductivity were used for all layers. This led to a considerable

underestimate of the peak temperature in the GaN channel and a flatter temperature

distribution in the GaN away from the gate contact than observed, whether the GaN

thermal conductivity was that of good-quality modern epitaxy (160 Wm−1 K−1) or of
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older epitaxy (130 Wm−1 K−1).146 Therefore the dependence of the temperature profile

on the thermal conductivities of the layer structure was investigated. It was found that

reducing the substrate, AlN, Al0.70Ga0.30N and Al0.40Ga0.60N thermal conductivities in

the simulations had little effect on the peak channel temperature or the channel tem-

perature profile. As these are below the significant barrier to heat flow presented by the

thick, low thermal conductivity Al0.18Ga0.82N buffer, it is not surprising that their effect

will be small. Decreasing the thermal conductivity of the Al0.18Ga0.82N buffer only had a

significant effect on the peak channel temperature and not the lateral temperature distri-

bution. This is shown in Figure 4.12, where (compared to both the experimental results

and the simulation with a reduced GaN thermal conductivity) the GaN temperature is

higher, with a broader distribution, for a GaN thermal conductivity suitable for a thick

epilayer and a reduced Al0.18Ga0.82N thermal conductivity. Considering the already low

thermal conductivity of AlGaN, this is to be expected, as most of the temperature drop

occurs across the Al0.18Ga0.82N, and the GaN channel layer acts as a heat spreader in

this type of device. Varying the thermal conductivity of the GaN channel, while using

literature values for the AlxGa1−xN and Si thermal conductivity was therefore the only

way to obtain the best fit to the temperature profile observed experimentally.
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The thermal conductivity of the GaN channel was found to be (60± 20) Wm−1 K−1

by changing the thermal conductivity of the GaN; extracting the temperature profiles

within the device;a and calculating the root-mean-square (RMS) difference between the
aIncluding experimentally-equivalent spatial averaging as described in Section 5.2.3.
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experimental and simulated temperature distributions in the access region, for all layers

except the Al0.40Ga0.60N. This is significantly lower than typical good quality mod-

ern GaN which may be expected to have a thermal conductivity of 160 Wm−1 K−1.

Figure 4.13 compares the simulated temperature profile for a range of GaN thermal

conductivities with the experimental GaN temperature profile.
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Figure 4.13: A comparison of the simulated (lines) and experimental (squares) temperature
profiles for the GaN channel in an AlGaN/GaN/AlGaN DHFET, for a range of simulated thermal
conductivities.

This reduced GaN thermal conductivity required further consideration. A first-principles

model of heat flow in thin films was applied to this GaN layer. The approach used

was originally proposed for thin silicon films,54 and was applied in more detail to this

sample by J. Anaya Calvo,113 resulting in the range of thermal conductivities shown in

Figure 4.14 for the range of reported sound velocities in GaN.147–149 In nanostructures,

the mean free path of the phonons is comparable to the thickness L of the layer,150–152

as thermal transport is dominated by the scattering events at the boundaries. This

means that heat transport due to phonons can be considered to be a form of Knudsen

flow,151,152 as the (bulk) mean free path (MFP) ΛB becomes similar to the layer thickness

l in this regime, and therefore the Knudsen number Kn = ΛB/l approaches 1. The thin

film thermal conductivity, kFilm, can be related to that of the bulk, kB by

kFilm = kB
Λeff
ΛB

(4.1)

where the effective MFP, taking into account boundary scattering, is related to the

Knudsen number by Λeff = 1/2(Λ1 + Λ2) and54

Λ1 = ΛBKn

∫ 1
Kn

0

(
1 + (α− 1)e−α − α2

∫ ∞
a
β−1e−β dβ

)
dα

Λ2 = ΛB

(
1−

( 1
Kn
− 1

)
e

1
Kn −

( 1
Kn

)2∫ ∞
1
Kn

β−1e−β dβ
)

(4.2)
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where α and β are integration variables with no physical meaning. The bulk phonon MFP

can be found classically from kB = 1/3CvΛBv, where Cv is the heat capacity per unit

volume and v is the sound velocity. A range of average sound velocities from 3338 ms−1

to 5000 ms−1 have been reported for GaN.148 Combining these with the accepted bulk

GaN thermal conductivity of 160 Wm−1 K−1, specific heat of 490 J kg−1 K−1 and density

of 6150 kgm−3 allows the range of phonon MFPs to be found to be 32 nm to 48 nm,

and from Equation 4.1 the thermal conductivity to be determined to be 62 Wm−1 K−1

to 78 Wm−1 K−1, in excellent agreement with the result obtained above by fitting the

simulated thermal conductivity to the device temperature profile measured by Raman

thermography.
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value determined here is shown by a square. Figure and model by J. Anaya Calvo in Refer-
ence 113.

From Figure 4.13 it can be seen that the reduced thermal conductivity of the GaN

channel causes an additional temperature rise of around 10% compared to that of bulk

GaN. This in addition to the already elevated temperature due to the low thermal

conductivity of the AlGaN layer stack, and is likely to adversely affect the reliability

of devices based on thin-film structures similar to the one discussed here. It will be

necessary to take this factor into account in the design of such power HEMTs, especially

as the layer thickness is reduced still further,153 as can be seen from Figure 4.14. While

similar effects may take place in thin strain-relief layers and even nucleation layers, they

are likely to be indistinguishable from the low thermal conductivity due to crystal quality

in these layers and the inherently low thermal conductivity of AlGaN compared to GaN.

In many cases the effect will be included in the effective thermal boundary resistance at

the buffer-nucleation layer-barrier interface for layers other than channel layers.
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4.6 Conclusions

Raman spectra from e-mode AlGaN/GaN/AlGaN DHFETs on a Si substrate were ana-

lysed to extract data corresponding to the characteristic phonon frequencies of the dif-

ferent AlGaN compositions present as buffer and strain relief layers. A method was de-

veloped for automated peak-picking of the rather cluttered spectra from such samples.

The temperatures of these layers were measured, in addition to the GaN channel layer

temperature, enabling a three-dimensional temperature map to be produced. Simula-

tions were used to extract the thermal conductivity of this 150 nm GaN channel from

the Raman thermography data. The thermal conductivity of the thin channel layer was

found to be ~ 60 Wm−1 K−1, which is significantly less than that of a typical GaN

epilayer (~ 160 Wm−1 K−1) and is a good match to theoretical predictions due to the

confinement of the phonon MFP in a thin layer. Due to the inherent low thermal con-

ductivity of the AlGaN device layers the GaN acts as a heat spreader in the devices.

This thermal benefit of the GaN channel layer is however reduced in this thin layer,

and would disappear if its thickness were reduced to the tens of nanometres range. The

resulting increased peak channel temperature which this causes has implications which

need to be considered for optimising AlGaN/GaN/AlGaN DHFET designs.

With the current drive for AlGaN/GaN HEMTs on Si substrates, particularly for high

voltage operation, layer structures similar to the one studied here are likely to become

more common. The approach discussed here is generally applicable to such devices, with

the caveats that there must be sufficient optical access and the compositions of the layers

must be sufficiently different for the peaks to be resolved. The latter caveat is unlikely

to be an issue, but the former suggests that experimental devices will be required, as

there is a real need for field plates on high-voltage devices, which will obscure optical

access to the channel. In the presence of field plates which obstruct a significant fraction

of the channel, the extra constraints placed on a thermal model by temperature data

from multiple layers within the device mean that multi-layer Raman thermography may

still make a useful contribution to understanding such devices.
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Improving the confocality of Raman
systems to probe temperature gradients
in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs

The goal of the experiments discussed in this chapter was to measure the temperatures of

the top (i.e. buffer-barrier interface) and bottom (i.e. buffer-substrate interface) of a GaN

buffer in a HEMT. In addition measuring the thermal boundary resistance between the

buffer and the substrate was envisaged. The approach taken was to modify a standard

Raman microscope system to improve its optical depth resolution. This is desirable to

place extra constraints on thermal models of devices, as well as to provide independent

support for simulation results.

The main results of this chapter, as exemplified by Figure 5.16, along with some of

the supporting work from Chapter 2, were published in Reference 154: C. Hodges, J.

Pomeroy and M. Kuball. ‘Probing temperature gradients within the GaN buffer layer of

AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility transistors with Raman thermography’. Journal of

Applied Physics 115.6 (2014). In addition the main result was included on a conference

poster with the results from the previous chapter: C. Hodges, J. Anaya Calvo and M.

Kuball. Improving depth resolution of Raman thermography on GaN HEMTs: Temper-

ature in GaN channel and temperature gradients in the GaN buffer layer. Bristol: UK

Nitrides Consortium, Jan. 2014.

As substrate thermal conductivity increases, more and more of the temperature drop

in a device – from the surface where heat is generated to the heatsink at the back of

the substrate – is across the GaN buffer (assuming the thermal interface resistance to

the substrate remains constant). Therefore the thermal gradient across the GaN buffer

in the devices is steeper. Self-heating is highly localised both in its lateral position at

the drain edge of the gate and in depth, at the buffer-barrier interface. Existing Raman
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thermography techniques provide a high lateral resolution, enabling mapping of the

lateral temperature distribution (as was seen in Chapter 4), but the depth resolution

remains limited to measuring a single buffer temperature except in devices such as

those discussed in Chapter 4 which have spectroscopically addressable layers due to

different AlGaN compositions. In devices with a significant temperature drop across a

homogeneous buffer this will lead to an underestimate of the measured peak temperature,

an important parameter in thermal degradation; typically thermal simulations are used

to extract the channel temperature from the measurement data. When measuring from

the back of an optically transparent wafer, for example to measure underneath metal

contacts or field plates, depth resolution suffers even further, therefore any improvement

in the optical depth resolution would be beneficial, even if it only improves the resolution

of a thermal depth map in the substrate without giving access to additional epilayer

information.

Azimuthal and radial polarisations are explored in this work to remove the effects of

birefringence when focussing through the optically anisotropic materials typically used

in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs, and to detect the E1 phonon mode using a geometry which

does not normally permit this. Two methods for generating azimuthal and radial polar-

isation are explored: (i) exploiting the two foci formed by rays refracted by the different

refractive indices present in a birefringent material; (ii) the use of a spatially-varying

waveplate based on nanoscale structures.

5.1 Modifications to the Renishaw micro-Raman system

As was discussed in Section 2.3, the depth resolution available for a measurement de-

pends on the diffraction limit and refraction (i.e. spherical aberration) at the sample

surface. Equation 2.33 (repeated here for reference)

wax =

√√√√√( 0.88λ
n−

√
n2 −NA2

)2

+
(√

2nPH
NA

)2

+ ln 2
2 ∆2

([
NA2 (n2 − 1)

1−NA2 + n2

]1/2

− n
)2

gave the full width at half maximum of a Gaussian approximation to the combined

axial spot size wax of a confocal microscope system at a wavelength λ due to refraction

and diffraction in terms of the refractive index, n, of the medium in which the focus is

formed, the numerical aperture (NA) of the focussing lens, the diameter of the confocal
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pinhole imaged into sample space (PH ), and ∆, the position of the nominal focus below

the sample surface. These variables were shown in Figure 2.16.

This approximation is valid for small values of ∆, but for applications such as meas-

uring from the back of the wafer with an objective lens which lacks variable coverslip

correction it would be necessary to calculate the convolution of the effects of refraction

and diffraction to assess the depth resolution. Figure 5.1(a) plots the depth resolution

wax for a range of microscope objectives focussing from air into GaN. The 63× objective

shown was used for most of the experimental work in this chapter. A 100× 0.9 numer-

ical aperture objective is included in Figure 5.1(a) as a notional upper limit for dry (i.e.

non-immersion) objective lenses. To do better than this would require oil immersion in

addition to the other factors explored in this chapter. Neither a 100× 0.9 numerical aper-

ture lens nor an oil-immersion lens would be likely to allow the device under test (DUT)

to be contacted with probe tips given the short working distances these lenses typically

have.

Treating the standard Renishaw micro-Raman system (as shown in Figure 3.2) as a con-

focal microscope is an approximation, but a reasonable one. A true confocal microscope

passes the excitation light through a pinhole which is confocal with the sample, and

passes the return light (both Raman-scattered and reflected) back through the same

pinhole before analysing it. In the standard configuration of the Renishaw system, the

excitation laser may optionally be passed through a pinhole in the beam expander.

The standard configuration also uses a virtual pinhole formed by the spectrometer’s

adjustable entrance slit (which also determines the spectral resolution) and, orthogonal

to the slit, the CCD image area.155 This determines the spatial resolution in place of

the confocal pinhole assumed for Equation 2.33. With the modifications discussed in

this chapter, the system becomes a confocal microscope system as a confocal pinhole is

inserted.

To find wax for the standard Renishaw system from Equation 2.33 it is necessary to define

PH for the virtual pinhole. To do this it is first necessary to project the CCD image area

onto the slit, then to project this effective CCD area and slit width onto the sample. The

slit width and effective CCD area are usually matched to each other for Raman point

measurements and maps; for other measuring techniques such as photoluminescence and

electroluminescence spectroscopy a larger image area may be used.
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Figure 5.1: (a) The axial resolution as a function of depth in GaN calculated from Equation 2.33
for a range of microscope objectives. For the solid curves the pinhole and lenses are as shown
in Figure 5.4(a), the dotted curve compares the effect of the standard system pinhole. The
refractive index nGaN = 2.39. (b) The relative importance of the three terms in Equation 2.33
for the standard system with the 63× lens as a function of depth.
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5.1. Modifications to the Renishaw micro-Raman system

Recalling from Section 3.1.1 that a CCD column consists of light at a particular wavelength,

while the CCD rows differ in their spatial coordinates, it is possible to optimise the sys-

tem confocality by minimising the size of the virtual pinhole. Maximum confocality – the

smallest axial diffraction limit – is obtained by using a microscope objective with a high

numerical aperture and a short focal length combined with a one-pixel-high column on

the CCD, and setting the spectrometer entrance slit width to match the size of a single

pixel imaged at the the slit. The CCD pixels on the Renishaw micro-Raman system

used in this work are 22 µm, which is magnified by a factor of 3/5 onto the slit, so if

a single pixel is selected this is equivalent to a slit width of 13.2 µm. The slit width is

set by hand using a micrometer, and for high-confocality measurements is set between

10 µm and 20 µm. It is therefore a reasonable approximation to consider an effective

pinhole size of 15 µm. To a good approximation Equations 2.25 and 2.33 determine the

spatial resolution that can be obtained in thermography measurements. Figure 5.1(a)

illustrates the effect of changing the objective and inserting a confocal pinhole on the

depth resolution of the system over a range of depths.

Even in the absence of a confocal pinhole, the spectrometer spatial response of a typical

Raman microscope system (defined by the slit and CCD image area) is designed to be

matched to the size of the laser spot. This helps to optimise an experiment’s signal-to-

noise ratio, by reducing the contribution from stray light and from fluorescence or Raman

scattering caused by the tails of the laser spot, which may fall on the device contacts

or similarly unwanted regions. Matching the CCD image area to the laser spot size also

reduces the number of pixels that have to be read out, decreasing the background (due

to dark current, stray light and laser-generated light from near the measurement point)

and the associated shot noise and readout noise.

To decrease the axial spot size it is necessary to decrease one or more of the three

terms in Equation 2.33, where the greatest effect will come from reducing the largest

term – which term this is will depend on the experiment, in particular the objective NA

and the depth ∆. Below the GaN surface (n = 2.3) the first two terms are similar in

magnitude, while the third is depth-dependent, and dominates for ∆ & 7 µm, as shown

in Figure 5.1(b).

The first (wave optical) term depends on the laser wavelength and the numerical aperture

of the microscope objective, so a shorter wavelength and a higher numerical aperture

will improve the resolution. For practical measurements on operating devices sufficient
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working distance – i.e. the distance between the end of the microscope objective and

its focal plane – for probe tips is required if measurements are being made from the

contact side of the device. DC probe tips limit the minimum working distance to around

1 mm, which excludes most microscope objectives with a numerical aperture greater

than 0.75 for visible lasers, or 0.5 for ultraviolet lasers; the available lenses meeting

these criteria were listed in Table 3.1. For RF probe tips the required working distance

is typically larger, which further restricts the available objective numerical aperture.

The lower achievable numerical aperture in the ultraviolet than in the visible indicates

that reducing the laser wavelength into the ultraviolet would not be beneficial, at least

in terms of resolution. Even within the visible range the choice of laser wavelengths is

limited by availability, leading to the use of 532 nm and 488 nm lasers for the work in

this chapter. As visible objective lenses have poor transmission below about 400 nm, the

resolution obtainable with the 488 nm laser in particular approaches the practical limit.

The second term under the root in Equation 2.33 is a geometric term, and depends

mainly on the size of the pinhole, as imaged into sample space. As the standard Renishaw

spectrometer system has an effective pinhole diameter of around 15 µm imaged by the

combination of the microscope objective and the preslit lens (see Figure 3.2), inserting an

additional pinhole into the system, by placing a spatial filter in between the microscope

and the spectrometer, was regarded as the best way to improve the axial resolution,

despite the loss of signal that this would inevitably cause. Clearly a pinhole cannot be

made arbitrarily small, both because light must pass through it for the experiment, and

because of diffraction. The pinhole size and the focal lengths of the lenses focussing

through it were optimised taking into account these constraints, which will be discussed

in more detail in Section 5.1.3.

The third term in Equation 2.33 represents spherical aberration due to refraction at a

planar sample surface, and may be taken to be zero if the focus is formed in air, as in

this case there is no surface at which refraction can occur. This term is larger for larger

values of the objective numerical aperture, in contrast to the other two terms. As ∆

and n are fundamental properties of the experiment and sample respectively, there is

no simple way to reduce this term, except by reducing the numerical aperture, which

would increase the other terms.

As an example, it is useful to consider an experimental setup typical for a thermography

experiment. Given that the pre-slit lens of the Renishaw spectrometer has a focal length
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of 50 mm, for a microscope objective with a focal length of 4 mma with a numerical

aperture of 0.5, the axial spot full width at half maximum in air (with its refractive

index of 1) is 4.7 µm, and the radial spot full width at half maximum is 0.5 µm. The

microscope objective used when attempting to maximise the confocality of the system

was a Zeiss LD Plan-Neofluar 63×, with a focal length of 2.62 mm and a numerical

aperture of 0.75.b This leads to an axial spot full width at half maximum in air of

2.0 µm, and a lateral spot full width at half maximum of 0.33 µm.

Assuming that when the laser is focussed on the surface of the GaN buffer this can be

treated as a focus in air (a best-case scenario which will be illustrated in Figure 5.7) for

a typical 1.9 µm buffer the on-axis laser intensity ratio between top and bottom of the

GaN is 1.6:1 for the 50× Leica objective and 12:1 for the 63× Zeiss objective, calculated

from the Gaussian spot size given by Equation 2.33. This means that the spectrometer

can only measure a weighted average Raman band position through the depth of the

buffer, with a much more surface-sensitive weighting for the 63× lens. As will be seen in

Figure 5.16, there is a significant temperature gradient across a GaN buffer in the on-

state. The combination of this gradient with the axial spot size means that a weighted

average of the buffer temperature is measured.56

If the laser is focussed below the surface of the GaN, such as in an attempt to measure

the temperature of layers deeper inside the sample, the spot becomes much larger. The

lateral diffraction limit increases due to the change in effective numerical aperture, but

the axial diffraction limit given by Equation 2.26 immediately becomes 3.6 µm (for the

Zeiss 63× objective) due to the change in refractive index. The effect of refraction at

the sample surface is not included in this calculation and can only make that resolution

worse. Although the effect of refraction is not dominant in Equation 2.33 for ∆ <4 µm

in GaN or SiC, it increases the axial spot size significantly for ∆ & 2 µm even for a well-

chosen objective (Figure 5.1(b)). Thus, as may be seen from Section 2.3.2, the effect

of spherical aberration is a significant obstacle to obtaining a temperature or strain

profile as a function of depth within an AlGaN/GaN HEMT. It is therefore desirable to

find methods of minimising or circumventing this loss of resolution, by optical or other

means.
aA 50× Leica long working distance objective, a typical objective for work on operating devices.
bThe nominal magnification of this lens is 63×, for use with a tube lens of 165 mm – the Leica 50×

lens was designed for use with a tube lens of 200 mm, hence the apparent discrepancy in the relationship
between magnification and focal length.
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Optically, spherical aberration can be addressed by means of a solid immersion lens (SIL)

or by using an objective lens with variable coverslip correction. The Zeiss 63× objective

lens used here has variable coverslip correction, but this feature is not of much benefit

when the penetration of the laser into the sample is variable (such as when attempting to

obtain a vertical temperature profile through a device) as the cover slip correction must

be set as a function of penetration depth and the objective must then be refocussed. In

an automated depth map this is not possible, and the need for refocussing would be likely

to introduce errors in the z-position in a manual approach. However when measuring

the buffer though the substrate (∆ ~ 100 µm to 300 µm) any fractional change in the

thickness over a depth measurement is small compared to the absolute thickness and

the uncorrected spherical aberration is so severe that it is highly beneficial to use this

correction. Similarly if a solid immersion lens (Section 5.1.2) is used at depths other than

those for which it was designed, its benefit is reduced. This is because the rays of the

laser beam no longer arrive normal to the surface and are refracted, though by less than

at a planar surface. Both of these methods are therefore only really suited for use at a

fixed or nearly fixed measurement depths. Despite this limitation the solid immersion

lens is discussed in more detail in Section 5.1.2, as results obtained with such an optic

will be compared to those obtained using the spatial filter, and as a solid immersion lens

was used in generating azimuthal polarisation (Section 5.1.6).

5.1.1 Alternatives to Raman thermography

Raman thermography is of course not the only way to measure the temperature of a

semiconductor. In this section some other techniques for measuring the temperature

of operating semiconductor structures are discussed, with reference to their ability to

provide temperature profiles as a function of depth.

Photoluminescence thermography provides a surface-sensitive measurement and was dis-

cussed in Sections 2.4 and 3.3. It does however have a worse lateral resolution than

Raman thermography, so while it has been used to constrain the surface temperature

in device simulations, it must be used with care and its benefit when measuring the

temperature of HEMTs is limited.
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Thermoreflectance156 is sensitive to changes in refractive index with temperature. ther-

moreflectance gives a similar lateral spatial resolution to Raman thermography, as sim-

ilar wavelengths are commonly used. Because it relies on reflection from an interface

where the refractive index changes it is also surface sensitive, however it is challenging

to remove the contribution to the signal from the interface between the buffer and the

substrate, and more challenging still to measure just at this interface.

Scanning thermal microscopy is a technique based on atomic force microscopy (AFM)

using temperature sensitive probe tips. It is used for both thermal conductivity measure-

ments146 and temperature measurements.157 As a contact technique, it is highly surface

sensitive, but has issues with calibration (for which Raman thermography may be used),

and gives no signal from anything below the surface. The presence of conductive tips

in the high electric field present on the surface of HEMTs causes problems for this

technique.

Infrared imaging is widely used but has poor lateral resolution compared to Raman

thermography.158 As GaN and its substrates are transparent at the wavelengths used

infrared techniques give a signal from a wide and ill-defined range of depths unless the

sample surface is coated, in which case the technique is surface-sensitive and damages

the sample. It may however be useful as a screening technique to identify devices or

regions with abnormal thermal properties.

Electrical methods159 are useful for measuring the average channel temperature and

integrate well with electrical testing. They generally provide no spatial information or

substrate temperature, though they may be used to calculate the thermal resistance

when combined with simulations. Newer techniques provide access to the temperature

under the gate160 but require specially-prepared samples, making them of limited use in

the general case.

Liquid crystal thermography161 has a long history and good lateral resolution, but affects

the thermal and electrical environment of the DUT, as the liquid crystal is placed directly

on the device surface. To extract a temperature profile requires a complex and time-

consuming experiment and analysis. Once again, this is a surface-sensitive technique

providing no depth information.

What these diverse methods have in common is that compared to Raman thermography

they provide reduced depth information (i.e. they do not easily give access even to the
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temperature of the substrate) therefore to improve the measurement of temperature with

depth improving the depth resolution of Raman thermography is a promising approach.

There is more than one way to improve the depth resolution of Raman thermography,

in fact a combination of methods is likely to give the greatest benefit.

5.1.2 The solid immersion lens

In many fields, immersion microscopy is used to improve the resolution by increasing

the refractive index of the working medium. When used for microscopy within a sample

the use of immersion media can significantly reduce the effect of refraction at the sample

surface.162 Common immersion microscopy uses water (refractive index 1.33) or immer-

sion oil (refractive index 1.52); an objective must be used with the immersion medium

for which it was designed. Specialist high-refractive-index fluids exist with refractive in-

dices approaching that of GaN, but they are toxic, corrosive and have poor transmission

at blue and green wavelengths which may be chosen for high spatial resolution. There

are also no objective lenses designed for these fluids, and when used near a focus they

are likely to lead to unwanted Raman bands and fluorescence in a Raman spectrum.

Furthermore, in experiments on electrical devices, the electrical properties of any ma-

terial added to the device must be taken into consideration – clearly a conductive fluid

applied to the contact side of a HEMT would not be appropriate if the device were to

have a bias applied. An alternative approach has been developed for high-refractive-in-

dex materials – the solid immersion lens.163 Solid immersion lenses have been applied

to semiconductors such as GaP164 and silicon,165 for which commercial systems have

become available.

The general principle of a solid immersion lens – also known as a numerical aperture

increasing lens – is simply expressed as placing a lens on the sample surface such that

no refraction takes place where the light (i) enters the lens or (ii) where it passes from

the lens into the sample. The first condition requires that all rays are normal to the lens

surface, implying a hemisphere centred on the objective focus, as illustrated in Figure 5.2.

The second condition requires the the refractive indices of the solid immersion lens and

sample match, i.e. nSIL = nsample. Practical solid immersion lenses may work close to

this condition rather than strictly meeting it.
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(a) (b)
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Figure 5.2: The working principle of a solid immersion lens (SIL): (a) focussing through a SiC
substrate to the buffer-barrier interface, with no solid immersion lens; (b) with the addition of
a solid immersion lens – no refraction occurs at the surface of the solid immersion lens or at the
lens-substrate interface.

The spherical aberration introduced when focussing below the sample surface is removed

by the solid immersion lens. In addition the working numerical aperture, defined as NA =

n sin(θ) for a refractive index n and a beam half-angle θ, is increased,a decreasing both

the lateral and the axial diffraction limits (Equations 2.25 and 2.26). When measuring

through the entire thickness of a wafer the benefit of a solid immersion lens will be

greatest, as the spherical aberration increases with depth in the sample, while the benefit

of a solid immersion lens is rather limited for imaging a few microns below the sample

surface. This limited benefit combined with the difficulties of using a solid immersion lens

in the presence of electrical contacts on the surface means that solid immersion lenses

are generally only considered for imaging from the back of a wafer. A solid immersion

lens can therefore be regarded as complementary to a spatial filter for these reasons, and

the two may be used together to provide a further improvement to the axial resolution.

The use of a solid immersion lens requires excellent optical contact between the solid

immersion lens and the sample: even an air gap of 1/80 of the working wavelength de-

grades performance significantly.166 This is a significant limitation if a solid immersion

lens is to be placed on a hard crystalline material such as a SiC wafer – not only must a

good match to the refractive index of SiC be achieved, but a perfectly smooth and flat

surface be formed.

Alternatively a solid immersion lens may be formed directly into the back of the wafer,

by photolithography165 or the use of a focussed ion beam (FIB).167,168 An example of

an electroluminescence image collected using a solid immersion lens created with a FIB

is shown in Figure 5.3. While a perfect optical contact to the rest of the substrate is

assured by these methods, obtaining an accurate surface figure on the solid immersion

lens is not simple, and the position of the solid immersion lens on the sample is fixed,
aAs θ does not decrease when the beam enters the sample.
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Figure 5.3: Electroluminescence images of a gated transfer length method test device: (a) from
the top of the wafer, no solid immersion lens; (b) from the back of the wafer, with solid immersion
lens. Images courtesy of J. Pomeroy (private communication).

restricting the information that can be obtained to a small area, as may be seen from the

curvature of the gate region in Figure 5.3(b). A solid immersion lens, while useful, can

therefore be seen to not provide the solution to all the problems of depth resolution, and

a more general solution is required, such as a spatial filter. Results obtained with a solid

immersion lens are compared to those obtained using the spatial filter in Figure 5.5. A

glass solid immersion lens was also used in the attempt to generate azimuthal and radial

polarisations by focussing through calcite, which is discussed in Section 5.1.6

5.1.3 The design of the spatial filter

The spatial filter illustrated in Figure 5.4(a) was designed to have no overall magnific-

ation, meaning a pair of lenses of identical focal length. The upper limit on the total

spatial filter length was determined by the available space, while the lower limit was set

by the need to incorporate suitable opto-mechanical components to allow the compon-

ents of the spatial filter to be aligned. These constraints may be seen in Figure 5.4(b).

The focal length of each lens was therefore chosen to be 35 mm, with a pinhole size of

5 µm, approximately halving the sample-space pinhole size PH compared to the stand-

ard configuration.

The use of a pinhole (rather than the slit of the standard Renishaw system) and the

reduced effective pinhole size inevitably caused a significant reduction in signal levels
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Figure 5.4: The layout of the spatial filter with respect to the sample and spectrometer: (a)
schematic; (b) photograph (with the s-wave not present).
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compared to a standard micro-Raman system. As some of the loss of signal was caused

by a reduction in the laser power arriving at the sample due to losses at the pinhole, the

power at the laser source was increased to provide comparable or slightly higher power

levels at the sample to standard measurements, however signal intensities at the CCD

were still ~ 5 % of those without the filter.

Because the pinhole was at a focus of the laser and imaged onto the spectrometer en-

trance slit, any fluorescence or Raman-scattered light from the pinhole foil was focussed

onto the the entrance slit of the spectrometer and thus contributed to the background

recorded at the CCD. The use of a gold coated pinhole was necessary to remove much

of this background, which could be tentatively attributed to compounds in the stainless

steel of a standard pinhole, and the associated noise. Even with a gold-coated pinhole

the spectral background due to the spatial filter was not completely removed, which ad-

versely affected the signal-to-noise ratio that could be obtained. Mechanical and thermal

system drift limited the total measurement time (for all spectra within a depth map)

to no more than 1 to 2 hours, which combined with the low signal strength meant that

the E2 phonon mode of the GaN was used despite its greater sensitivity to strain and

smaller temperature dependence than the weaker A1 mode, which could not always be

located with sufficient precision for thermography.

The spatial filter was designed to be used with a long working distance objective of as

high a numerical aperture as possible subject to the need for sufficient working distance

to contact the sample with DC probes. Measurements from either the front (contact side)

of the wafer or from the back, through the substrate were envisaged, and considered in

the design. Measuring operating devices from the back of the wafer relied on using a

retro-reflector under the microscope stage, as described in Section 3.1.4.

The benefits of the spatial filter and solid immersion lens are illustrated in Figure 5.5,

which compares the signal intensity as a function of depth for the standard Raman

system, the system with the spatial filter added, and the spatial filter combined with a

solid immersion lens made from ZnSe, which has a refractive index of 2.66 at 532 nm,

similar to that of SiC but in a softer material. These measurements were made on the

surface of a silicon wafer, which is a standard test of system confocality, as in the ideal

case there would be no signal for a focus either above or below the surface of the Si.

A 0.75 numerical aperture objective lens was used. The improvement due to the SIL is

less than would be expected from theory,163 probably due to surface irregularities on
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the solid immersion lens leading to an air gap between the solid immersion lens and the

sample.166
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Figure 5.5: Raman depth series measurements at 488 nm on Si: standard system in high con-
focality mode (black curve, full width at half maximum 4.07 µm); with spatial filter (dashed red
curve, full width at half maximum 1.81 µm); with spatial filter and ZnSe solid immersion lens
(blue dotted curve, full width at half maximum 1.07 µm).
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Figure 5.6: Raman depth profile measured from the back of a GaN-on-SiC wafer using a retro-
reflector and an objective corrected for spherical aberration. The two maxima correspond to s-
and p-polarised incident light.

As the spatial filter was intended for measuring samples from either the top or the

bottom of the wafer, the effects of birefringence discussed in Section 2.3.4 had to be

considered. The two foci produced by the s- and p-polarisations were first seen to be an

issue when measuring from the back of a wafer. Variable coverslip correction was used

in this case to reduce the adverse effects of refraction at the sample, but it can have

no effect on the problems due to birefringence. Two intensity maxima in the E2 Raman
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peak were observed during depth mapping as shown in Figure 5.6, as well as two visual

foci. For ∆ of a few hundred microns in SiC, the maxima of the s- and p-polarisations are

around 3 µm to 10 µm apart, which is enough to observe two separate focal planes. This

makes obtaining independent spectra from the top and bottom of a typical GaN buffer

impossible even after correcting for isotropic refractive effects, therefore optical systems

for producing a beam where all rays are as shown in Figure 2.19(c) were investigated, i.e.

azimuthal polarisation. Even when measuring from the top of the wafer the axial focus

size is extended by the splitting of the focus into s- and p-polarised components, though

this effect is insignificant over the thickness of the GaN buffer in a typical device.

5.1.4 Laser intensity distribution in a high electron mobility

transistor

The laser intensity profile near a focus in a sample may be calculated from Equa-

tions 2.26, 2.28 and 2.33. These equations may be applied to a typical AlGaN/GaN

HEMT to model the resolution that may be obtained in a thermography experiment.

The following assumes a HEMT structure consisting of 1.9 µm of GaN on SiC. The

nucleation layer and barrier (dNL ∼ 50 nm of AlN and dbarrier = 25 nm of AlGaN re-

spectively) are ignored in optical calculations as their thicknesses dNL and dbarrier are

much less than the wavelength λ of the lasers used, and their refractive indices are close

to that of GaN. Refraction at the GaN-SiC interface is also ignored (see Section 2.3.2)

despite the SiC being thicker and having a refractive index nSiC of 2.55. The resulting

laser intensity distribution is shown in Figure 5.7.

Considering the laser intensity in the GaN (blue shaded region of Figure 5.7) it may

be seen that a signal weighted towards the bottom of the GaN may be obtained by

acquiring spectra at ∆ = 2 µm, which gives a spot centre at 5.7 µm below the surface,

as only that part of the tail of the Gaussian distribution which extends into the GaN will

contribute to the Raman peaks from the GaN. Similarly a signal weighted towards the

top of the GaN may be obtained with ∆ = −1 µm, i.e. with a spot centred 1 µm above

the surface. It is clear from Figure 5.7 that the signal will be greatly reduced compared to

a focus at the sample surface, the conventional focus, as in that case nearly 1/2 the laser

distribution curve lies in the GaN, with some weighting towards the surface. This loss of

signal is in addition to the loss due to the low throughput of the spatial filter, however by

combining increased laser power with longer acquisition times, and using the E2 mode
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Figure 5.7: Laser intensity as function of depth in the sample, determined from modelling, with
the laser above the sample surface (black solid line), and, for a sample movement of ∆ = 2 µm
from a focus at the sample surface to inside the material, considering only diffraction (blue
dotted line) and only refraction (green dash-dot line). The red dashed curve shows the combined
Gaussian response approximation used in analysing simulated data. The wavelength used was
488 nm, the objective numerical aperture was 0.75 (focal length f = 2.62 mm), the sample
refractive index was n = 2.3, and the confocal pinhole was 5 µm. The grey broken curve shows
the equivalent distribution for the standard configuration of the Renishaw micro-Raman system
in high confocality mode with the laser focussed on the surface of the device.

instead of the weaker A1 (LO), sufficient signal may still be obtained to measure the

temperature of the GaN. In a HEMT using the E2 mode is feasible, as reference spectra

in the pinched-off state allow the effect of strain on the peak position to be compensated

(Section 3.2). It was important to ensure that these pinched-off reference spectra were

taken under the same conditions of confocality and at the same depths as the on-state

spectra.

5.1.5 Azimuthal and radial polarisations

Radial and azimuthal polarisations describe beams where the polarisation is parallel

or perpendicular to the radius of the beam respectively, at all points in the beam, as

will be shown in Section 5.1.7. A common feature of these two polarisation states is

that the polarisation is undefined on the axis of the beam, where the intensity goes to

zero. Azimuthal polarisation is desirable for avoiding the effect of birefringence when

focussing along the optic axis of an optically anisotropic crystal, as was mentioned in

Section 2.3.5. Radial polarisation has several uses of interest in Raman spectroscopy:

the lateral dimension of the focus of a radially polarised beam can be smaller than for

a linearly polarised beam;169 in tip enhanced Raman spectroscopy radial polarisation

increases the part of the signal due to the tip;170,171 and, of most interest here, a radially
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Figure 5.8: The focus of an azimuthally polarised beam: (a) measured (squares) and calculated
(lines) intensity distribution in the focal plane; (b) measured intensity as the beam is defocussed,
the inset shows the polarisation within the beam. Figure taken from Reference 87.

polarised beam may be used to give access to phonon modes in orientations where they

are not normally available, as will be shown in Section 5.1.6. Both the usefulness of

radial polarisation in tip enhanced Raman spectroscopy and the access to additional

phonon modes in a given geometry are due to the fact that a significant component of

the light at the focus is polarised parallel to the bulk propagation direction of the beam

– which corresponds to the field of a dipole parallel to the beam axis.172 This is known

as z-polarisation.

Azimuthal polarisation is not particularly well studied compared to radial polarisation,

but the intensity distribution at the focus has been measured and modelled.87 The focus

is annular as shown in Figure 5.8. This annular focus may degrade the lateral resolu-

tion compared to conventional linear or circular polarisation but the effect on the axial

resolution is not so simple. It is clear from applying Equation 2.35 to Equation 2.28 (Sec-

tion 2.3.4) that the p-polarisation at all points in the beam resulting from azimuthal

polarisation will have a smaller axial spot size after focussing through a thick SiC sub-

strate, but as the separation of the s- and p-centroids is linear in ∆ the effect at or

near the surface of the sample is much weaker: ~ 50 nm of separation at ∆ = 2 µm.

The additional loss of focus due to birefringence can therefore be neglected except when

measuring from the back of the substrate with an objective corrected for spherical ab-

erration.

Azimuthal polarisation still improves the contrast between the measured peak positions

at the top and bottom of the GaN buffer in experiments far from metal contacts. The

reasons for this are not completely clear, but as may be seen in Figures 5.8 and 5.10 the

intensity on the axis of the beam is low or zero compared to the surrounding regions,

even if nothing is done to block the centre of the beam. This annular beam structure
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is observed however the azimuthal polarisation is produced, as the intensity must go to

zero on axis, where the polarisation is undefined,173 and is true both at the focus and in

collimated light. In general reducing the on-axis intensity component of a beam has some

benefit in reducing the axial spot size; in the extreme case a ring-like apodising filter may

be used.174 In addition the limited overlap of the laser focus with the conventionally-

shaped focal region which can be observed by the spectrometer is likely to suppress

Raman-scattered light generated away from the target focal plane.

5.1.6 Azimuthal polarisation by focussing through a calcite plate

The same effect that leads to two foci when focussing deep inside a SiC wafer due to the

birefringence of the SiC can be used to provide two axially-separated foci in air. One of

these foci corresponds to radial polarisation, the other to azimuthal, therefore a pinhole

may be used to select the polarisation of interest.85

As the birefringence of SiC is rather low (δnSiC = ne − no = 0.043 at 532 nm) the

separation of the foci for thin SiC wafers is too small to allow the selection described

above. Calcite (CaCO3) is well known for its large birefringence (δnCaCO3 = 0.175 at

532 nm) and is commonly used in the manufacture of optical components, including

for generating radial and azimuthal polarisation,84 therefore a calcite plate 1 mm thick

was polished and placed in the laser beam between two objective lenses before the

system beam expander. Circularly polarised incident light was used. To minimise the

effects of spherical aberration on entry into the calcite plate a glass solid immersion

lens was bonded to the calcite plate, using an index-matching optical adhesive. The

solid immersion lens was in the form of a truncated hemisphere such that the total

thickness of the calcite and solid immersion lens was that of a hemisphere of radius

2 mm. Blocking the centre of the beam using a mask before the calcite plate was used to

reduce the unwanted polarisation component in some experiments. This is because the

indices of refraction experienced by the radial and azimuthal components are closer near

the axis, as may be seen from Equation 2.35. This central block or mask, when used with

radial polarisation, enhances the z-component of the polarisation at the sample,86,175 i.e.

the polarisation in the propagation direction. This system is set out in Figure 5.9.

Despite the tendency of calcite to cleave tetrahedral pits from the surface when pol-

ished normal to the optic axis,176 azimuthal (Figure 5.10) and radial polarisations were
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mask
(when used)

objective 1
f = 4 mm
NA=0.5

SIL bonded
to calcite

objective 2
f = 4 mm
NA=0.65

BE input
lens

BE output
lens

beam expander

microscope
objective

sample

+

(a)

(b)

pinhole

Figure 5.9: Using a calcite plate to obtain a radially polarised beam and therefore a component
of z-polarisation at the sample: (a) Ray diagram; (b) Beam cross-section and polarisation at
selected points along the beam path. If objective 2 is refocussed, azimuthally polarised light
(green dashed line) will pass through the pinhole.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.10: The polarisation of the laser after passing through a beam expander containing a
calcite plate to separate radial and azimuthal polarisations. The collimated beam was passed
through (a) a vertical linear analyser; (b) a horizontal linear analyser. The red dotted circle
indicates the approximate size of the beam itself, light outside this circle is scattered at the
surfaces of the calcite. No mask (Figure 5.9) was used.

obtained. The beam quality however was poor as the tetrahedra cleaved from the sur-

face caused scratches in polishing, which then caused light scattering. This is evident

in the light outside the real beam size (indicated in Figure 5.10), as well as in the

non-zero intensity at the centre of the beam. The scattering was mainly on the output

face of the calcite plate as the index-matching adhesive used to attach the solid im-

mersion lens to the input face filled scratches on that face, although not perfectly as

the refractive indices are not a perfect match i.e. nglass ≈ nadhesive ≈ n̄CaCO3 , where

n̄CaCO3 = 1/2(ne−CaCO3 + no−CaCO3).
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Figure 5.11: Raman spectrum in radial polarisation of a GaN epilayer on SiC at 532 nm. Peaks
marked ∗ are due to the SiC substrate according to References 177–180.

Radial polarisation obtained using the calcite plate allowed the E1 mode normally in-

visible in the z(x−)z̄ polarisation to be observed as a shoulder on the E2 peak. The

measuring geometry at the sample may then be described as a mixture of z(x−)z̄ and

z(z−)z̄. Curve fitting found the E1 peak height to be 2.5% of the E2 peak height. Sim-

ilarly, additional peaks from the SiC substrate were observed due to the polarisation

as well as due to the long acquisition time, which enabled the E2 mode of the AlN

nucleation layer to be observed. All these peaks are shown in Figure 5.11.

The E1 mode would be useful for separating the in-plane and normal strain compon-

ents,179 but it would need to be clearly resolved from the E2 mode for the E1 peak

position to be measured with sufficient accuracy for this. A much larger z-polarisation

component with respect to the in-plane component would therefore be required. Using

the s-wave polarisation converter discussed in the next section combined with an optim-

ised mask would go some way towards achieving this. A much higher numerical aperture

would also be required, for example by using an oil-immersion objective, which is only

possible if electrical contact to the sample is not needed.

5.1.7 The s-wave polarisation converter

When it proved impossible to obtain sufficient beam quality by using the calcite plate

beamsplitter (as may be seen from Figure 5.10) the concept of a spatially-varying wave-

plate was investigated.86,87 These typically use a small number of waveplate segments
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(most commonly four or eight) cut at appropriate angles to their optic axes and as-

sembled to rotate the polarisation of segment of the beam by differing amounts, and are

usually made specifically for a particular experiment taking into account the beam size

and wavelength. A segmented waveplate may be used to achieve radial or azimuthal po-

larisation, by rotating it to the correct angle relative to the polarisation of the incoming

light.

A recent development, equivalent to a segmented waveplate with a much larger number

of segments, is the use of a femtosecond laser to create nanostructures in silica.88 This

component is commercially available under the name s-wave, and is shown in Figure 5.12.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.12: The s-wave polarisation converter: (a) schematic drawing of nanograting distribu-
tion; (b) distribution of the electric field for left circularly polarised light after the s-wave (radial
polarisation); (c) distribution of the electric field for right circularly polarised light after the
s-wave (azimuthal polarisation). Figure from Reference 88.

The s-wave was also more convenient to mount in the inVia micro-Raman system and

to align than an additional spatial filter containing a calcite plate. It did however have

an effect on the lateral distribution of light at the focus, which required it to be placed

after the spatial filter, as shown in Figure 5.4(a) to reduce the attenuation of the laser

at the pinhole it caused if placed before the spatial filter. Even in the position in which

it was used the s-wave caused a significant loss of signal with respect to the spatial filter

alone, by introducing a small amount of divergence into the beam.

5.2 Experimental and thermal simulation details

The experiments described in this section were all carried out at 488 nm with the spatial

filter and azimuthal polarisation. The laser power at the sample, while higher than

in typical thermography experiments, was less than 50 mW and constant within an

experiment (both for on-state and pinched-off spectra), therefore laser heating of the
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Figure 5.13: Schematic of the HEMT structure studied and simulated when measuring the tem-
perature at the top and bottom of the GaN buffer.

samples may be neglected. An objective lens with a numerical aperture of 0.75 was used

(Zeiss LD Plan-Neofluar 63×).

5.2.1 Measuring strain gradients in a GaN buffer

Initial measurements were taken on an unpowered transfer length method test structure,

over 20 µm from the nearest metal contacts, ensuring that there was no possibility of

reflections from contacts changing over a series of measurements and affecting results.

The GaN buffer was 1.9 µm thick, on a 4-H SiC substrate, with a ~ 50 nm AlN nucleation

layer. The barrier was 25 nm of Al0.28Ga0.72N. The Raman shift as a function of depth

was measured by translating the sample between acquiring spectra, to produce a depth

map. Nine depth maps were taken, the average peak position and intensity results of

which are given in Section 5.3.1. By selecting data points which preferentially sample the

top and bottom of the GaN buffer, the difference in strain (found from the difference in

the E2 peak position) between the GaN-SiC and AlGaN-GaN interfaces was measured.

5.2.2 Vertical temperature gradient in an operating high electron

mobility transistor

A HEMT with the same layer structure as the transfer length method structure described

in Section 5.2.1 was measured by Raman thermography depth mapping. Maps were

acquired both in on state and pinched off, to allow the shift in peak position as a result

of self heating to be extracted from the measurements despite the change in strain and

therefore peak position with depth shown in Section 5.3.1. The source-drain spacing was

4 µm, with a 0.6 µm gate 2.4 µm from the drain, and the device width was 50 µm. The

device structure used is shown in Figure 5.13.
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The devices were operated under DC bias to 30 V in on state at zero gate-source bias; in

pinched off-state a gate-source bias of −6 V was applied. The backplate temperature at

the back of the SiC substrate was fixed at 25 ◦C. The depth maps were taken next to the

gate, on the side nearest the drain, i.e. in the peak field region where the temperature

may be expected to be at a maximum. The microscope stage was scanned along z, in

increments of 0.5 µm or 1 µm, from a focus above the device surface into the GaN buffer

layer and the substrate.

The signal close to a contact such as the gate was attenuated by some of the laser light

and some of the Raman scattered light being lost to reflections at the gate. This neces-

sitated longer acquisition times (60 s to 150 s) than when measuring far from contacts

on transfer length method structures (30 s) in order to achieve sufficient signal-to-noise

ratio for accurate peak positions to be obtained. Sample drift over the course of a meas-

urement therefore became an issue, with the effect depending on the direction of the

drift (Figure 5.13, as the device was aligned to the axes of the microscope stage). Drift

in y could be ignored as the gate was aligned parallel to the y-axis. Drift in x could be

detected only after the depth map had finished by examining the position of the device

in white light. It therefore led to the complete loss of any map in which it occurred. Drift

in the z-position of each depth map could be corrected by offsetting the z-scale on the

assumption that the maximum Raman signal was recorded when the laser was focussed

at the surface of the sample, an assumption confirmed by measurements including those

shown in Figure 5.15. This, and variability in the initial move from a manual focus,

accounted for the need for sub-micron z-steps.

5.2.3 Thermal simulation for comparison with depth-resolved

thermography

As is common to extract the peak temperature from the experimentally-measured tem-

perature,158,181 the device temperature was simulated using Thermal Analysis System

(TAS) finite difference software using thermal conductivities of the GaN (160Wm−1 K−1)

and SiC (420 Wm−1 K−1) similar to References 56 and 75. The process of thermally

simulating a device is discussed in more detail in Section 3.5. The thermal boundary

resistance between the GaN and the SiC was adjusted to fit the experimental data.

This effective thermal boundary resistance contains the low thermal conductivity of the
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AlN nucleation layer, commonly present between the GaN and the SiC substrate, and

impacts from the very high defect density GaN just near the AlN nucleation layer.

To compare the simulated results properly to the experimental data it was necessary

to post-process the simulation output. This is because the simulation calculated the

temperature of nodes within the model. Whether these nodes were placed manually

or automatically, they were at arbitrary locations, and were infinitesimal, and therefore

poorly representative of the temperature which would be measured by a finite laser spot.

Because of the variation in laser intensity within the spot a simple average temperature

would not be suitable for comparison with experimental data. The uneven node distribu-

tion meant that an average weighted purely by laser intensity would be biased towards

regions of high node density, for example the substrate temperature would be heavily

biased towards the top of the substrate. As only a small region of interest within the

model (i.e. a small subset of the nodes) corresponded to the Raman experiment, the sub-

sequent analysis could take place on a much smaller number of nodes than were present

in the model. The steps involved in converting the simulation output to a format suitable

for comparison with the experimental data are shown in Figure 5.14, and the source code

is given in Appendix A.2. Briefly the process consists of: reducing the Thermal Analysis

System output to a manageable size and region of interest; forming a list of epilayers

from user input; iterating over a specified range of points in three dimensions; and gener-

ating a weighted average temperature at each point from nodes within the focal volume

around that point.
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Figure 5.14: Simplified flow chart of the process of extracting temperatures averaged over phys-
ically realistic volumes from simulation data

5.3 Results and discussion

Some preliminary results have already been shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.11 to illustrate

the methods of improving the spatial resolution and optimising the polarisation. The aim

of these modifications is to show a temperature gradient between the top and bottom

of the GaN buffer on an operating HEMT, however it is first necessary to ensure that

these results will be free of artefacts by measuring the difference in strain through the

thickness of a GaN buffer.

5.3.1 Strain in a GaN buffer

The E2 peak position in an unpowered transfer length method as a function of depth is

shown in Figure 5.15. Only changes in the peak position with depth, which correspond to

changes in strain, are considered here. The E2 phonon frequency is particularly sensitive
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Figure 5.15: GaN E2 Raman band position as a function of depth in a transfer length method
test structure. The spot centre depth is corrected according to Equation 2.29, the dotted and
dashed ellipses indicate the 1/e2 spot sizes found from Equations 2.33 and 2.25, and the symbol
sizes are proportional to the Raman peak height. The difference in the E2 peak position between
the data points indicated by “Top” and “Bottom” and dashed ellipses corresponds to a difference
in biaxial stress of σBottom − σTop = (83± 22) MPa.179

to in-plane strain, which would be expected to change rapidly over the thickness of

a GaN epilayer due to the lattice mismatch at the interface to the substrate (SiC in

this case). A clear difference of (0.23± 0.06) cm−1 between the marked data points

most closely corresponding to the top and bottom of the GaN layer is seen. Using the

linear relationship between phonon frequency ω and stress σ, dω
dσ = KR

Ehigh
2

,179 where

for the E2 (high) mode the linear factor KR
Ehigh

2
= (2.7± 0.3) cm−1 GPa−1 allows the

difference in stress between the top and bottom of the GaN to be calculated. This

difference is (83± 22) MPa taking into account the uncertainties in the peak positions

and KR
Ehigh

2
. This means that the bottom of the GaN, i.e. at the GaN-SiC interface,

is under compressive stress with respect to the top of the GaN layer. As the a lattice

constant of SiC is less than that of both the GaN buffer and the AlN nucleation layer,

this result has the expected sign. At the top and bottom of the GaN, the signal intensity,

indicated by the sizes of the circles, was considerably less than for a focus at the sample

surface, leading to an increased uncertainty in the peak position. However compared to

deeper points where the 1/e2 spot size did not extend into the GaN buffer (i.e. only the

tail of the laser distribution contributes to the measurement) a clear signal could still

be obtained given an acquisition time of one minute per point.

The magnitude of the strain difference relies on a suitable value for KR
Ehigh

2
, for which
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values in the literature vary, though the sign is consistent. Much of the variation is

due to experimental differences and different substrates. Although measurements of the

strain in GaN epilayers have been made using Raman spectroscopy in similar scattering

geometries to this work, they tend to have been on sapphire substrates. On thin182 GaN

epilayers the polarisation was not specified,a while measurements in z(yy)z̄ configuration

were on thick183 GaN epilayers. It is not clear whether corrections for the centre of the

focal spot were made in either of these cases. For GaN layers grown on 6H-SiC the

phonon mode shift with strain has been studied in some detail. Raman spectroscopy

was used, in a different geometry to this work, as well as x-ray crystallography, allowing

the relationship between strain and peak position to be found for the E2 (high) peak

used here among others.179 The scattering geometry used for measurements of the E2

peak position was x(yy)x̄ in this case at an edge of the sample. This approach allows the

lateral rather than the axial resolution to determine the size of the measurement area,

giving finer resolution than could be obtained here and avoiding the need to correct for

refraction. This sampling geometry is not compatible with studies of operating or indeed

operable devices as it requires optical access to the edge of the wafer at the measurement

point, and a cut through a device, even if it did not destroy the device, could be expected

to change its characteristics. It is also not possible to rule out the possibility of the strain

being affected by measuring at a cut and polished edge rather than in the middle of a

wafer.

Direct comparisons of the magnitude of the change in stress to previous work are com-

plicated by the fact that studies of stress as a function of depth are generally carried out

on much thicker epilayers, or by comparing samples with different epilayer thicknesses.

The results found here do however appear to broadly agree with the work of Röder et

al.,183 whose results show a steeper change in peak position over thinner layers when

using confocal Raman, however their thinnest layer was 25 µm and was grown on sap-

phire with strain relief layers. As well as the dependence of strain on the parameters

of the nucleation layer, the change in strain across the buffer is interdependent with

the threading dislocation density in the buffer,184 as dislocations provide a mechanism

for the relaxation of the stress which causes them. These results confirm the sensitivity

of the method to Raman shift and therefore provide a sound basis for thermography

studies.

aBut it may be assumed to be z(y−)z̄ from other details given.
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5.3.2 Difference in temperature across the GaN buffer in

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs

Figure 5.16(b) shows the measured temperatures as a function of depth 0.6 µm from the

drain side of the gate contact of a HEMT, where peak heat dissipation occurs,75 from

the top GaN surface into the SiC substrate. To enable measurement of temperature of

the top and the bottom of the GaN layer from the curves in Figure 5.7, spectra weighted

towards the top and bottom of the GaN buffer were obtained by offsetting the sample

surface from the focus as formed at the sample surface, by 1 µm into the air, or 2 µm into

the sample, which correspond to the two data points indicated. Compared to standard

Raman thermography, therefore not only the average temperature of the GaN layer,

but the temperature gradient inside the GaN can be directly measured. Also apparent

in Figure 5.16(a) is the temperature drop from the bottom of the GaN buffer layer

in the AlGaN/GaN HEMT to the SiC illustrating the presence of an effective thermal

boundary resistance at this interface.

The simulation which was fitted to the experimental data is illustrated in Figure 5.16(a).

The good agreement between the experimental data and the simulation, which used a

homogeneous GaN thermal conductivity, is a clear indication that it is reasonable to

treat GaN as having a single thermal conductivity throughout its depth in a thermal

device simulation. This is despite the gradient in defect density through the GaN layer

thickness. Although there are only two temperature data points in the GaN and one

in the SiC, it is still possible to test whether it is possible to treat the GaN as having

a single thermal conductivity. If a high defect density region having a low thermal

conductivity185 extended far into the GaN, the “top” GaN temperature would increase

and the “bottom” would decrease with respect to the simulation shown in Figure 5.16.

The simulation would then not be able to fit this without a low GaN thermal conductivity

and a low thermal boundary resistance, both of which would disagree with previously

reported values for comparable samples.

A thermal boundary resistance across the GaN-SiC interface of 1× 10−8 m2 K W−1 in

the simulation resulted in good agreement with the experimental data. This contains

contributions from phonon mismatch between the GaN buffer and the AlN nucleation

layer, and between the nucleation layer and SiC substrate, however the main contribu-

tions arise from the low thermal conductivity of the high defect density AlN and the high

defect density GaN very near to this interface.55,56,186 This is limited to a very narrow
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region around the GaN-AlN interface consistent with transmission electron microscopy

data55 making it possible to treat the remainder of the GaN buffer layer as material of

homogeneous thermal properties to a first approximation, as discussed above. This layer

would then be too thin to have any significant effect on the GaN Raman peak positions,

especially as its low crystal quality would tend to broaden the Raman peaks from it,

thus spreading its contribution to the spectrum. The value for the thermal boundary

resistance found here is consistent with the value reported in Reference 55.
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Figure 5.16: (a) Simulated temperature (solid lines) at the drain side of the gate contact of
an AlGaN/GaN HEMT, i.e. at the device temperature peak, as a function of depth from the
device surface through the GaN buffer layer and the SiC substrate. The dotted lines are the
measured temperatures of the top and bottom of the GaN, and of the SiC, indicated by points
at depths considering the vertical averaging of temperature in the measurement due to the laser
intensity profile. (b) Measured temperatures of the GaN (blue squares) and SiC (red circle) with
corrected (Equation 2.29) focus depth. Open black symbols indicate temperatures extracted
from simulations using physically realistic weighted averaging, dashed ellipses indicate the 1/e2

size of the Gaussian volume (Equations 2.25 and 2.33) over which the measurement averages
temperature and the simulation data was averaged to compare to the experimental data.

Obviously also for the measured data points volume averaging of temperature needs

to be considered which was taken into account in Figure 5.16(a), and is discussed in

the following in more detail using Figure 5.16(b). Two experimental data points in

Figure 5.16(a) are considered, one from near the top surface and one from near the

bottom surface of the GaN buffer layer, marked in Figure 5.16 by “Top”and “Bottom”.

Indicated in Figure 5.16(b) is the extent of the focal volume for these points determined

from Equation 2.33 illustrating that the bottom and top parts of the GaN buffer layer are

preferentially probed in this measurement. When comparing to the simulated thermal

device data, the simulated nodal temperatures in the GaN layer and SiC substrate,
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shown in Figure 5.16(a), were therefore averaged with a weight considering the three-

dimensional distribution of the light intensity. An example of this process is shown in

Figure 5.17.

The light intensity in the laser spot is given by the three-dimensional Gaussian distri-

bution

I(r′) = I(x′, y′, z′) = 1√
2π3σ2

xσ
2
yσ

2
z

exp
[
−
(
x′/σx

)
−
(
y′/σy

)
−
(
z′/σz

)]
(5.1)

where σx = σy = wlat/4 and σz = wax/4, as the 1/e2 widths wlat and wax calculated

from Equations 2.25 and 2.33 are by definition equal to 4σ. The axial spot size wax,

and therefore σz, change with the depth ∆, while the lateral spot size wlat undergoes

a step-change at ∆ = 0, the sample surface. The coordinates x′, y′ and z′, i.e. r′ take

as their origin the focus depth calculated from Equation 2.29, and hence also include

a dependence on ∆. To find the temperature equivalent to that measured at position

r = (x, y, z), denoted by T̄ to indicate that this is spatially averaged, it is necessary to

numerically evaluate

T̄ (r) =
∫
T (r− r′)V (r− r′)I(r′) dr′

V (r− r′)
∫
I(r′) dr′ (5.2)

where T (r − r′) is the temperature of a node at absolute position r − r′ from the sim-

ulation, and V (r − r′) is the volume corresponding to that node. It was necessary to

take into account the volume surrounding each node as the nodes were not generally

evenly spaced, as may be seen in the SiC substrate in Figure 5.17. This was done by

generating a Voronoi tessellation seeded with the locations of the nodes; the volume of

each node was then taken to be the volume of the Voronoi cell in which it lay. Typically

in the buffer a regular grid was used (as shown in Figure 5.17), but in the substrate the

grid was automatically generated and the spacing between the nodes (and therefore the

volume surrounding each node) varied significantly. This allowed closely-spaced nodes

in regions of high thermal gradients (i.e. near the heat source where it is important to

be able to obtain the peak temperature), and much larger spacing far from the heater

where the temperature changes only slowly, minimising the number of nodes needed

to obtain an experimentally-relevant simulation. Although the limits on the integration

would ideally extend to ±∞, or at least to the edges of the model, this is not necessary

in practice. The example shown in Figure 5.17 integrates from −8σi to 8σi, where i is
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Figure 5.17: Calculating the volume-averaged temperature within the GaN buffer of an AlGaN/
GaN HEMT for a laser spot centred at ∆ = 2 µm (blue +). The area of the data points, which
are the nodes of a thermal simulation, indicates their weight in the average. The colour of the
points indicates their temperature, with blue points indicating the positions of nodes excluded
from the average as they are far from the spot centre or not in the GaN.

one of x, y, and z; unless this would extend beyond a layer boundary (in z) or the edges

of the model.

The distinct difference in temperature between the top and the bottom of the GaN is

due to the heat generated near the gate contact at the GaN top surface, or more exactly

at the interface between the GaN buffer and AlGaN barrier, as illustrated in Figure 5.13,

with heat extracted from the device through the GaN-SiC interface and the SiC substrate

to a heat sink at the back of the SiC substrate. The temperature gradient inside the

GaN layer can therefore clearly be also measured directly rather than just taken from

a thermal simulation, also providing a further handle to refine thermal simulations to

improve their accuracy. These results validate the approach taken of improving the depth

resolution of Raman thermography using non-contact optics from the top of an operating

device.

5.4 Conclusions

Methods of improving the depth resolution of Raman thermography to extract the tem-

perature and strain gradients across the thickness of a GaN buffer were investigated.
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Despite the promise of solid immersion lenses, a spatial filter was developed further as it

is more generally applicable. By combining the spatial filter with azimuthal polarisation,

and with the use of offset focal volumes to select Raman-scattered light from specific

regions of the buffer, it was possible to obtain the temperatures of the top and bottom

of a 1.9 µm GaN buffer. The results obtained by this method agreed with previous work

for strain gradients.

The temperature gradient across a GaN buffer in an operating HEMT determined ex-

perimentally was found to be good agreement with a thermal simulation using a homo-

geneous GaN thermal conductivity and where the only free parameter is the effective

thermal boundary resistance, which itself agrees with previous work. This simulation

required the development of a method for spatially averaging the simulation output in

a physically realistic manner. Assuming a homogeneous GaN thermal conductivity is

in agreement with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images which tend to show

a layer of low-crystal-quality GaN comparable in thickness to the nucleation layer and

adjacent to the nucleation layer.55,187

A further experiment providing additional confirmation of this crystal quality gradient

in a more direct form may be to consider the widths of the GaN spectral lines at the

top and bottom of the GaN in an unpowered device.

This new experimental method provides a direct measure of the elevated temperature of

the GaN surface in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs and the vertical temperature gradient through

the GaN device layer. It furthermore enables thermal simulations to be refined by fitting

to improved experimental temperature data in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs.

While new results are available using this method, it does have some drawbacks. The

measurements are time-consuming, which would tend to restrict their use to research

rather than materials testing, as well as requiring a stable system. It is also only possible

to measure areas of the device surface with good optical access, therefore it is not suited

to field-plated devices. Devices on Si substrates, which absorb the laser light, would

present further challenges, due increased laser-heating of the substrate caused by the

higher laser powers used here than in most Raman thermography measurements. A

potential solution to the issues caused by the long measurement time may be to use

diamond particles as surface thermometers, as described by Simon et al.,188 combined

with optimising the measurement depth to give a spectrum weighted towards the bottom
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of the buffer. This would take advantage of the non-zero signal even from layers some

distance from the focus, and the fact that diamond is a strong Raman scatterer with a

peak that does not coincide with any from other materials of interest. This peak is in

fact far enough from the peaks due to GaN and SiC that a careful choice of grating and

spectrometer configuration would be required. With regard to broader applications of

the measurement approach presented here, some constraints will apply to any samples

on which it is to be used: (i) they must be reasonably strong Raman scatterers; (ii) they

must not have metal contacts (unless so thin as to be transparent) on the surface near

which the temperature is to be measured; (iii) ideally, they should consist of an epilayer

on a substrate. This last constraint would rule out some of the potential applications,

however for samples such as all-SiC or bulk-GaN devices there may still be some benefit

at least as regards the ability to obtain a more surface-sensitive temperature than in

conventional Raman thermography, as well as a benefit to a well-quantified spot size

inside the sample. This could apply to vertical devices, whether GaN-based189 or SiC,190

but would be subject to suitable optical access. This could be achieved by masking (at

the time of deposition) or etching (on an existing device) a circular region in the centre

of the top contact. If the masked region was small compared to the gate, this should

have little or no effect on the device operation. The interpretation of results from near

any back metal contact would have to be carried out with care, taking into account

reflections from the metal.
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Chapter 6

Electroluminescence in high electron
mobility transistors

The phenomenon of electroluminescence in HEMTs has been used to study various

parameters of operating devices, such as the field distribution in the on state,100 and

the presence of impact ionisation in AlGaN/GaN/InGaN DHFETs.93 Its applicability

in the case of off-state stress has also been established in recent years. In this chapter

off-state electroluminescence is applied to sites of gate leakage current – “hotspots” –

as they form under harsh off-state stress conditions. Photoluminescence spectroscopy is

also used, to probe the changes occurring in a device as the result of off-state stress. The

application of photoluminescence spectroscopy to devices has generally been as a tool

for surface-sensitive thermography, however photoluminescence has long been used to

study semiconductor materials, for example to study damage to SiC caused by electron

beams.191 While these changes are detectable optically due to the light they give off,

they occur on a scale too small to study with visible light. The degradation also shows

poor correlation with some of the candidate mechanisms for the formation of leakage

paths: for example more hotspots form along the gate edge than would be expected

if they formed at threading dislocations, given the dislocation density. The goal of the

combined approaches set out here is to improve the understanding of the processes taking

place as these leakage paths form.

Some of the results in this chapter have been published in Reference 104: C. Hodges

et al. ‘Optical investigation of degradation mechanisms in AlGaN/GaN high electron

mobility transistors: generation of non-radiative recombination centers’. Applied Physics

Letters 100.11 (2012). In addition, some of the methods discussed here (particularly the

current and image logging automation) were developed for use in the work described in

Reference 192: M. Montes Bajo et al. ‘On the link between electroluminescence, gate
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current leakage, and surface defects in AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility transistors

upon off-state stress’. Applied Physics Letters 101.3 (2012), p. 033508.

6.1 Experimental

Before discussing the results in detail it is necessary to establish some experimental

techniques, particularly as some of them are newly-developed for the work described

here. The basic equipment of spectrometers, microscopes and electrical connections is

similar to that already described in Chapter 3; for much of this work a cooled (−10 ◦C)

black-and-white CCD camera was fitted to the microscope.

6.1.1 Hot-electron electroluminescence

Hot-electron electroluminescence, both as images and as spectra, is a useful tool for eas-

ily visualising some of the electrical properties of an operating HEMT. As hot-electron

electroluminescence emission requires both current and field (see Section 2.5) it is useful

for finding the peak field region in an on-state device, and regions of localised current

flow – hotspots – in off-state devices, simply by photographing the device under a micro-

scope as it operates. A spectrometer may be coupled to the microscope to gain inform-

ation about the carrier energy distribution, characterised by an electron temperature

(Equation 2.51). The experimental configuration for electroluminescence spectroscopy

is almost identical to that for Raman thermography, shown in Figure 3.2, with the

exception that the Rayleigh filters are removed.

Treating the 2DEG as a classical system193 allows the observable carrier energy distri-

bution given in Equation 2.51 to be approximated by the simpler Maxwell-Boltzmann

distribution, which may be written as

fMB ∝

√
E

kBT

3
e−E/kBT (6.1)

where E is the energy of the emitted photons, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the

electron temperature. The electron temperature may be found by fitting (Figure 6.1)

the distribution in Equation 6.1 to the exponential part of the spectrum recorded. It

is necessary before fitting to correct the intensity in the recorded spectrum for the
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wavelength-dependent system response, as hot-electron EL is detected over a sufficiently

large spectral range that the performance of the spectrometer may not be regarded as

constant with wavelength (Figure 6.2). In an AlGaN/GaN HEMT hot-electron electro-

luminescence may commonly be detected over a range of 1.8 eV to 2.4 eV (most of the

visible wavelength range). An experiment considering also GaN bandgap recombination

electroluminescence would extend this range to 3.5 eV, i.e. into the ultraviolet. Over

this range the transmission of the lenses, the reflectivity of the mirrors and diffraction

grating, and the sensitivity of the CCD all vary. The system response was calibrated

with respect to a known black-body source.
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Figure 6.1: Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (dashed lines) fit to electroluminescence spectra
(solid lines) for on-state (black, 1136 K) and off-state (red, 1798 K).
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Figure 6.2: The throughput of the 325 nm ultraviolet spectrometer including the detector re-
sponse, normalised to the peak throughput. The system throughput was found by recording a
spectrum of a white light source which had a calibrated output spectrum. The recorded spectrum
was then divided by the light source output spectrum. Many long acquisitions were averaged to
produce this spectrum with minimal noise.

As the peak electric field is located at the edge of the gate on the side facing the

drain,194 a T-gate or field plate will obscure a significant proportion of the light emitted
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in this region from the objective. It is therefore sometimes necessary to measure elec-

troluminescence from the back of the device, through the substrate, for example using

a retro-reflector as described in Section 3.1.4.100 Measuring from the back of the wafer

is not without its downsides however. The amount of light reaching the CCD camera is

noticeably less when viewed from the back of the wafer, as light is lost in the retro-re-

flector system. This is due to reflections at the extra interfaces and the long optical path

through the glass of the retroreflector. The spherical aberrations caused by focussing

through the substrate also reduce the optical spatial resolution, as mentioned in Sec-

tion 2.3, as well as reducing the measured electroluminescence intensity. These effects

may be seen in Figure 6.3 which compares electroluminescence images from the top and

bottom of the same device under the same bias conditions and acquisition times. When

photographed through the retro-reflector the distribution of light is visibly broader with

a lower peak intensity. In addition a ghost image of the electroluminescence is visible

at the top of Figure 6.3(a), probably caused by Fresnel reflections within the retro-re-

flector (Figure 3.5). This device had no field plate or gate overhang, both of which would

obscure the light in Figure 6.3(b).

Source

Source

Drain

Drain

G
a
te

G
a
te

(a) (b)

Figure 6.3: False-colour electroluminescence images of a normally-on device produced at UCSB
with one finger biased to VDS = 40 V, VGS = 0 V: (a) viewed through the wafer using a retro-
reflector; (b) viewed from the contact face. In both cases the illumination source was above the
wafer, equating to transmitted light in (a) and reflected light in (b). The drain current was
55 mA. The loss of imaging quality when viewing through the wafer is clear.

6.1.2 Electroluminescence hotspots

When a HEMT is pinched off, ideally no current would flow at any of the contacts. In

practice this may not be true, especially in a device which is degraded as a result of

stress. While the off-state currents may be from the source to the drain as in on-state
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operation, these are not the dominant leakage currents.195 Instead current flows from

the drain to the gate, despite the Schottky diode at the gate, caused by a degradation

of the gate contact. The resulting gate leakage current is the topic of much research, as

it is implicated in one of the major routes to failure of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs.196,197 For

electrons to flow from the gate to the drain (or indeed to the source) they must pass

through the AlGaN barrier to reach the device channel. Some proposed mechanisms for

this will be discussed later in this chapter. The leakage current is typically confined to

small regions along the drain edge of the gate in the form of hotspots, as may be seen in

Figure 6.4, which also demonstrates that these spots appear during stressing. Typically,

off-state stress conditions are selected with the intention of causing hotspots to form

gradually. To a good approximation it is the sum of VGS and VDS that is important, and

for comparison with the same device in the on state it is often convenient to set VDS to

a value for which the device is designed, while setting VGS to a more negative value than

that at which it would be operated (hard pinch-off).

(a)

Source

Gate

Drain

(b)

Source

Gate

Drain

Figure 6.4: Electroluminescence hotspots (coloured red) overlaid on white light images of a device
(a) before; and (b) after 2 hours off-state stress at VGS = −8 V, VDS = 12 V.

To study these hotspots in any detail, for example by photoluminescence,104 AFM,192 or

TEM198 requires first that they are located precisely. Optical microscopy is particularly

convenient for this as an entire device may be imaged simultaneously and quickly, with

high resolution. Automatically logging the development of hotspots is therefore easy,192
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and this may be correlated to currents in the device as will be shown in Sections 6.2.1

and 6.2.2.

6.1.3 Experimental details

After stressing devices until hotspots formed (20 h at VGS = −16 V and VDS = 25 V),

the locations of the hotspots were compared to other points along the gate edge, which

did not emit light, by deep ultraviolet photoluminescence. This was done in order to as-

certain whether the changes in the device implied by the formation of hotspots affected

the AlGaN, the GaN or both. The devices studied consisted of 900 nm of GaN grown by

plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy on a SiC substrate, with a 30 nm Al0.30Ga0.70N

barrier. The gate width was 75 µm, and the source-drain spacing was 5 µm with a 1.5 µm

gate. The 0.75 numerical aperture objective used for the electroluminescence measure-

ments gave an imaging resolution of ~ 0.7 µm. Off-state electroluminescence spectra were

recorded from the entire gate region, including several hotspots, and compared to on-

state electroluminescence from the same region.

Devices were also operated inside the Linkam liquid-nitrogen-cooled sample cell. As it

was necessary to exclude water vapour and CO2, which would condense and freeze on the

sample surface at low temperatures, the cryostat had to be sealed and therefore it was

not possible to make electrical contact to the device under test using probe tips. Instead

a sample was prepared by mounting a wafer-piece on a carrier plate, and wire-bonding

connections to a printed circuit board, which could then be connected to an electrical

feedthrough into the cryostat.

Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy on unbiased devices after off-state stress was per-

formed using a frequency-doubled argon-ion laser at 244 nm (5.08 eV) i.e. excitation

above the AlGaN bandgap (4.07 eV) for these devices. A 0.5 numerical aperture object-

ive (40×) was used to focus the laser light onto the device and to collect the photo-

luminescence signal. The photoluminescence spot size was ~ 5 µm and the laser power

incident on the sample was ~ 0.2 mW.

In order to study the formation of hotspots it was desirable to compare some properties

of newly formed and established hotspots. To do this it was necessary to stress a device

until the gate leakage current started to increase. For the experiment described here

this was done by monitoring the gate leakage current IG in the device using a computer
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Figure 6.5: The process of automatically stopping device stressing after an increase in the drain
current.

which was connected to a digital multimeter and could control the output of a power

supply. The computer was also used to record electroluminescence images from a Peltier-

cooled CCD camera monitoring the DUT through a microscope. Figure 6.5 summarises

the control system as implemented in National Instruments Labview, and the hardware

configuration is shown in Figure 6.6. The load resistors RL1 and RL2 were used to

ensure rapid discharge of the output capacitors of the power supply when the output

was disabled or the output voltage was reduced, i.e. to ensure that the stressing finished

when it was expected to.

The process of automatically stopping the stress as shown in Figure 6.5 was complicated

by the current profile when the device is first turned on. The gate leakage current flowing

in the channel of a device typically shows an initial decrease before forming a stable if

slightly noisy baseline. This is due to trapping of electrons under the gate.199 It is at the

first increase from this baseline that the first hotspot forms, as shown in Figure 6.7. It

was therefore necessary to consider that a hotspot was likely to have formed when the
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Figure 6.6: Schematic of the automatic stop stress system. While the automatic stop stress
system and the imaging software were hosted on the same PC, they were independent of each
other.

gate leakage current increased beyond an average of the gate leakage current over the

preceding few seconds, ĪG. The threshold for triggering is denoted θ in Figure 6.5. In

addition there was an initial settling period within which the system would not trigger,

to allow a stable average baseline to be established, and to ignore any transient current

at switch-on. The option of setting non-zero post-stress gate and drain voltages was

implemented to allow the collection of electroluminescence images after triggering while

avoiding further stress: the image acquisition rate was considerably slower than the

current measuring rate, meaning that without post-stress image acquisition there would

be no guarantee of an image allowing the newly-generated electroluminescence hotspot

to be located.

The evolving intensity of an individual hotspot could be taken from the time series of

images using the code given in Appendix A.3. Hotspot positions could be determined

manually from a post-stress image, and the intensity at those positions integrated auto-

matically in all earlier images. To take account of system drift the code allowed the

spot centre position (as found from the brightest pixel within the spot) to move within

user-specified limits. Alternatively the intensity over the whole gate region could be

integrated for comparison with the total gate leakage current.

Recombination-related electroluminescence, including donor-acceptor pair transitions

proposed as an explanation of spectral features observed in off-state electroluminescence,
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Figure 6.7: The gate leakage current during the early part of the stress shown in Figure 6.8. The
first hotspot forms at around 440 s, appearing as a steep rising edge in the current. To detect
this rising edge as early as possible it is necessary to take account of the initial decay in the gate
leakage current after applying power, which is due to charge trapping under the gate (visible
until ~ 200 s). The spikes in the current are artefacts of the logging system. Figure courtesy of
M. Montes Bajo.

requires a source of holes. The main sources of holes in wide bandgap semiconductors are

impurity states200 and impact ionisation.201 Many impurities have energy levels which

are thermally excitable at reasonably low temperatures, even below room temperature,

meaning that by operating a device at cryogenic temperatures these energy levels will

be “frozen out”, and they will be unable to supply holes. Therefore if these levels are

responsible for a peak in the electroluminescence spectrum this peak would be expected

to reduce at low temperatures.202 Conversely as the electron mean free path is increased

at low temperatures, impact ionisation would be expected to increase when a device is

cooled and the supply of holes would increase.203 By operating a device over a range of

temperatures while collecting electroluminescence spectra, it was therefore possible to

investigate the source of holes contributing to peaks in the electroluminescence spectrum.

6.2 Results and discussion

6.2.1 Formation of electroluminescence hotspots

The formation and development of hotspots over the course of a stress experiment were

investigated by logging the gate leakage current as described in Section 6.1.3 but without

automatically stopping the stress, and recording images for analysis using the source
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code in Appendix A.3. Figure 6.8 shows the gate leakage current and electroluminescence

intensity as a function of stress time. The electroluminescence summed over the hotspots

shows a clear correlation to the gate leakage current. In particular rising edges in the

gate leakage current correspond to the onset of new hotspots.

Figure 6.8: The formation of several hotspots in a 50 µm device. One finger was stressed at VGS=
−15 V, VDS= 30 V. (a) Electroluminescence (EL) overlaid on a white-light image of the device,
the hotspots are numbered in order of appearance; (b) Gate leakage current (right axis) and
integrated electroluminescence intensity around each hotspot (left axis, curves offset for clarity).
Figure courtesy of M. Montes Bajo,192 analysis carried out using the code in Appendix A.3.

Figure 6.9 shows one of the devices subsequently studied under deep ultraviolet photo-

luminescence 30 minutes after the start of stressing and after 80 hours of stressing. At

the beginning of the stress period no hotspots were visible. The increase in both number

and brightness of hotspots over the stress period is clear, although some hotspots had

already formed within the first 30 minutes of stressing.

While the device shown in Figure 6.9 was being stressed, electroluminescence images

and spectra were collected, and the gate leakage current was logged. The increase in

gate leakage current and the corresponding increase in electroluminescence intensity

from hotspots on the drain side of the gate were measured and are shown in the inset

to Figure 6.10. In addition to the hot-electron emission (in the range 1.9 eV to 2.2 eV)

enhanced emission in the visible spectral region (2 eV to 3 eV) is apparent in the off-state
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Figure 6.9: Electroluminescence images (coloured red) overlaid on white-light images of an
AlGaN/GaN HEMT after stress at VDS= 25 V, VGS= −16 V for (a) 30 minutes; (b) 80 hours.
Circles in (b) indicate the location and spatial extent of subsequent 244 nm photoluminescence
measurements (Figures 6.12 and 6.13).

spectrum, possibly related to yellow luminescence, i.e. defect-related optical transitions.

The ripples visible in the tail of the off-state spectrum are caused by Bragg interference

effects due to reflections within the device. The part of the total electroluminescence

intensity due to hot electrons increases significantly in the early part of the measurement

before saturating, while the electroluminescence in the range 2.8 eV to 3.1 eV shows a

slight decrease. This may be an artefact, possibly related to loss of focus over the course

of the measurement. The electroluminescence signal in this region was variable from

device to device. Similar hotspot spectra were also recorded from metal-organic chemical

vapour deposition grown devices; in some cases the non-hot-carrier related feature could

even take the form of a distinct peak or peaks at 2.8 eV (Figure 6.11); and in other cases

there was no optical emission in this spectral range. In the on-state electroluminescence

spectrum only hot-carrier contributions are apparent, and no defect-related features can

be seen. The on state spectrum shown was recorded before stress; spectra recorded after

stress were similar with the intensity reduced slightly (blue dotted curve in Figure 6.10),

as expected from previous work.204 The tails of the spectra are effectively dependent on

the hot-carrier temperature as given by Equation 6.1. The hot electron temperature was

determined, from this contribution to the electroluminescence, spectra to be 1534 K in

the off state, and 1190 K (before stress) to 1304 K (after stress) in the on state, as may
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Figure 6.10: Electroluminescence spectrum of a typical AlGaN/GaN HEMT at VDS = 25 V in off
state (VGS = −16 V, solid black line). For comparison EL spectra recorded in the on state are also
shown (VDS = 25 V, VGS = 0 V, dashed red line before stress, dotted blue line after stress). The
ripples visible in the spectra are due to interference of light caused by internal reflections within
the device (Bragg interference). Light solid lines indicate the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
fitted to the data. Prior to the measurements the device was stressed for 17 hours at VDS = 25 V
and VGS up to −16 V. The inset shows hot-electron electroluminescence (red circles, 1.9 eV to
2.2 eV) and defect-related electroluminescence (blue squares, 2.8 eV to 3.1 eV) as a function of
stress time, together with leakage current (black diamonds).

be seen in Figure 6.10. This was observed consistently, for example in another device the

hot electron temperature determined from the hotspots at VDS = 25 V, VGS = −10 V

was 3100 K. This is higher than the hot electron temperature determined at the same

source-drain bias in the on state (1800 K).
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Figure 6.11: Electroluminescence feature observed in a HEMT pinched off at VDS= 60 V, VGS=
−40 V. This feature was not observed in on-state, and is probably related to donor-acceptor pair-
assisted recombination.95 The spectral baseline is part of the tail of the hot-electron spectrum.
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6.2.2 Photoluminescence studies at hotspot locations

Photoluminescence measurements were performed at sites in the devices where electro-

luminescence hotspots emerged during off-state device stress, as well as reference points

without hotspots, and are illustrated in Figure 6.12 for the locations indicated in Fig-

ure 6.9.
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Figure 6.12: Photoluminescence spectra from three regions of the same device: (a) without hot-
spots; (b) and (c) with hotspots, corresponding to the points labelled in Figure 6.9(b).

Clearly apparent in the photoluminescence spectra are two features, one related to the

GaN bandgap (3.4 eV) and one to the AlGaN bandgap (4.0 eV). A significant reduc-

tion of the AlGaN bandedge photoluminescence compared to the GaN bandedge pho-

toluminescence is apparent at hotspot locations. This is also illustrated in Figure 6.13

demonstrating an analysis of a selection of hotspot locations, clearly showing that for

each spectra recorded in regions with hotspots the AlGaN bandgap photoluminescence

is reduced, with a greater reduction corresponding to a higher density of hotspots. With

the diameter of the laser spot of ~ 5 µm being larger than the hotspots observed in elec-

troluminescence, this illustrates that at the site of each individual hotspot the AlGaN

photoluminescence must be reduced dramatically. The electroluminescence hotspots in

Figure 6.9 are not fully resolved, but the smallest spots appear less than 1 µm in dia-

meter.

No significant reduction in the absolute GaN photoluminescence intensity was found,

demonstrating that all changes take place in the AlGaN layer, during the device stress

observed here. Similarly, purely optical effects caused by changes in the barrier near a

hotspot are likely to be minimal, as these would affect the signal from the buffer as well as
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Figure 6.13: AlGaN to GaN photoluminescence intensity ratio (integrated peak area) recor-
ded at selected locations along the gate edge of degraded devices, in regions with and without
hotspots. Electroluminescence images of the recorded areas are depicted. The inset shows the
electroluminescence (EL) intensity in the 2.8 eV to 3.0 eV spectral range as a function of device
temperature.

from the barrier, given that the barrier thickness is ~ λ/10. As the 244 nm laser is absorbed

in the AlGaN barrier and the top of the GaN buffer of the devices, the observed reduction

in the AlGaN photoluminescence intensity in hotspot regions therefore indicates the

generation of non-radiative recombination centres within the AlGaN barrier layer. In

III-V semiconductors point defects have been previously reported as being responsible

for non-radiative recombination, such as reducing LED efficiency.205

To obtain a better measurement of the form and size of the defect structures underlying

hotspots, AFM has been used.192 AFMmeasurements of the GaN surface require removal

of the contacts and passivation layer by etching, making this a destructive technique.

Pits, which appear to form at the top of current leakage paths, were found correlated to

the hotspot locations at the gate edge, with a typical lateral size of .200 nm, and depths

of a few nm, as illustrated in Figure 6.14. Some pits were elongated towards the drain,

while others were not, with variations within a single device as well as between devices

and stress conditions. A feature of this size is below the lateral diffraction limit for both

white-light imaging and deep ultraviolet photoluminescence. This means that while it

may be detected optically by its electroluminescence emission, optical methods such as

photoluminescence must be combined with higher resolution methods if the role that

these features play in device degradation is to be understood. As the pits only account

for a small proportion of the thickness of the barrier (of the order of 10 %, which is two
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orders of magnitude less than the laser wavelength), the reduction in photoluminescence

signal due to the laser encountering a reduced volume of material may also be expected

to be small, and the generation of defects within the AlGaN barrier must be the origin

of the dramatically reduced photoluminescence signal.

Figure 6.14: (a) AFM image of a surface pit formed during off-state stress. (b) AFM Depth
profiles along arrows marked in (a). Figure courtesy of M. Montes Bajo.

A typical lateral pit size is compared to the photoluminescence laser spot in Figure 6.15,

which indicates that the pit makes up a small fraction of the area measured by photolu-

minescence. The fraction of the photoluminescence laser power incident on the pit was

larger than the fraction of the beam area occupied by the pit, due the the distribution

of power in the laser beam, which was centred as closely as possible on the hotspot posi-

tion. This power fraction was determined by numerical integration assuming a Gaussian

laser spot. Of the photoluminescence laser power which is incident on the semiconductor

surface and therefore may give rise to a photoluminescence signal (i.e. which does not

encounter the metal contacts) less than 1.6 % encounters one typical pit (neglecting

for the moment carrier diffusion lengths and treating the pits as circular). It is reason-

able to assume that spots which appear elongated parallel to the gate in Figure 6.9(b)

contain multiple pits, i.e. are actually multiple hotspots with multiple underlying pits.

In the limiting case of a continuous damaged region extending 250 nm from the gate
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Figure 6.15: The relative sizes of the Gaussian 244 nm laser spot and a typical pit found at
a hotspot location192 shown as a blue dot. The blue shaded regions indicate the extent of the
contacts.

edge towards the drain (a much higher damage density than that reported)192 28 % of

the laser power incident on the semiconductor surface encounters the damaged region.

The reduction in photoluminescence peak intensity is larger than this – around 50 %

– so even if the non-radiative recombination centres created at the hotspots could be

characterised as completely efficient and covering the whole area of the pit, they would

not be able to account for the reduction in the AlGaN barrier photoluminescence signal.

It is likely for the influence of the defects to extend further laterally, in particular by

drift or diffusion of carriers, i.e. for carriers to move towards the defects. Hole trans-

port in semiconductors such as AlGaN may also be enhanced by “hopping” of holes

between states, which could potentially enhance the capture of holes by non-radiative

defects. Considering the opposite limit, of a single cluster of defects at the site of the

electroluminescence spot causing the non-radiative recombination of sufficient electron-

hole pairs to account for the observed decrease in photoluminescence from the barrier, a

defect would have to have a region of influence with a radius of ~ 1.2 µm and 100 % cap-

ture efficiency. In the absence of a lateral field (the built-in fields shown in Figure 2.5(b)

are vertical) during the unbiased photoluminescence measurements, field-driven drift
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can be neglected, but diffusion must be considered. Minority carrier diffusion lengths

from the literature must be used with care – very little work has been reported on dif-

fusion lengths in AlGaN – however it is still possible to estimate the effective size of the

diffusion-limited region. Reported values for the minority carrier diffusion lengths in III-

nitrides vary from ~ 50 nm206,207 to greater than 1 µm.208,209 In particular for the GaN

in an InGaN/GaN heterostructure 1.7 µm has been reported.210 While the upper limit

of the reported values is sufficient to allow a single damaged region within the focus to

explain the reduction in photoluminescence, it is not possible to conclude that this is the

whole explanation for several reasons. These larger figures for the hole diffusion length

are for GaN rather than AlGaN, and either for nanowires,209 or n-doped GaN, making

a direct comparison to undoped AlGaN unreasonable.208 The lower literature values are

generally for InGaN, and are thus likely to be more comparable to AlGaN given that

alloy disorder reduces the mobility in ternary semiconductors. Taking a typical lower fig-

ure from the literature of an additional 250 nm diffusion beyond the measured pit size

allows the hotspot density that would have to exist at the laser focus (assuming even

spacing along a line parallel to the gate edge) to be calculated. The maximum separation

between regions with a high density of non-radiative recombination centres would have

to be no more than ~ 0.5 µm, comparable to the saturated hotspot density found by

Montes Bajo et al.211 after many hours of harsh stress conditions. As demonstrated by

the presence of areas free from hotspots, the hotspot density in this experiment should

not be regarded as having saturated. It is therefore probable that carrier diffusion to a

cluster of defects at the location of a pit could account for a large part of the reduction

in photoluminescence observed. It is not possible however to be certain that this is the

whole explanation, as it relies on both a high density of pits and efficient capture of

generated electron-hole pairs.

6.2.3 Hotspot formation processes

Based on the experimental results described above, a model for electroluminescence

hotspot generation can be developed. Random trap generation during stress, forming

percolation paths through the barrier, has been proposed to account for electrolumines-

cence hotspots212 in a similar manner to the degradation of oxide layers in Si devices.213

As the defects underlying these traps are proposed to be formed by the high field present

near the gate edge (either directly or through the inverse piezoelectric effect) they are
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likely to be distributed randomly along the gate. It is only when a defect path compris-

ing multiple defects connects the gate to the 2DEG that a leakage current can start to

flow, and electroluminescence is subsequently observed as the electrons are accelerated

towards the drain. The effect of this is that defects, which can form non-radiative recom-

bination centres, will exist at more locations than just at hotspots, with varying density.

As a high (generated) defect density is a step towards the formation of the actual hot-

spots, it might be expected that a high density of non-radiative recombination centres,

which are not directly observable, correlates to a high density of hotspots. It may be

possible as a future experiment to study this further by mapping the AlGaN:GaN pho-

toluminescence intensity ratio on a fresh device, and comparing this to a map on the

same device after stress. The acquisition time (of 30 s per spectrum), combined with the

need for up to 100 spectra to one map of a single device depending on the gate width

for the deep ultraviolet photoluminescence would make this a rather lengthy experiment

requiring a stable system.

The emerging hotspots, which are related to leakage currents generated during device

stress, give rise to hot-electron electroluminescence when electrons are injected through

the AlGaN barrier into the channel, where they are subsequently accelerated by the

electric field along the device channel and flow to the drain. This emission is apparent in

the hot-carrier emission tail observed in the electroluminescence spectrum (Figure 6.10).

Its intensity is correlated to the gate leakage current through each particular hotspot

(Figure 6.8), i.e. is a measure of the local leakage current, with the total leakage current

being the integral over all hotspots, as the leakage current prior to the formation of

hotspots is typically negligible, as is the electroluminescence. The gate current increases

during device stress at constant bias as more leakage paths are formed. Under the

stress conditions used for this work the drain current increased with the gate current;

no increase in leakage from source to drain was observed, unlike in some step-stress

measurements.214 Photoluminescence spectra showed the generation of defect states,

namely non-radiative recombination centres, only in the AlGaN barrier at the location of

hotspots where leakage current occurs. This strongly suggests that these non-radiative

recombination centres provide a percolative leakage pathway from the gate into the

channel, as they preferentially occur in the vicinity the hotspot sites.

This conclusion is consistent with the previously reported time-dependent generation

of the leakage currents by Marcon et al.215 Mechanisms that have been proposed for
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the generation of new defect states during device stress include for example oxygen

or carbon related centres,216 as well as dislocations,45 and defects generated by piezo-

electric stress in the high-field region.197,217 These defects also affect the on-state drain

current by charge trapping, reducing the output power.216,218

The higher temperature of the hot-electrons in pinched-off devices is expected as the

field is higher in the off state under the same source-drain voltage but different gate bias

between off- and on- states. In addition the electron MFP is longer in the absence of

self-heating. The defect-related features in the electroluminescence spectrum were found

to be more or less constant during device stress. The observed defect feature in the

EL spectrum therefore seems not to be related to newly-generated defects, as otherwise

an increasing intensity with increasing leakage current would be expected to occur.

Instead it is likely to be due to pre-existing defects in the device layers, unaffected

by the degradation processes. Features such as yellow luminescence (which has been

attributed to Ga vacancies)219 or shallow-donor deep-acceptor pair recombination in the

GaN buffer95 are known to occur in this spectral range and are likely contributors to

this defect emission observed. While only observed in the off state it is not possible to

conclusively rule out the presence of such features in the on state as they may be too

weak to be observed on the tail of the hot-electron spectrum which is much stronger in

the on state.

The existence of defect-related features in the electroluminescence spectrum requires

holes to be present in the devices to recombine with the electrons injected from the

gate into the buffer. Taking into account the optical throughput of the spectrometer,

it is possible to estimate the hole current from the magnitude of the defect-related

electroluminescence, To do this it is necessary to consider: (i) the fraction of the gate

area that can be observed by the objective; (ii) the solid angle over which the objective

can capture light (including the effects of refraction and Fresnel reflection at the sample

surface); (iii) the reflectivity of mirrors within the system, and the transmissivity of

lenses; (iv) the efficiency of the diffraction grating; and (v) the quantum efficiency of the

CCD used to collect the electroluminescence spectra. Taking all of these into account

the integrated defect-related electroluminescence signal is equivalent to a hole current

in the range of 10−17 A to 10−16 A. If these holes were supplied by traps, freeze-out

would be expected to reduce the defect-related EL emission at low temperatures, while

impact ionisation would lead to an increased hole supply at low temperatures due to
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an increased electron mean free path.202 Electroluminescence spectra were therefore

acquired at cryogenic temperatures as described in Section 3.4. The inset to Figure 6.13

shows the behaviour of this peak as a function of temperature. The decrease in EL

intensity with decreasing temperature suggests that hole traps are the predominant

source of holes for the devices considered here, although the detailed physical nature of

these hole traps is not clear, considering their low density as demonstrated by the low

hole current.

6.3 Conclusions

In order to study degradation processes related to gate leakage currents, HEMTs were

subjected to off-state stressing which was demonstrated to generate regions of localised

electroluminescence emission. A method was developed to correlate the formation of

these hotspots to the increasing gate leakage current during device stressing. The result-

ing hotspot electroluminescence was studied spectroscopically as well as by imaging. In

addition to a higher electron temperature in pinched-off devices, features related to pre-

existing defects were observed in off-state spectra from some devices but not in on-state

spectra.

Subsequent deep ultraviolet photoluminescence measurements on stressed devices showed

that these hotspots corresponded to regions in which the barrier photoluminescence sig-

nal was attenuated with respect to areas that did not emit measurable amounts of

electroluminescence in the off-state, indicating a significant increase in the rate of non-

radiative recombination, over an area greater than the dimensions of typical examples

of surface damage at hotspot locations. The formation of non-radiative recombination

centres is therefore linked to the generation of defect pathways which allow conduction

from the gate to the 2DEG through the AlGaN barrier. This indicates that the forma-

tion of non-radiative recombination centres is linked to the generation of leakage paths,

however it is possible for non-radiative recombination centres to be generated without

forming leakage paths.

The work published in References 104 and 192 and discussed in this chapter indicates

that damage to the surface of the barrier is of critical importance to off-state degrada-

tion, and therefore protecting the surface is important. Passivation layers must already

be optimised to control the surface states, but also play a role in preventing surface
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damage, for example due to oxygen. The work described in Reference 192 has been

continued (Reference 211); both trap-based leakage and migration of electrochemic-

ally-reactive species are implicated in the formation of leakage paths, with the result

that control of defect- and impurity-related trap states is required, along with further

understanding and control of electrochemical processes on the device surface. As this

degradation is field-driven, it may to some extent be managed by the use of field plates;

as yet it is uncertain whether field plates can provide a complete solution to leakage

path generation.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

Many important developments in the history of semiconductors have been driven by the

desire for improved communications; more recently, power conversion and more efficient

lighting applications have also driven investment in new technologies. New materials,

as well as new device structures, have played a major part in this development – the

III-nitride devices studied in this thesis may be thought of as representing both. The

benefits of AlGaN/GaN electronic devices are demonstrable, but so are the hurdles that

must be overcome before their promise can be realised. It is only in a limited range

of applications that AlGaN/GaN transistor technology currently has a clear benefit

over competing technologies when all factors including total system cost and ease of

integration, as well as high performance and reliability, are taken into account. As well

as development of amplifiers working at hundreds of GHz, devices are currently being

developed with the intention of delivering normally-off high-voltage switching on Si

substrate, leading to some of the devices studied here.

In this thesis, optical and spectroscopic methods were used to study some of the processes

involved in device degradation. The thermal behaviour of devices, which is important

for on-state degradation processes, was studied by means of Raman thermography and

photoluminescence thermography. Thermal simulations were carried out to match the

experiments, and analysed using an averaging technique developed to closely match the

distribution of laser light in the sample. Electroluminescence (imaging and spectroscopy)

and photoluminescence spectroscopy were used to study off-state degradation, a process

which depends on the electric field, and leads to localised current paths.

Both the need for normally-off operation and the goal of commercial devices on Si

substrates led to the device studied in Chapter 4. This device had a layer structure

forming a double heterostructure field effect transistor (DHFET), improving the electron

confinement; the AlGaN layers between the substrate and the channel were also designed
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to relieve strain in the 150 nm GaN channel, improving its crystal quality and therefore

the device performance. The thermal behaviour of this structure was studied in this work.

The differing AlGaN compositions proved to be spectroscopically addressable, allowing

the temperature as a function of depth to be measured in a single point measurement,

with a depth resolution equal to the layer thicknesses. Alternatively a two-dimensional

temperature profile could be produced from a one-dimensional spectral map. Analysing

these measurements required the development of a method for finding the positions

of the Raman peaks within spectra consisting of many peaks, small strong and some

weak, on a variable background. The extra thermal information obtained by the use of

the layer structure as a probe of the temperature variation with depth was combined

with thermal simulation to find the thermal conductivity of the GaN channel layer.

This proved to be considerably lower than that of thicker GaN epilayers (60 Wm−1 K−1

instead of 160 Wm−1 K−1). This result is attributed to the effect of confining the phonon

mean free path (MFP) to within the 150 nm GaN channel layer thickness. The AlGaN

intermediate layers already have a much lower thermal conductivity than the GaN,

making the GaN act as a heat spreader plate. Such a thin GaN layer is therefore a poor

heat spreader, an effect which will only become worse as devices with thinner channels

are developed. This has implications for the power density that can be supported by a

device using such a construction, as the heat extraction to the substrate (and onwards

to the package and heatsink) is restricted by the reduced thermal conductivity closest

to the source of heat.

While the novel structure of the device studied in Chapter 4 fortuitously allowed spec-

troscopic addressing of different depths, this did not help with measuring the vertical

temperature profile in a more conventional device, with the typical 1 µm to 2 µm buffer

thickness. The limits on the depth resolution that can be obtained by Raman thermo-

graphy are optical. A number of constraints contribute to a typical Raman thermography

experiment on a typical AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) giving

only a single GaN temperature at a given point on the device – an average through the

depth of the buffer. The two most important optical constraints are the diffraction limit

and spherical aberration due to refraction at the device surface. This imposes a limit

considering the significant vertical temperature gradient through the GaN buffer. This

average is weighted according to the laser intensity distribution, which depends mainly

on the wavelength of the light and the objective numerical aperture, given fixed material

parameters. Some of these constraints are fundamental parameters of the materials and
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device structures present in HEMTs, such as refractive indices. Others are related to

the more practical aspects of a realistic experiment, for example the need for sufficient

working distance between the objective and the device to allow electrical contact to be

made. These restrictions were circumvented by optimising the axial resolution of the

spectrometer used for Raman thermography, combined with offsetting the focus of the

Raman laser to measure spectra weighed towards the top and bottom of the 1.9 µm

GaN buffer of a conventional HEMT. The validity of this method was tested by meas-

uring the difference in strain across the thickness of a GaN buffer in a transfer length

method test structure. To compare these results to simulations, a method was developed

for spatially-averaging the simulation output in a physically realistic manner. Applying

known material parameters to this model allowed the simulation to be fitted to the

experimental data, given a single thermal boundary resistance. This thermal boundary

resistance must take into account not just the thermal resistance of the nucleation layer

and phonon scattering at the buffer-nucleation layer and nucleation layer-substrate in-

terfaces, but also the increased thermal resistance of the portion of the buffer closest to

the nucleation layer, where the crystal quality tends to be poor. This thermal boundary

resistance was found to be a good match to previously reported values. Fitting a single

thermal boundary resistance and a single GaN thermal conductivity to the experimental

data indicates that this layer of poor thermal conductivity GaN is thin, which matches

previously published transmission electron microscopy (TEM) results. The extra temper-

ature data provides a more accurate and more direct measurement of the peak channel

temperature, and provides an additional constraint on thermal models.

Off-state degradation is known to lead to hotspots, where current leaks from the gate to

the channel. The formation of these hotspots was correlated to the increase in current

flowing in the device, by combining image capture and automated analysis with electrical

logging. A system was developed to terminate the stressing process after the formation

of a single hotspot, as indicated by an increase in the gate leakage current. Post-stress

photoluminescence measurements showed a reduced signal from the AlGaN barrier at

hotspot locations, demonstrating the formation of non-radiative recombination centres in

the barrier. The magnitude of the reduction in the photoluminescence signal compared to

the size of damaged regions of the barrier measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM)

indicates that non-radiative recombination centres are likely to be generated over a

larger area than the surface damage would indicate, despite carrier diffusion allowing

photo-excited electron-hole pairs to migrate to the non-radiative centres.
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It is clear from this work that the material properties of III-nitride epilayers have a

direct effect on the lifetimes of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. The thermal conductivity of the

GaN buffer and the damage response of the AlGaN barrier to high fields are important

to significant but different degradation mechanisms. As this thesis has demonstrated,

optical methods may be used to investigate both the thermal and the field-driven de-

gradation processes taking place in the epilayers of a device. In older devices, the thermal

conductivity of the buffer was restricted by the quality of the GaN growth; in devices

with thin buffers (. 200 nm) it is the fundamental behaviour of phonons that imposes

the limit. Epilayer qualities are continually improving, especially for growth on Si as

strain relief layer structures are optimised. The parameters studied in this thesis, which

are perhaps more fundamental to the materials involved than some other parameters

such as dislocation density (which is affected by the growth conditions) will increasingly

set the limits on device performance as the growth improves. Multiple field plates may

be used to limit the electric field experienced by the buffer, especially when devices are

designed for high voltages. While this approach improves the reliability of devices, it

adds complexity and therefore cost to device design. For those studying degradation

mechanisms it complicates matters, meaning that as device structures are optimised,

optical techniques will increasingly need to be applied from the back of the wafer, at

least when transparent substrates are used. When devices are grown on opaque Si, this

is not an option – high voltage devices on silicon substrates will be challenging to study

optically, and they are under active development as they are attractive to device man-

ufacturers. Rather than a direct measurement of the peak channel temperature of such

devices, it may be necessary to use a thermal simulation extrapolating temperatures

from regions of the devices where optical access is possible. The methods developed in

this work to obtain the device temperature as a function of depth will be helpful in

such cases, as the extra measured inputs to the model will help constrain it. This is true

whether the temperature is that of the lower regions of the GaN buffer, or of strain relief

layers between the channel and the substrate. Electroluminescence hotspots in the off

state may also be measured through SiC wafers, but not Si wafers. In this case there

is no possibility of extrapolating from other device regions, so an understanding of the

mechanisms underlying off-state degradation are important. This is an active area of

research, employing both the non-destructive methods which this thesis concentrated

on and destructive techniques such as AFM.

Despite the challenges of device degradation, heteroepitaxy and normally-off operation
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which have been a recurrent theme of this thesis, the ongoing commercialisation of

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs serves as evidence of the positive outlook for this technology.

Many of the difficulties, while not completely overcome, have been reduced to manage-

able levels, though a deeper understanding of the parameters which limit device per-

formance and lifetime is required in order for improvements to continue and for devices

to reach the levels of performance that the III-nitride materials used in them should

make available. The optical methods for studying processes in devices that this thesis

has examined are themselves not without challenges, however they have a proven track

record of contributing insights into device behaviour, and this looks set to continue.

7.1 Suggestions for further work

Further development of the methods introduced in this work is possible, and may be

necessary for the next generation of devices. The methods developed in Chapter 4 will

form an important tool for those who study heat flow in the GaN-on-Si power devices

currently being developed – and this is an important part of GaN device development

at the moment. It is likely that the peak-picking approach will have to be developed

further. This development might involve local curve fitting, which may be able to reduce

the need for manual input. Some means of removing a device-related background would

clearly help with this; a promising approach might be to curve fit the peaks in a very low

noise spectrum and subtract the fitted peaks from the original data before smoothing.

The method described in Chapter 5 for improved axial resolution, while in many ways

the culmination of this work, is not an easy technique to apply, and can therefore only

have niche applications. It may however be possible to combine it with diamond micro-

thermometers to acquire a signal in much less time, and it could prove useful on vertical

devices subject to suitably-modified contacts. As a research tool, taking the work carried

out here and combining it with oil-immersion lenses would improve the axial resolution

significantly as the refraction at the surface would be reduced. For thicker GaN buffers

this could allow improved temperature mapping through the buffer.

The work described in Chapter 6 has already been developed further – some of it was

published in 2012,104,192 allowing it to influence more recent studies. A faster automated

stop-stress system could allow the very newest hotspots to be studied; the measurement

of the current, the detection of the rising edge in software (or directly in hardware)
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and the turn-off of the power supply would all have to be faster for any significant im-

provement, with a total speed increase of at least two orders of magnitude. Mapping

the photoluminescence spectrum of a fresh device, then stressing and looking for correl-

ations between the pre-stress AlGaN/GaN photoluminescence peak intensity ratio and

the locations of hotspots would be of interest, particularly in the light of recent intriguing

suggestions that pre-stress off-state electroluminescence imaging may be able to predict

at least some hotspot locations.220
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J. Möreke, C. Hodges, L. L. Mears, M. J. Uren, R. M. Richardson and M. Kuball.
‘Liquid crystal electrography: electric field mapping and detection of peak electric field
strength in AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility transistors’. Microelectronics Reliability
54.5 (2014), pp. 921–925. issn: 0026-2714. doi: 10.1016/j.microrel.2014.01.006.

I was responsible for much of the optical design in this work, as well as having
an input into the planning of the experiment and the image analysis.

Conference presentation

C. Hodges, N. Killat and M. Kuball. AlGaN/GaN HEMTs Device Degradation: Hot
Carrier and Blue Defect-Related Electroluminescence. Glasgow: 9th International Con-
ference on Nitride Semiconductors, 2011.

As well as delivering the presentation, I was responsible for the underlying
data collection and analysis (with input from co-authors on both the design
and the analysis of the experiments). All figures (apart from one from the
literature) were mine.

Poster

C. Hodges, J. Anaya Calvo and M. Kuball. Improving depth resolution of Raman ther-
mography on GaN HEMTs: Temperature in GaN channel and temperature gradients in
the GaN buffer layer. Bristol: UK Nitrides Consortium, Jan. 2014.

This poster was based on work from two of my papers, so the experimental
results shown were mine, as was the poster itself, though some of the figures
had contributions from co-authors of the papers.
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Appendix A

Analysis source code
A.1 Peak picking code

The Python code set out in this section was written for finding the peaks from the GaN
and AlxGa1−xN epilayers of the devices studied in Chapter 4. It was also used to find
the positions of both Raman and photoluminescence peaks in some of the other results
in this thesis.

1 # Chris Hodges , CDTR group 2012
#use WiRE’s batch file converter tool first to convert to .txt.

3 #note - x and y have 2 meanings in the sense of mapping , xpos , ypos etc. are spatial coordinates.
import ConfigParser , re, time

5 import sys , os, glob
from math import *

7 from numpy import *
from sgfilter import *

9 from pylab import *
from scipy import *

11 from scipy.interpolate import interp1d

13 def vprint(ToPrint):
if verbose:

15 print ToPrint
messagefile.write (str(ToPrint)+"\n")

17

def ShowHelp ():
19 print(’’’PeakPick.py

===========
21 Written by Chris Hodges , CDTR group 2012

Loads a txt file containing 1 or more spectra & finds peaks in region of interest. ROI , smoothing parameters
etc are set in peakpick.cfg.

23

Brief (unless "verbose ") output is to STDOUT. Specifying "file", "graph" or "summary" on the command line , or
setting Always_file_output , Always_summary or Always_graph in PeakPick.cfg gives useful output to files.

25

Command line options:
27 =====================

help , --h, ?: Show this help
29 setup: Create the config file with default values

verbose , --v: Show lots of output
31 graph , --g: Produce graphs (for debug)

file , --f: Output to files at various stages. <filename -PEAKS.ext > contains the filtered list of peaks (
if filtering); <filename -all -peaks.ext > contains a list of all peaks.

33 summary , --s: Output summary data.
background , --b: Subtract background (specify file in peakpick.cfg). Must be in the form x<tab >y or x,y (no
map coords) on the same x grid as data , smoothed if required. Interpolation uses settings as for spectra.

35

Anything else is interpreted as a filename & should be last argument.
37 Note , it’s possible to force some of these options in peakpick.cfg

Parameters related to smoothing , differentiation and picking are set in peakpick.cfg.
39

The process is as follows (config file parameters in square brackets for each step , with suggestions):
41 * The file is tested to see if it is a single spectrum or a map.

* A spectrum is loaded.
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43 * Spectrum is smoothed. [sg_window 9, sg_order 2]
* Spectrum is interpolated to finer steps. [interp_step .01-.1]

45 * 1st derivative of spectrum taken , more smoothing. [diff_window 249 for interp_step ~=0.01 , diff_order 2]
* Optionally [use_threshold] peaks < [threshold_percent] * largest peak (at [main_peak]) are rejected.

47 * Optionally ([ use_peaks] & something in Peaks section) peaks are matched within [peak_window] to a list.
* Optionally peaks below an [absolute_threshold] are discarded , ignoring any baseline.

49 * The next spectrum is loaded , process continues.

51 Troubleshooting:
================

53 * "List index out of range" error may mean that the crop range doesn’t overlap spectrum - check x units!’’’)

55 #Approx equal function from http :// code.activestate.com/recipes /577124 - approximately -equal/
def _float_approx_equal(x, y, tol=1e-18, rel=1e-7):

57 if tol is rel is None:
raise TypeError(’can\’t specify both absolute and relative errors None’)

59 tests = []
if tol is not None: tests.append(tol)

61 if rel is not None: tests.append(rel*abs(x))
assert tests

63 return abs(x - y) <= max(tests)
def approx_in_list (a,b,tol=1e-18,rel=1e-7):

65 #for floats. Return 1st hit if a is within tol , rel (see above) of item in b. -1 if not found , like find().
pos=-1

67 for c,d in enumerate(b):
if _float_approx_equal(a,float(d),tol ,rel):

69 pos=c
break

71 return pos

73 def Setup():
... The setup routine writes a default configuration file.

118 def ProcessSpectrum (xdata ,ydata ,SpectrumNumber=""):
global SummaryOutput

120 global use_background
global background

122 vprint ("Cropping spectrum "+SpectrumNumber+" -- keeping data between " +str(ROI_min)+" and "+str(ROI_max))
vprint ("0:"+str(xdata[0])+"; 1:"+str(xdata[1]))

124 if xdata[1]<xdata[0]:#interpolation routine requires acsending order , WiRE usually does it the other way.
vprint ("Reversing")

126 xdata.reverse ()
ydata.reverse ()

128 vprint (xdata)
match_size =([( max(xdata)-min(xdata))/(len(xdata)*2),abs(xdata[0]-xdata[1]),abs(xdata[-1]-xdata[-2])])

130 vprint("matching using max of "+str(match_size))
ROI_min_pos=approx_in_list(ROI_min ,xdata ,max(match_size))#find max , min in list. If not , use whole list.

132 ROI_max_pos=approx_in_list(ROI_max ,xdata ,max(match_size))
vprint ("ROI_min_pos: "+str(ROI_min_pos)+" ROI_max_pos: "+str(ROI_max_pos))

134 if ROI_min_pos <0: ROI_min_pos =0
if ROI_max_pos <=0: ROI_max_pos=len(xdata)

136 vprint ("ROI_min_pos: "+str(ROI_min_pos)+"= "+str(xdata[ROI_min_pos])+"; ROI_max_pos: "+str(ROI_max_pos)+"=
"+str(xdata[ROI_max_pos]))
xdata=xdata[ROI_min_pos:ROI_max_pos]

138 ydata=ydata[ROI_min_pos:ROI_max_pos]
vprint ("about to smooth")

140 smoothed =[]
smoothed=smooth(ydata ,coeff)

142 if File_output:
f=open(InputFile.rpartition(".")[0]+"_"+str(SpectrumNumber)+"-smoothed."+InputFile.rpartition(".")[2],’w’)

144 output=zip(xdata ,smoothed)
f.write(’\n’.join(’%s,%s’ % outitem for outitem in output))

146 f.close
if Interp_step >0:#set interp_step to 0 to avoid interpolating.

148 datafunc=interp1d(xdata ,smoothed ,kind=’cubic’)
xnew=arange(min(xdata)+Interp_step ,max(xdata)-Interp_step ,Interp_step)

150 xnew=list(xnew)
ynew=datafunc(xnew)

152 ynew=list(ynew)
else:
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154 xnew=list(xdata)
ynew=list(smoothed)

156 if use_background: ynew = [a - b for a, b in zip(ynew , background)]
yderiv=smooth(ynew ,diffcoeff)

158 yderiv=list(yderiv)
signchange =[] #detect when derivative crosses from positive to negative - i.e. peak locations.

160 for count , point in enumerate(yderiv):
if count ==0:

162 change=False
elif point < 0 and yderiv[count -1] > 0:

164 change = True
else:

166 change = False
signchange.append(change)

168 if File_output:
f=open(InputFile.rpartition(".")[0]+"_"+str (SpectrumNumber)+"-deriv."+InputFile.rpartition(".")[2],’w’)

170 output=zip(xnew ,yderiv)
f.write(’\n’.join(’%s,%s’ % outitem for outitem in output))

172 f.close
if graph:

174 rcParams[’svg.fonttype ’] = ’none’
rcParams[’savefig.dpi’] = 300

176 clf()
subplot (311)

178 plot(xdata ,ydata ,xdata ,smoothed ,xnew ,ynew)
if use_background:

180 title(’input data , smoothed input data , interpolated & bg subtracted ’)
else:

182 title(’input data , smoothed input data , interpolated ’)
subplot (312)

184 plot(xnew ,yderiv)
title(’derivative ’)

186 subplot (313)
plot(xnew ,signchange)

188 title(’0-crossings ’)
savefig(InputFile.rpartition(".")[0]+"_"+str (SpectrumNumber)+"-Graphs."+graph_type)

190 Peaks=[] #extract a list of peaks from the signchange list
if use_threshold: #if using threshold , must find main peak and its size first

192 MainPeakPos= main_peak -Peak_window
while MainPeakPos <= main_peak+Peak_window:

194 if Interp_step >0:
MainPeakIndex=approx_in_list(MainPeakPos ,xnew ,Interp_step)

196 else:
MainPeakIndex=approx_in_list(MainPeakPos ,xnew ,max(match_size))

198 if signchange[MainPeakIndex] ==True:
#we have the position of the main peak - now find the nearest turning points in the derivative

200 DerivIndexLower=MainPeakIndex -1
while (yderiv[DerivIndexLower] >yderiv[DerivIndexLower +1])and (DerivIndexLower >= ROI_min_pos):

202 DerivIndexLower -=1
if DerivIndexLower ==0: break

204 DerivHeightLower=yderiv[DerivIndexLower]
DerivIndexUpper=MainPeakIndex +1

206 while (yderiv[DerivIndexUpper] <yderiv[DerivIndexUpper -1])and (DerivIndexUpper <= ROI_max_pos):
DerivIndexUpper +=1

208 if DerivIndexUpper ==len(yderiv) -1:break
DerivHeightUpper=yderiv[DerivIndexUpper]

210 MainPeakHeight=DerivHeightLower -DerivHeightUpper
break

212 MainPeakPos += Interp_step
#now found the main peak height (assuming no errors)

214 if File_output:
f=open(InputFile.rpartition(".")[0]+"_"+str(SpectrumNumber)+"-crossings."+InputFile.rpartition(".")[2],

’w’)
216 output=zip(xnew ,signchange)

f.write(’\n’.join(’%s,%s’ % outitem for outitem in output))
218 f.close

vprint ("\rThreshold: Main peak found at "+str(xnew[MainPeakIndex])+" (nominal "+str(main_peak)+"), with
height "+str(MainPeakHeight)+": threshold set to "+str(threshold_percent*MainPeakHeight /100))

220

for count , point in enumerate(signchange):
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222 if point ==1:
#Thresholding , if required

224 if not (use_threshold and abs_threshold !=0):
Peaks.append(xnew[count])

226 else:
DerivIndexLower=count -1

228 while (yderiv[DerivIndexLower] >yderiv[DerivIndexLower +1])and (DerivIndexLower >= ROI_min_pos):
DerivIndexLower -=1

230 DerivHeightLower=yderiv[DerivIndexLower]
DerivIndexUpper=count+1

232 while (yderiv[DerivIndexUpper] <yderiv[DerivIndexUpper -1])and (DerivIndexUpper <= ROI_max_pos):
DerivIndexUpper +=1

234 DerivHeightUpper=yderiv[DerivIndexUpper]
PeakHeight=DerivHeightLower -DerivHeightUpper

236 if abs_threshold !=0:
if smoothed[count] >abs_threshold >=0 or smoothed[count] <abs_threshold <=0:

238 if PeakHeight >MainPeakHeight*threshold_percent /100:
Peaks.append(xnew[count])

240 vprint ("Peak found: " +str(xnew[count])+". Derivative height "+ str(PeakHeight)+" -- Passed")
else:

242 vprint ("Peak found: " +str(xnew[count])+". Derivative height "+ str(PeakHeight)+" -- Rejected
by derivative threshold")

else:
244 vprint ("Peak found: " +str(xnew[count])+". PEak Height "+ str(smoothed[count])+" -- Rejected by

absolute threshold")
else:

246 if PeakHeight >MainPeakHeight*threshold_percent /100:
Peaks.append(xnew[count])

248 vprint ("Peak found: " +str(xnew[count])+". Derivative height "+ str(PeakHeight)+" -- Passed")
else:

250 vprint ("Peak found: " +str(xnew[count])+". Derivative height "+ str(PeakHeight)+" -- Rejected by
derivative threshold")
if File_output:

252 f=open(InputFile.rpartition(".")[0]+"_"+str(SpectrumNumber)+"-AllPeaks."+InputFile.rpartition(".")[2],’w’)
f.write(’\n’.join(’%s’ % outitem for outitem in Peaks))

254 f.close

256 if Use_peaks: #trim peaks to those in PeaksList , bearing in mind tolerance
FilterPeaks =[]

258 for count , point in enumerate(Peaks):
if approx_in_list(Peaks[count] ,zip(* PeaksList)[0],Peak_window ,None) >-1:

260 if output_height:
NewPeak= Peaks[count] ,zip(* PeaksList)[1][approx_in_list(Peaks[count] ,zip(* PeaksList)[0],Peak_window ,

None)],ynew[approx_in_list(Peaks[count] ,xnew ,Interp_step ,None)]
262 else:

NewPeak= Peaks[count] ,zip(* PeaksList)[1][approx_in_list(Peaks[count] ,zip(* PeaksList)[0],Peak_window ,
None)]

264 FilterPeaks.append(NewPeak)
else:

266 FilterPeaks =[]
for count , point in enumerate(Peaks):

268 if output_height:
NewPeak= Peaks[count] ,zip(* PeaksList)[1][approx_in_list(Peaks[count] ,zip(* PeaksList)[0],Peak_window ,

None)],ynew[approx_in_list(Peaks[count] ,xnew ,Interp_step ,None)]
270 else:

NewPeak= Peaks[count] ,zip(* PeaksList)[1][approx_in_list(Peaks[count] ,zip(* PeaksList)[0],Peak_window ,
None)]

272 FilterPeaks.append(NewPeak)
if File_output:

274 f=open(InputFile.rpartition(".")[0]+"_"+str (SpectrumNumber)+"-PEAKS."+InputFile.rpartition(".")[2],’w’)
if output_height:

276 f.write(’\n’.join(’%s,%s,%s’ % outitem for outitem in FilterPeaks))
else:

278 f.write(’\n’.join(’%s,%s’ % outitem for outitem in FilterPeaks))
f.close

280 if Summary_file:
if output_height:

282 for FPi ,FPitem in enumerate(FilterPeaks [:]):
FPitem1 ,FPitem2 ,FPitem3=FPitem

284 FilterPeaks[FPi]=FPitem3 ,FPitem1 ,FPitem2
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ZippedPeaks=zip (* FilterPeaks)
286 ZippedPeaks.reverse ()

for count ,data in enumerate(ZippedPeaks):
288 SummaryTempList =[]

SummaryTempList.append(SpectrumNumber)
290 for item in data:

SummaryTempList.append(item)
292 SummaryOutput.append(SummaryTempList)

if output_height:
294 vprint ("Filtered Peaks Found:\n"+(’\n’.join(’%s,%s,%s’ % outitem for outitem in FilterPeaks)))

else:
296 vprint ("Filtered Peaks Found:\n"+(’\n’.join(’%s,%s’ % outitem for outitem in FilterPeaks)))

298 def ProcessFile (InputFile):
global SummaryOutput

300 try:
f = open(InputFile , "r")

302 str_in = f.read()
f.close()

304 except IOError:
print "File %s does not exist!" % InputFile

306 exit()
str_in.replace(’,’,’\t’) #convert csv to tab -separated

308 inputdata=str_in.splitlines ()
vprint (InputFile)

310 vprint (" "+str(inputdata [1].count(’\t’))+ " tabs (or commas) found in line 1")
vprint (inputdata [1])

312 if inputdata [1].count(’\t’) == 1: #we have a single spectrum (format: wavenumber \t value)
Dimensions =1

314 elif inputdata [1].count(’\t’)==2: # linescan? or time series - (format: xpos \t wavenumber \t value)
Dimensions =2

316 elif inputdata [1].count(’\t’)==3: # linescan? or area map - (format: xpos \t ypos \t wavenumber \t value)
Dimensions =3

318 else:# can’t interpret data
print "Data in file "+InputFile+" doesn’t look like a spectrum , it needs to be in the format \"x<tab >y\"

or \"x,y\" on each line with no header data , found " + str(inputdata [1].count(’\t’)) + "separators."
320 exit()

inputdata [:]=[ datapoint.split(’\t’) for datapoint in inputdata] #make each data point into a 2-4 item list
322 inputdata [:]=[[ float(dataitem) for dataitem in datapoint] for datapoint in inputdata] #convert to floats

if Dimensions ==1:#standard 1 spectrum in a file case.
324 xdata=[]

ydata=[]
326 SummaryOutput =[]

for datapoint in inputdata:
328 if (( datapoint [0]>ROI_min) and (datapoint [0]<ROI_max)): #Crops data and assigns it to x&y data lists

xdata.append(datapoint [0])
330 ydata.append(datapoint [1])

SpectNum="-"
332 ProcessSpectrum (xdata ,ydata ,SpectNum)

elif Dimensions >1:#should be able to handle 2,3d files in one case if xy position is a single item
334 vprint ("Multidimensional file" )

SpectNum=""
336 xdata=[]

ydata=[]
338 SummaryOutput =[]

#Last item in each datapoint is y value , penultimate: x shift , anything part of position: concatenate
340 for datapoint in inputdata:

OldSpectNum=SpectNum
342 if len(datapoint)==3:

SpectNum=str(datapoint [0])
344 else:

SpectNum=str(datapoint [0])+"_"+str(datapoint [1])
346 if (( SpectNum != OldSpectNum) and (OldSpectNum !="")):

print OldSpectNum
348 ProcessSpectrum(xdata ,ydata ,OldSpectNum)

xdata[:]=[]
350 ydata[:]=[]

else:
352 if (( datapoint[len(datapoint)-2]>ROI_min) and (datapoint[len(datapoint)-2]<ROI_max)):#Crops data and

assigns it to x&y data lists
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xdata.append(datapoint[len(datapoint)-2])
354 ydata.append(datapoint[len(datapoint)-1])

print SpectNum#Change in SpectNum won’t pick up the last spectrum
356 ProcessSpectrum(xdata ,ydata ,SpectNum)

xdata[:]=[]
358 ydata[:]=[]

if Summary_file:
360 vprint (SummaryOutput)

SummaryOutput=str(SummaryOutput)
362 rx=re.compile(’\], \[’)

SummaryOutput=rx.sub(’\n’,SummaryOutput).strip()
364 rx=re.compile(’, ’)

SummaryOutput=rx.sub(’\t’,SummaryOutput).strip()
366 rx=re.compile(’\’’)

SummaryOutput=rx.sub(’’,SummaryOutput).strip()
368 rx=re.compile(’\[\[’)

SummaryOutput=rx.sub(’’,SummaryOutput).strip()
370 rx=re.compile(’\]\]’)

SummaryOutput=rx.sub(’’,SummaryOutput).strip()
372 f=open(InputFile.rpartition(".")[0]+"-Peak_summary.txt",’w’)

f.write(SummaryOutput)
374 f.close

376 messagefile=open("peakpick -messages.txt",’w’)
messagefile.write("Logging started at "+time.asctime( time.localtime(time.time()))+"\n")
... User options are read from the command line and configuration file.

431 if Use_peaks:
432 vprint ("Using Peaks:")

vprint (PeaksList)
434 vprint ("With window " +str(Peak_window))

coeff=calc_coeff ((SG_window -1)/2,SG_order) # generate smoothing coefficients
436 diffcoeff=calc_coeff (( Diff_window -1)/2,Diff_order ,1)#generate coefficients for taking 1st derivative

if use_background:
438 background_file=os.path.join(os.getcwd (),background_file)

try:
440 bf=open(background_file ,’r’)

except IOError:
442 print "Background File %s cannot be found" %background_file

print "looking in folder %s"
444 exit()

str_in = bf.read()
446 bf.close()

str_in.replace(’,’,’\t’) #convert csv to tab -separated
448 inputdata=str_in.splitlines ()

print (background_file)
450 print (" "+str(inputdata [1].count(’\t’))+ " tabs (or commas) found in line 1")

if inputdata [1].count(’\t’) == 1: #we have a single spectrum (format: wavenumber \t value)
452 Dimensions =1

elif inputdata [1].count(’\t’)==2: # linescan? or time series - (format: xpos \t wavenumber \t value)
454 Dimensions =2

elif inputdata [1].count(’\t’)==3: # linescan? or area map - (format: xpos \t ypos \t wavenumber \t value)
456 Dimensions =3

else:# can’t interpret data
458 print "Data in file "+InputFile+" doesn’t look like a spectrum , it needs to be in the format \"x<tab >y\"

or \"x,y\" on each line with no header data"
exit()

460 if Dimensions >1:
print"Background file appears to be a map or time series - please use a single spectrum"

462 exit()
xdata=[]

464 ydata=[]
SummaryOutput =[]

466 inputdata [:]=[ datapoint.split(’\t’) for datapoint in inputdata] #make each data point into a 2-4 item list
inputdata [:]=[[ float(dataitem) for dataitem in datapoint] for datapoint in inputdata] #convert to floats

468 for datapoint in inputdata:
if (( datapoint [0]>ROI_min) and (datapoint [0]<ROI_max)):#Crops data , assigns it to x and y data lists

470 xdata.append(datapoint [0])
ydata.append(datapoint [1])

472 print ("Cropping background spectrum -- keeping data between " +str(ROI_min)+" and "+str(ROI_max))
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if xdata[1]<xdata[0]:#interpolation routine requires ascending order , WiRE usually does it the other way.
474 vprint ("Reversing")

xdata.reverse ()
476 ydata.reverse ()

vprint (xdata)
478 match_size =([( max(xdata)-min(xdata))/(len(xdata)*2),abs(xdata[0]-xdata[1]),abs(xdata[-1]-xdata[-2])])

ROI_min_pos=approx_in_list(ROI_min ,xdata ,max(match_size))#try to find max & min in xlist , or use whole list
480 ROI_max_pos=approx_in_list(ROI_max ,xdata ,max(match_size))

vprint ("ROI_min_pos: "+str(ROI_min_pos)+" ROI_max_pos: "+str(ROI_max_pos))
482 if ROI_min_pos <0: ROI_min_pos =0

if ROI_max_pos <=0: ROI_max_pos=len(xdata)
484 vprint ("ROI_min_pos: "+str(ROI_min_pos)+" ROI_max_pos: "+str(ROI_max_pos))

xdata=xdata[ROI_min_pos:ROI_max_pos]
486 ydata=ydata[ROI_min_pos:ROI_max_pos]

vprint (xdata)
488 vprint(ydata)

datafunc=interp1d(xdata ,ydata ,kind=’cubic’)
490 xnew=arange(min(xdata)+Interp_step ,max(xdata)-Interp_step ,Interp_step)

xnew=list(xnew)
492 background=datafunc(xnew)

background=list(background)
494 if File_output:

f=open(background_file.rpartition(".")[0]+"-interpolated."+background_file.rpartition(".")[2],’w’)
496 output=zip(xnew ,background)

f.write(’\n’.join(’%s,%s’ % outitem for outitem in output))
498 f.close #end of background file processing

500 if InputFileName.find("*") >=0 or InputFileName.find("?") >=0:#called with wildcards
vprint ("Filename spec passed was "+InputFileName+" -- processing multiple files")

502 messagefile.write ("Filename spec passed was "+InputFileName+" -- processing multiple files")
InputFileName=os.path.join(os.getcwd (),InputFileName)

504 for InputFile in glob.glob(InputFileName):
messagefile.write("Loading File "+InputFile)

506 print "Loading File "+InputFile
ProcessFile(InputFile)

508 else:
InputFile=InputFileName

510 messagefile.write("Loading File "+InputFile)
ProcessFile(InputFile)

512 messagefile.write("Logging finished at "+time.asctime( time.localtime(time.time())))
messagefile.close

A.2 Thermal simulation spatial averaging code

This Python code was written to analyse the Thermal Analysis System device simulation
output in Chapter 5, and was also applied to the thermography data in Chapter 4.

1 # TAS_neu_parse_map.py
# Chris Hodges , CDTR group 2013

3 # This code takes a TAS Neutral file (in TAS , File , Export , TAS Neutral File)
# which would normally have the extension .neu , crops it to just nodal position and temperatures ,

5 # and runs a map over it, comparable to a physical map.
# read the text in showhelp below for more detail.

7 # Gaussian weighted averaging and nodal volume are considered.
import sys , glob , re, math , os, string

9 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import matplotlib.colors as colors

11 import numpy as np
from scipy.interpolate import griddata

13 from scipy.spatial import Voronoi ,Delaunay

15 def ShowHelp ():
print (’’’TAS_neu_parse.py

17 Written by Chris Hodges , CDTR group , 2013
This code takes a TAS Neutral file (in TAS , File , Export , TAS Neutral File) which would normally have the
extension .neu

19 And crops it to just nodal position and temperatures (also making it comma -separated rather than space).
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21 usage: TAS_neu_parse.py myfile.neu wildcards are OK
output will be to myfile.neu.csv

23 other command line arguments:
xmin , xmax , ymin , ymax , zmin , zmax , Nmin , Nmax: min and max for each coordinate and node number to plot

25 graph , --g: plot the data in xy - should probably specify zmin , zmax to give a single slice , this is intended
for checking rather than publication at the moment. original data is shown in white.

xmina , xmaxa , ymina , ymaxa , zmina , zmaxa , Nmina , Nmaxa: min and max for each coordinate and node number to
average. If graphing , these are outlined in white

27 average , --a: gives the average temperature of the nodes bounded by the ?mina and ?maxa above.
omitting a min/max sets it to -/+ infinity.

29

MAPPING:
31 map , --m: Runs a map for comparison with Raman data (assumed XZ in TAS coordinates and here). Specify this

first of mapping arguments. Note that mapping is done after the trim given above - so either set xmin etc.
to larger than the mapping ROI (recommended , files are large and unsorted) or leave blank to give +/- inf.

xminm , xmaxm , yminm , ymaxm , zminm , zmaxm: min & max for each dimension in the map (set equal for a linescan)
33 xstep , ystepm , zstep: map step size

xsizem , zsizem: area to average over ~= spot diameter at 1/e^2 points
35 ysizem: depth to average over (1/e^2) but his will also be truncated by layer boundaries given by ym ~(see

below)
ym: name , ymin , ymax triplet , can specify multiple times , e.g. ym=GaN ,.2 ,.355 ym=Al.18GaN ,-.99,.2 etc.

37 "map"/"--m" option must be specified before giving y
’’’)

39

def tetravol(a,b,c,d):
41 ’’’Calculates the volume of a tetrahedron , given vertices a,b,c and d (triplets)’’’

tetravol=abs(np.dot((a-d),np.cross((b-d),(c-d))))/6
43 return tetravol

def vol(vor ,p):
45 ’’’Calculate volume of 3d Voronoi cell based on point p. Voronoi diagram is passed in v.’’’

dpoints =[]
47 vol=0

for v in vor.regions[vor.point_region[p]]:
49 dpoints.append(list(vor.vertices[v]))

tri=Delaunay(np.array(dpoints),False ,False ,"QbB Qc Qz")
51 for simplex in tri.simplices:

vol+= tetravol(np.array(dpoints[simplex [0]]),np.array(dpoints[simplex [1]]),np.array(dpoints[simplex [2]]),np
.array(dpoints[simplex [3]]))

53 return vol
# Gauss3d calculates the trivariate Gaussian for 1/e^2 widths xwidth , ywidth , zwidth

55 # at position x,y,z relative to the centre of the distibution. Use with FWHM_axial_no_ref and Everall6
def Gauss3d (xwidth ,ywidth ,zwidth ,x,y,z): #*width means the 1/e^2 width

57 global prefactor
sigma_x=xwidth /4 #1/e^2 == 4sigma width by definition

59 sigma_y=ywidth /4
sigma_z=zwidth /4

61 TdG=prefactor*math.exp(-1*((x/sigma_x)**2+(y/sigma_y)**2+(z/sigma_z)**2))
return TdG

63 def FWHM_axial_no_ref (NAa ,n,PHa ,lama):# ignoring refraction
return math.sqrt(\

65 ((0.88* lama)/(n-math.sqrt(n**2-NAa **2)))**2+\
((math.sqrt (2)*PHa)/NAa)**2)

67 def EverallCOG(NA,n,delta):
global zmin ,zmax

69 if delta ==0:
return 0

71 else:
top=0.

73 bottom =0.
step=delta /20.

75 for y in np.arange(zmin -2*step ,zmax +2*step ,step ,dtype="float"):#here we can just set a 2-step margin.
mm=m(y,NA,n,delta)

77 II=I_m(mm,y,NA,n,delta)
if math.isnan(mm):mm=0

79 top+=mm*II*y
bottom +=mm*II

81 if top ==0:
return 0

83 else:
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return(top/bottom)
85 def I_m(m,z,NA,n,delta):

global zmin ,zmax
87 if zmin <=z<=zmax:

I_m=math.exp(-2*m**2)
89 else:#out of range or NaN

I_m=0.
91 return I_m

def m(z,NA,n,delta):
93 try:

m= math.sqrt((z**2-(n**2)*(delta **2))/(( delta **2) *((NA**2)*(n**2-1)/(1-NA**2))))
95 return m

except ValueError:
97 return float("nan")

def FWHM_axial (NAa ,n1a ,n2a ,deltaa ,PHa ,lama):# variable list includes terms needed for refraction -based calcs.
99 if deltaa ==0:

return math.sqrt(\
101 ((0.88* lama)/(n1a -math.sqrt(n1a**2-NAa **2)))**2+\

((math.sqrt (2)*PHa)/NAa)**2)
103 else:

#first 2 lines are from the Zeiss book , 3rd is Everall ’s eq.7
105 return math.sqrt(\

((0.88* lama)/(n2a -math.sqrt(n2a**2-NAa **2)))**2+\
107 ((math.sqrt (2)*PHa)/NAa)**2+\

(deltaa *(math.sqrt((NAa **2)*(n2a**2-1)/(1-NAa **2)-n2a **2)-n2a))**2)
109 def FWHM_lateral (NAl ,nl,laml):# allowing for refraction at interface

return 0.51* laml/(NAl/nl)
111 def ProcessFile (InputFile):

... Global variables are declared.
136 global prefactor

FWHMe2=math.sqrt (2/ math.log(2))# constant by which FWHM is multiplied to get 1/e^2 width
138 # should only overwrite data from a previous run over the same simulation output

OutputFile=InputFile+".csv"
140 # not much error checking , but it’s worth checking for a missing input file

try:
142 f = open(InputFile , "r")

str_in = f.read()
144 f.close()

except IOError:
146 print "File %s does not exist!" % InputFile

exit()
148 # Now simplify the file: .neu files are rather large (10s-100s of MB), so discard as much as possible

# (there’s a lot of irelevant blank/duplicate data). We want to keep lines between [NODE] and the next [END]
150 # which contain 6 spaces (every other line in the NODE section) lines in between can be discarded by a regex

print ’input file is ’+str(len(str_in))+’ characters long’
152 inputlist=str_in.splitlines ()

print ’this is ’+str(len(inputlist))+’ lines’
154 inputline =0

Nodes=False#this will hold whether or not we are in the [NODES] section of the file
156 f=open(OutputFile ,"w") #OutputFile holds the nodal data - all of it within the selected cropped region

f.write(’Node ,0,0,T,x,y,z,layer\r’)#headers
158 linecount =0#counts the number of output lines , just for status updates

# the *list variables will hold the useful information about the kept nodes , as follows
160 xlist=[]# x position

ylist=[]# y position
162 zlist=[]# z position

Tlist=[]# Temperature
164 Nlist=[]# TAS Node number (we can’t make any assumptions about this , though they should be in order)

if map: #set up the layer names and dims if actually mapping. It is assumed that layers are in y.
166 Nameset=zip(ynamel ,yminl ,ymaxl)# these lists are populated when reading in command line

print "Nameset",Nameset#check the layers are as intended
168 print "xmin , xmax , ymin , ymax , zmin , zmax , Nmin , Nmax"

print xmin , xmax , ymin , ymax , zmin , zmax , Nmin , Nmax #Parameters within which we want to keep nodes
170 while inputline <len(inputlist):# walk the input , line by line , copying out the interesting data

if inputlist[inputline].find("NODE") >=0:# the beginning of the interesting bit
172 Nodes=True

print "found start of Nodes section"
174 inputline +=1

elif inputlist[inputline].find("END") >=0 and Nodes:# the end of the interesting bit
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176 print "found end of Nodes section"
break# so no need to walk any further though the input file

178 elif Nodes:#If we are in the interesting bit
match=re.match("^([0-9]+ ){7,}$",inputlist[inputline])# >=7 blocks of digits with spaces between = line

too long to be of interest (in practice most of these numbers will be 1 or 0).
180 if not(match):#so these are the interesting lines.

op=inputlist[inputline].rstrip ().replace(" ",",")
182 inputitem=op.split(",")

x=float(inputitem [4])#order of information on the line had to be determined empirically
184 y=float(inputitem [5])

z=float(inputitem [6])
186 T=float(inputitem [3])

N=float(inputitem [0])
188 if (xmin <=x<=xmax)and(ymin <=y<=ymax) and (zmin <=z<=zmax)and(Nmin <=N<=Nmax):

# test whether we actually want to keep this node
190 xlist.append(x)#and store its useful info

ylist.append(y)
192 zlist.append(z)

Tlist.append(T)
194 Nlist.append(N)

# want to check and output which layer(s) i.e. yminl , ymaxl pairs a node is in
196 NameTemp=""

for NameSetItem in Nameset:
198 if NameSetItem [1]<y<NameSetItem [2]:

#print "y",y," nameset",Nameset
200 NameTemp=NameTemp+NameSetItem [0]+" "

NameTemp=NameTemp.strip()
202 op=op+","+NameTemp+"\r"

f.write(op)#write a line to the output file , with the relevant node information
204 linecount +=1#tally the lines of output

inputline +=1#advance the input
206 else:

inputline +=1#this is a really boring line , before the [NODES] section , so just move on
208 #end while - could simply be a for loop , but originally modified the input list in place (slow)

210 print ’reduced to ’+str(linecount)+’ lines at 1 node per line’# status update
f.close #the file of all nodes is done with

212 # plotting is optional , and not optimised , just a check really.
# To get a nice plot , it may be necessary to use a larger *min -*max range than otherwise desirable ,

214 # so the interpolation works properly(even with linear , cubic had horrible edge -effects)
if graph:

216 xi = np.linspace(min(xlist),max(xlist) ,1000)# We need to interpolate the data onto a nice grid
yi = np.linspace(min(ylist),max(ylist) ,1000)# here we set up the grid.

218 # set up a nice colour map:"fire"=black -red -yellow -white
cdict={’red’:((0,0,0) ,(0.333,1,1) ,(1,1,1)), ’green’:((0,0,0) ,(.333,0,0) ,(.67,1,1) ,(1,1,1)), ’blue’

:((0,0,0) ,(.67,0,0) ,(1,1,1))}
220 my_cmap = colors.LinearSegmentedColormap(’my_colormap ’,cdict ,256)

palette=my_cmap
222 palette.set_under(’b’ ,0.0)#blue for exceptionally low values

# grid the data.
224 Ti = griddata ((xlist , ylist), Tlist , (xi[None ,:], yi[:,None]), method=’linear ’)

#plot it, note the normalisation
226 CS = plt.contourf(xi,yi,Ti ,50,cmap=palette ,norm=colors.Normalize(vmin=max([0,np.nanmin(Ti)]),vmax=np.

nanmax(Ti),clip=True))
plt.colorbar () # draw colorbar

228 # plot data points on top
plt.scatter(xlist ,ylist ,marker=’+’,c=’b’,s=3)

230 #if we’re doing simple averaging , plot the outline of the averaging area on top. (Legacy)
if average:

232 plt.plot([xmina ,xmina ,xmaxa ,xmaxa ,xmina] ,[ymina ,ymaxa ,ymaxa ,ymina ,ymina] ,"w-")
plt.show()#actually draw it

234 points=zip(xlist ,ylist ,zlist)
Vlist =[0.0]*len(points)# volume of Voronoi cell around point , used for weighting proportional to nodal

volume
236 print "There are "+str(len(points))+" points , about to generate Voronoi diagram"

vor=Voronoi(points)
238 for i,p in enumerate(vor.points):

out=False
240 for v in vor.regions[vor.point_region[i]]:
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if v<=-1: #a point index of -1 is returned if the vertex is outside the Voronoi diagram , in this
application these should be ignorable edge -cases

242 out=True
if xminm <p[0]<xmaxm and yminm <p[1]<ymaxm and zminm <p[2]<zmaxm:# we will have OOB vertices for the edge

points , we don’t need to care
244 print "Point "+str(i)+"(TAS node "+str(Nlist[i])+") with coordinates "+str(p)+"has an out -of bounds

vertex"
if (not out):# and xminm <p[0]<xmaxm and yminm <p[1]<ymaxm and zminm <p[2]<zmaxm: #only need to calculate the

volumes for points in the mapping region.
246 try:

Vlist[i]=vol(vor ,i)
248 #print "point "+str(i)+" with coordinates "+str(p)+" has volume "+str(Vlist[i])

except:
250 print "Error at point "+str(i)+"(TAS node "+str(Nlist[i])+") with coordinates"+str(p)+":"

print " Voronoi diagram details"
252 print " Region "+str(vor.point_region[i])+" has vertices"

for errV in vor.regions[vor.point_region[i]]:
254 print vor.vertices[errV]

Vlist[i]=0#set the volume for this node to 0, which will mean it is ignored for averaging
256 pointcount =0# This is for the simple average - count the points

runningtotal =0# keep a total
258 if average:

for N in np.arange(0,len(xlist)):# walk the array(s) of points & check if they’re in appropriate range
260 if xmina <=xlist[N] <=xmaxa and ymina <=ylist[N] <=ymaxa and zmina <=zlist[N] <=zmaxa and Nmina <=Nlist[N] <=

Nmaxa:
pointcount +=1

262 runningtotal +=Tlist[N]
average=runningtotal/pointcount#calculate the average and output

264 print "The average temperature is "+str(average)
print "this was over the range"

266 print" "+str(xmina)+" <= x <= "+str(xmaxa)
print" "+str(ymina)+" <= y <= "+str(ymaxa)

268 print" "+str(zmina)+" <= z <= "+str(zmaxa)
print" "+str(Nmina)+" <= N <= "+str(Nmaxa)

270 print str(pointcount)+" points were averaged."
if map:#walk the arrays of nodes repeatedly (x1 per point in map) straightforward ,not fast or elegant

272 print "About to start mapping"
fm=open(InputFile+"_map.csv","w")# fm is the map output data file.

274 fm.write("X,Y,Z")# the easy headers
for yl in np.arange(0,len(ynamel) ,1):#the per -layer headers , from the name list

276 fm.write(","+ynamel[yl]+" average ,"+ynamel[yl]+" count")
fm.write("\r")

278 if xminm==xmaxm: #build arrays first then iterate over them - to be sure we can handle min = max cases - X
xrange=np.empty (1)

280 xrange [0]=xminm
else:

282 xrange=np.arange(xminm ,xmaxm ,xstepm)# the usual case , actually sweeping a range in x
if yminm==ymaxm: # y

284 yrange=np.empty (1)
yrange [0]=yminm

286 else:
yrange=np.arange(yminm ,ymaxm ,ystepm)

288 if zminm==zmaxm:# and z
zrange=np.empty (1)

290 zrange [0]=zminm
else:

292 zrange=np.arange(zminm ,zmaxm ,zstepm)
for xm in xrange: # map over 3d

294 for zm in zrange:
for ym in yrange:

296 print "xm,ym,zm",str([xm,ym,zm])
rt= np.zeros(len(ynamel))# weighted sum of temperatures so far (per layer)

298 rc= np.zeros(len(ynamel))# count of points so far (legacy , only used for status now)
Gsum=np.zeros(len(ynamel))# sum of the weights , for calculating the average

300 #delta is the sample movement , remember when plotting
delta=-ym

302 if ym >=0: #a quick hack to handle whether the spot is in air or GaN
latsize=FWHM_lateral(NA,n1,lam)*FWHMe2

304 IOR=n1
zmin=0
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306 zmax =10#completely arbitrary , > top of device.
axsize=FWHM_axial(NA,n1,n2 ,0,PH,lam)*FWHMe2

308 else:
latsize=FWHM_lateral(NA,n2,lam)*FWHMe2

310 IOR=n2
zmin= delta*IOR#zmin and zmax are calculated based on the definition of z_m in Everall ’s paper.

312 zmax= delta*math.sqrt((IOR**2-NA**2)/(1-NA**2))
axsize=FWHM_axial(NA,n1,n2,ym,PH,lam)*FWHMe2

314 #axsize=FWHM_axial_no_ref(NA,n1,PH,lam)*FWHMe2
prefactor =1/( math.sqrt ((2* math.pi)**3 *( latsize /4)**2 *( axsize /4)**2 *( latsize /4) **2))

316 for N,Nl in enumerate(Nlist):#work through all the nodes in the lists , by position
if ((xm -2* latsize)<=xlist[N] <=(xm+2* latsize)) and ((zm -2* latsize)<=zlist[N] <=(zm+2* latsize)):

318 # is the node in the current map spot (XZ)?
# treating within a radius of the spot diameter (i.e. integrate over twice the 1/e^2 width)

320 for yl,yll in enumerate (ynamel):
# in Y, things are rather different , we may have slices which are spectroscopically addressable

322 if yminl[yl] <=ylist[N] <=ymaxl[yl]:#is the node in a y-slice?
xdiff=xm-xlist[N]# find the position within the current map spot.

324 zdiff=zm-zlist[N]
if delta >=0:

326 ydiff=ym-ylist[N]
weight=Vlist[N]*( Gauss3d (latsize ,axsize ,latsize ,xdiff ,ydiff ,zdiff))

328 else:
ydiff=ym-ylist[N]

330 weight=Vlist[N]*( Gauss3d (latsize ,axsize ,latsize ,xdiff ,ydiff ,zdiff))#calculate the 3d
Gaussian for the spot in air

Gsum[yl]+= weight
332 rt[yl]+=Tlist[N]*weight

# This is where we multiply by the Gaussian function , taking the position of the node within
334 # the Gaussian with respect to the current map position

if weight <>0: rc[yl]+=1
336 fm.write(str(xm)+","+str(ym)+","+str(zm)) # output the node position (to file)

for yl in np.arange(0,len(ynamel) ,1):#output the average temperature , per layer , with point count
338 fm.write(","+str(rt[yl]/(Gsum[yl]))+","+str(rc[yl]))

fm.write("\r")
340 fm.write("\r")#this gives a blank line , makes finding the data in the o/p file easier

... User options are read from the command line, defaults are applied if options are not given.
478 print ("Filename spec passed was "+InputFileName+" -- processing multiple files")

InputFileName=os.path.join(os.getcwd (),InputFileName)
480 for InputFile in glob.glob(InputFileName):

print "Loading File "+InputFile
482 ProcessFile(InputFile)

else: # and this is for a single file
484 InputFile=InputFileName

ProcessFile(InputFile)

A.3 Electroluminescence (EL) hotspot image analysis
code

The Python code in this section integrates a region of interest in one or more flexible
image transport system (FITS) files, for example to produce a plot of light intensity
against time for a region surrounding an electroluminescence hotspot. The use of this
code is described in Chapter 6, and some results analysed with it are presented in
Reference 192.

1 #FITS_roi_integrate.py
2 #Chris Hodges , CDTR group May 2012

#This script integrates a region of interest (expressed in pixel coordinates) from one or more FITS file(s).
4

import ConfigParser
6 import sys , os, glob , re, time ,imgscale ,pyfits # library for working with FITS files

from math import *
8 from numpy import *

from pylab import *
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10 from scipy import *
from datetime import datetime

12 def vprint(ToPrint):
if verbose:

14 print ToPrint
messagefile.write (str(ToPrint)+"\n")

16 def ShowHelp ():
print(’’’FITS_roi_integrate.py

18 ===========
Written by Chris Hodges , CDTR group 2012

20 Loads in one or more FITS files (assume black and white for now), looks in a region of interest specified in
FITS_roi_integrate.cfg to find a peak , then integrates over an area also specified in the cfg file. If the
config file doesn’t exist , run "FITS_roi_integrate.py setup" to create it.

22 Limited (unless "verbose ") output is to STDOUT , specifying "file", "graph" or "summary", or setting
Always_file_output , Always_summary or Always_graph in FITS_roi_integrate.cfg gives useful output to files.

24 Command line options:
=====================

26 help , --h, ?: Show this help
setup: Create the config file with default values

28 verbose , --v: Show lots of output
graph , --g: Produce graphs (for debug)

30 file , --f: Output to files at various stages in the process.
summary , --s: Output summary data (for map files only)

32 peak , --p: Find the brightest spot and integrates around this (integration parameters to be found in .cfg
file). If not selected , integrates the ROI specified in the .cfg.

34 anything else will be interpreted as a filename , which should be last in the list of arguments
Parameters related to the region of interest in which to find a spot and the integartion to be performed once
found can be specified in FITS_roi_integrate.cfg.

36 ’’’)
def Setup():
... The setup routine writes a default configuration file.

57 #Processfile is the bit that does all the work - though most of the clever stuff is handled by pyfits.
58 def ProcessFile(inputfile):

hdulist = pyfits.open(inputfile)
60 if verbose:

hdulist.info()
62 for hdr in [’CREATOR ’,’INSTRUME ’,’DATE’,’XPIXSZ ’,’YPIXSZ ’,’EXPOSURE ’,’GAIN’,’OFFSET ’,’BIN_MODE ’,’ARRAY_TY ’

,’XBINNING ’,’YBINNING ’,’EXPTIME ’]: vprint(hdr+" = "+str(hdulist [0].header[hdr]))
timestamp=hdulist [0].header[’date -obs’]

64 vprint ("Start of exposure was at "+timestamp)
image=hdulist [0].data

66 vprint (image)
vprint (image.shape)

68 # array is 0-based , pixel coordinates usually 1-based , also y is inverted
roi=image[image.shape[0]-ROI_max_y -1: image.shape[0]-ROI_min_y -1,ROI_min_x -1: ROI_max_x -1].copy()

70 vprint (roi)
vprint (str(image.shape[0]-ROI_max_y -1)+":"+str(image.shape[0]-ROI_min_y -1))

72 if graph:#graphs are mainly for checking/debugging
img=img_scale.linear(image)

74 clf()
imshow(img , aspect=’equal’)

76 title(inputfile)
savefig(inputfile.rpartition(".")[0]+".png")

78 img=img_scale.linear(roi)
clf()

80 imshow(img , aspect=’equal’)
title(inputfile+"-ROI: Y "+str(image.shape[0]-ROI_max_y)+":"+str(image.shape[0]-ROI_min_y)+"; X "+str(

ROI_min_x)+":"+str(ROI_max_x))
82 savefig(inputfile.rpartition(".")[0]+"-ROI.png")

if Peak:#allow for small amounts of sample movement: find brightest spot in ROI , integrate about that.
84 peakpos= (unravel_index(roi.argmax (), roi.shape))#gives the peak position within ROI

#if you get an error on the line above , check that the ROI is actually within the dimensions of the image
86 #e.g. did you change the binning?

vprint (peakpos)
88 xpos=ROI_min_x+peakpos [1]

ypos=image.shape[0]-ROI_max_y -1+ peakpos [0]
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90 vprint (str(xpos)+","+str(ypos))
int_region=image[ypos -integral_size_y:ypos+integral_size_y ,xpos -integral_size_x:xpos+integral_size_x].copy

()
92 integral=sum(int_region)

else:
94 integral=sum(roi)

image[image.shape[0]-ROI_max_y -2: image.shape[0]-ROI_min_y ,ROI_min_x -2: ROI_max_x] =32767
96 image[image.shape[0]-ROI_max_y -1: image.shape[0]-ROI_min_y -1,ROI_min_x -1: ROI_max_x -1]=roi

98 if graph:
img=img_scale.linear(image)

100 clf()
imshow(img , aspect=’equal’)

102 title(inputfile)
savefig(inputfile.rpartition(".")[0]+".png")

104 img=img_scale.linear(int_region)
clf()

106 imshow(img , aspect=’equal’)
title(inputfile+"-integral_region: Y "+str(ypos -integral_size_y)+":"+str(ypos+integral_size_y)+"; X "+str(

xpos -integral_size_x)+":"+str(xpos+integral_size_x))
108 savefig(inputfile.rpartition(".")[0]+"-int_region.png")

print timestamp.replace("T"," "),integral ,os.path.basename(inputfile)
110 if Summary_file:#this file holds a list of intensities vs time - ideal for plotting

summaryfile.write(timestamp.replace("T"," ")+"\t"+str(integral)+"\t"+os.path.basename(inputfile)+"\t"+str(
ypos)+"\t"+str(xpos)+"\n" )

112 if graph:
time_list.append(timestamp.replace("T"," "))

114 integral_list.append(integral)
messagefile=open("peakpick -messages.txt",’w’) #main

116 messagefile.write("Logging started at "+time.asctime( time.localtime(time.time()))+"\n")
config=ConfigParser.RawConfigParser ()

118 File_output=False
verbose=False

120 graph=False
Summary_file=False

122 use_threshold=False
threshold_percent =0

124 main_peak =0
Peak=False
... User options are read from the command line and configuration file.

159 messagefile=open("FITS_roi_integrate -messages.txt",’w’)
160 messagefile.write("Logging started at "+time.asctime( time.localtime(time.time()))+"\n")

outputfilename=InputFileName.replace("*","_").replace("?","_").rpartition(".")[0]
162 if Summary_file: summaryfile=open(outputfilename+"-summary.txt","w")

if graph:
164 time_list =[]

integral_list =[]
166 if InputFileName.find("*") >=0 or InputFileName.find("?") >=0:#called with wildcards

vprint ("Filename spec passed was "+InputFileName+" -- processing multiple files")
168 messagefile.write ("Filename spec passed was "+InputFileName+" -- processing multiple files")

InputFileName=os.path.join(os.getcwd (),InputFileName)
170 for InputFile in glob.glob(InputFileName):

messagefile.write("Loading File "+InputFile)
172 print "Loading File "+InputFile

ProcessFile(InputFile)
174 else:

InputFile=InputFileName
176 messagefile.write("Loading File "+InputFile)

ProcessFile(InputFile)
178 messagefile.close # tidying up

if Summary_file: summaryfile.close
180 if graph:

clf()
182 title(InputFileName)

subplot (111)
184 for i,s in enumerate(time_list): time_list[i]=datetime.strptime(time_list[i],"%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S")

time_list = matplotlib.dates.date2num(time_list)
186 plot_date(time_list ,integral_list)

savefig(outputfilename+"summary."+graph_type)
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